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S U M M A R Y 
Part I. A s y m p t o t i c s for Point Processes 
Let Ρ be the distribution of a stationary point process on the real line and let P 0 be 
its Palm distribution. Our emphasis is on limit theorems, strong or weak (laws of large 
numbers, loglog laws, marginal and functional central limit theorems). Two types are 
considered, those in terms of the location of the number of points of the point process 
in (0,t] and those in terms of the location of the nth point right of the origin. T h e 
former are most easily considered under Ρ and the latter under P 0 . General conditions 
are presented that guarantee equivalence of either type of limit theorem under both 
probability measures. As a bridge between P 0 and Ρ we consider a third probability 
measure, P i , arising from Ρ by shifting the origin to the first point of the process on 
the right. 
The obtained results for either typ« of limit theorem are extended to equivalences 
between the two types. Some remarks are made on generalisation to non-stationary 
point processes and marked point processes. 
A more detailed summary of Part I of this monograph is presented in Sections 1.1 
and 1.2. 
Part II. S o m e Stochast ic Inequalities and A s y m p t o t i c Normal i ty of 
Serial Rank Statistics in General Linear Processes 
Consider a sample of η subsequent observations Xi,...,X
n
 of a general linear process 
generated by a white-noise process. It is our purpose to study the asymptotic behaviour 
of a class of serial rank statistics. We do not assume any explicit mixing condition 
(although this is common in literature, cf. Harel (1986), Harel & Puri (1987)). Instead 
we make use of the weak dependence property which is inherent to the actual existence 
of Λ-, as a limit of a series. We impose some conditions on the model itself. Asymptotic 
normality is established then by a proof that involves Lyapunov's limit theorem and 
may have some independent interest. Some stochastic inequalities in terms of reduced 
empirical processes are derived. 
Even without the strong mixing condition linear processes may have asymptotically 
normal rank statistics, as shows an example. 
For a more detailed summary we refer t o Section 1 of Part II. 
ix 
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PART I 
ASYMPTOTICS 
FOR POINT PROCESSES 

Chapter 1 
P R E L I M I N A R I E S 
1.1. Introduct ion 
A point process on R is a random element Φ in the class of all integer-valued measures 
<p on the σ-field Bor R of Borei sets on R which are locally finite: 
ψ(Α) < oo for all bounded A € Bor R . 
Let M be this class and endow it with the σ-field M generated by the sets [y(-A) = Щ 
: = {φ g M : φ(Α) = к}, к G No and A 6 BorR. It is possible t o define a metric 
on M which makes M a complete and separable metric space and M the cr-field of 
Borei sets on M. More information about this and the following can be found in 
the monographs Kallenberg (1983/86), Matthes, Kerstan L· Mecke (1978), and in the 
introductory chapter of Franken et al. (1982). Our notat ion is inspired by the last 
reference. 
We will always assume that Φ (or rather its distribution P ) is stationary: Φ(<-(-·) =d 
Φ for all t e R. In other words, the time shifts T« : M —» M defined by Ti<p = φ(ί + ·) 
are measure-preserving. We also assume that : 
(a) P[vK-oo,0) = v>(0,oo) = oo] = 1, 
(b) P[<p{s} < 1 for all s e R] = 1, 
(c) λ : = ЕФ(0,1] < oo. 
Assumption (b) means that Φ is simple, while (a) is equivalent to requiring Φ ^ 0 wpl . 
The support of φ g M (notation: suppig) is the smallest closed subset A of R such that 
ip(Ac) = 0. Because of (a), (b) and local finiteness it can be enumerated by (Χ,(φ)),ςζ 
such that 
. . . < Χ-^φ) < Χ0(φ) < 0 < Χ^φ) < Χ^ψ) <... 
We say that ιψ has a point (or occurrence) at з ' if <p{s} = 1, and call Χι{φ) ' the 
time of the »'th point'. We have Φ(Α) = # { t e Ζ : Xi G A], A G B o r R and write 
Φ ( θ ) : = Φ ( 0 , θ ] ) θ > 0 . 
We now consider the Palm distribution P 0 of Φ. A formal definition follows in 
Section 1.2, but intuitively P 0 is the conditioned distribution of Φ given the occurrence 
of a point in the origin. Many of the theoretic aspects of the relations between Ρ and 
P 0 are described in the monographs mentioned above. A more applied view on these 
matters is given in Cox & Lewis (1966). 
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Setting о, : = X,+i — Χ, for i € Ζ we obtain the sequence (о^) : = (ofj)jgz of inter-
val lengths between the points. It turns out t o be P0-stationary, which means that 
( o r i , . . . , α
η
) and (a/c+i,. · ·, <**+n) have the same distribution when P0 is used as prob­
ability measure on M (all η G N and к ζ Ζ). In general, ( α , ) is not P-stationary. 
Heuristically this can be seen as follows. Consider a stationary point process and imag­
ine a new origin chosen as uniformly distributed over a very long period of time. Then 
there is a relatively high chance that this origin will fall in a long interval. Conse­
quently, the distribution of the length of this interval will differ from the distributions 
of the other interval lengths. Since intervals are generally correlated, this distortion 
affects also the distributions of the other interval lengths. 
Conversely, if P 0 is taken as probability measure, we are working in effect with measure­
ments in relation to an arbitrary occurence as origin. The resulting counting process 
will then in general not be stationary. Hence the sequence (Ф(і — 1, i]) is P-stationary 
and not P 0 -stationary. That is why the counting properties of a point process are more 
easily studied under Ρ and the interval properties under P 0 . The by now abundant 
l i terature on (functional) limit theorems for stationary sequences (cf. Eberlein L· Taqqu 
(1986)) provides us with limit theorems for (Φ(ι — 1, t]) under Ρ and limit theorems for 
( a , ) under P 0 , but not the other way around. 
However, in our experience the more applied literature is not so strict on these 
matters . The sequence of intervals is mostly observed starting from an arbitrary element 
of R as origin. So Ρ is the ruling probability measure. The usual practice is that a 
sample α ϊ , . . . , α
η
 of successive interval lengths is used to estimate the interval properties 
under P 0 hoping t h a t the bias is small (tends t o 0 as η —» oo). The sample mean, for 
instance, is used as an estimation (under P) of E0cto, the P 0 -mean of cto- In Cox 
& Lewis (1966; p . 67,87) it is stated that this estimation is asymptotically unbiased 
'in most relevant cases'. Identification of the long run P-properties of (a , ) with its 
P 0 -propert ies is assumed 'for the purposes of statistical analysis'. 
These considerations make it useful to see whether or under which conditions limit 
results under P 0 carry over to limit results under P , and vice versa. This is the main 
topic of the present research. 
1.2. C o n t e n t s and prel iminary definitions 
When trying to relate limit results under Ρ and P 0 , one finds that for these purposes the 
'gap ' between these probability measures is too large. Direct application of the usual 
inversion formulas (cf. (1.2.1) and (1.2.2)) is problematic. One needs a probabiüty 
measure which might function as a bridge between Ρ and P 0 , having simple relations 
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with both. 
The probability measures P
n
, η G Ζ, arising from Ρ by moving the origin to the nth 
occurrence on its right meet this need. The relation between P
n
 and Ρ is clear from 
the definition below, while the equivalence to P 0 determines the relation between P„ 
and P 0 . The practical consequence is that convergence wpl holds equivalently under 
P 0 and P
n
, an observation which is frequently used in this research. A theorem about 
these matters, crucial for nearly all parts of this research, is proved in Section 2.1. The 
Radon-Nikodym derivative of P
n
 with respect to P 0 turns out to be very simple, namely 
λ α _
η
. This result is used for deriving some relations concerning Ρ and/or P 0 . Some 
of these might also be obtained by more conventional methods inspired by (1.2.1) and 
(1.2.2), but the position of P
n
, intermediate between Ρ and P 0 , guarantees a more 
natural and faster approach. Other intermediate probability measures are considered, 
leading to new relations. 
Section 2.2 deals with interchanging P 0 and Ρ in strong laws of large numbers. It is 
proved that ergodic type theorems under P 0 for special P0-stationary sequences (ξ,) (in 
particular (a,)) also hold under P. A similar strong limit result under Ρ for counts turns 
out to be valid as well under P 0 . In Section 2.3 asymptotic properties of a sequence 
(Pn) of estimators of P 0 are related to ergodicity conditions. For this purpose a notion 
is introduced, which is weaker than ergodicity of Φ. Section 2.4 is about interchanging 
P 0 and Ρ in loglog laws of Khinchin type. Loglog laws of counts and intervals are 
proved to hold equivalently if the probability measure ( P or P 0 ) is kept fixed. 
Chapter 3 deals with centred limit theorems in R. It is proved that under a certain 
mixing condition marginal limit results of special sequences (ζ,) like (a,) (see Section 
3.1) and the counts (see Section 3.2) hold equivalently under P 0 and P. As a tool 
theorems are stated about the equivalence under P 0 and Ρ of central limit results 
holding independently of the underlying sequence in the sense of Rényi (1958). In 
Section 3.4 similar results are obtained if the number of ¿,'s in the central limit theorem 
is random. Section 3.3 relates central limits of counts and intervals when the probability 
measure is kept fixed. In Section 3.5 some of the results of Chapter 3 are exhibited in a 
diagram. It is proved that for ζ, = a, the main result of Section 3.1 and the main result 
of Section 3.2 in the relevant cases remain valid if their respective mixing conditions are 
interchanged. The necessity of the mixing conditions in the main theorems is discussed. 
An example is given. 
In Chapter 4 limit theorems are considered in the space D of the right continuous 
functions on [0, oo) with finite left limits everywhere. D is endowed with the Skorohod 
Ji topology. Strong and weak functional limit theorems, similar to those in Chapters 
2 and 3, are proved to hold equivalently under P 0 and Ρ (see Sections 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 
and 4.5). Sometimes a mixing condition is needed. Functional limits of counts and 
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intervals are related to each other while the probability measure ( P or P 0 ) is kept fixed. 
If ξ i = ai the mixing conditions of the main theorems in Sections 4.4 and 4.5 can again 
be interchanged. 
A generalisation to marked point processes is briefly indicated in Section 5.1. Attention 
is given especially to the case of two types of occurrences. Section 5.2 deals with the 
non-stationary case. Some of the results in Chapters 2 and 3 can be generalised. 
The class of 'special' sequences (ζ,), the required mixing condition, and the notions 'con­
vergence in distribution, independent of a σ-field' and 'ρ-varying function' are discussed 
in Sections 1.3-1.6. 
At the end of this section we formalise some of the notions mentioned above and 
give some other definitions and notations. Let 
M00 : = {φ e M : φ(-οο, 0) = ^(0, οο) = οο; <p{s} < 1 for all з e R } . 
Note that assumptions (a) and (b) imply that P ( M 0 0 ) = 1. Let further 
M0 := {φ Ε M00 : ψ{0} = 1}; 
Μ
0
:=Μ
0
ηΜ and M00 := Μ00 Π M. 
If supp ψ = {Xj(4>)}jez, then supp у>(з + ·) = {Xj{ip) - e}>
e
z and supp φ(Χί(φ) + ·) = 
{Xj(ip) — Χί{φ)}ίξΖ С33 sets, not as sequences!). The Palm distribution P 0 is defined 
by: 
(1.2.1) P0(A) = ІЕ 
•(ο,ι] 
£ ΜΦ№ + ·)) 
·=ι 
A e M" 
Ρ
0
 is a probability measure on (Μ^,Μ00) with P 0 ( M 0 ) = 1, so Ρ 0 may be seen as 
well as a measure on (Μ0,Μ0). Ρ and Ρ 0 are mutually singular since P(M0) = 0. 
Let the point shift t?i : M 0 0 —• M0 be defined by ΰιφ : = φ(Χι(φ) + ·). According to 
Franken et al. (1982; Th.1.2.7) Ρ 0 has the following important property: 
Р
0 ( і М ) = Ρ0(Α) for all A e M0, 
or equivalently: (a,) is P0-stationary. The probability measure Pi := PtJ^"1 will play a 
central role in our considerations. 
The following relation between Ρ and P 0 (cf. Franken et al. (1982; p. 27)) is very 
important. 
(1.2.2) P(A) = X Γρ0[Χ1(φ)> u;p(u + ·) e Λ]A», A e M. 
Jo 
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Next we introduce the n-fold iteration of the point shift ϋι. So ΰ
η
 is the measurable 
mapping from M 0 0 onto M0 defined by 
ΰ
η
φ := φ(Χ„(φ) + ·), ψ e M00 and η G Ζ, 
so that for m € Ζ: 
(1.2.3) ί - = * « - ι ο ί , , 
(1.2.4) ι ? " 1 = 0 _
m
 on M 0 , 
(1.2.5) Р
т
(А) = Рі(д7{т~1)А) for A £ M0. 
Here P
m
 is the probability measure on M0 induced by u
m
 : P
m
 arises from Ρ by moving 
the origin to the m t h occurrence, while P 0 may be interpreted as arising from Ρ by 
moving the origin to an arbitrary occurrence, at least in the ergodic case. Note that 
the restriction of i?
m
 to M0 is a bijection on M 0 . 
Random elements are considered for various probability measures on the underlying 
measurable space (e.g. Φ is considered under Ρ and P 0 ) . In expressions like Yn —*d 
Y [Q] the Q indicates the probability measure of the common underlying probability 
space of the left-hand sides Y
n
 (so has nothing to do with Y on the right-hand side). It 
is typical for the present paper that Q varies while the У
п
'з are kept fixed. Expectations 
with respect to the probability measures Q, P 0 , P , and Ρ are denoted by EQ, Ε0, E, 
and E, respectively. 
In limit theorems we often make use of the time parameters t and n. Unless stated 
otherwise the first is a continuous-time, the second a discrete-time parameter. 
1.3. Sequences generated by the point shift 
Many theorems in this research deal with P 0 -stat ionary random sequences (£,) on 
( M 0 0 , ^ 0 0 ) . Occasionally we will make the further assumption about (d) that it is 
generated by ΰχ, i.e. that Çi+x = ζ,οΰχ,ΐ € Ζ, or equivalently ζ, = f o 0 ^ ! ) ' - 1 0 ^ i , t € Ζ, 
where d'i is the restriction of t?i to Λ/0. Note that this does not mean that £o may be 
chosen arbitrarily: it has t o satisfy (o = £o 0 ^o-
Examples of such sequences are: (a¿), (τ/,·) with T;¿(yj) := І?І¥>(0, 1], (7,·) with ^¡(φ) : = 
Sx'- (ν) fi'Tt'Pfâ ^ 1 ^ № ) rá**1 6>(.ψ) : = 1л(»?¿¥>)· Неге ƒ is a Lebesgue-integrable 
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function on M°° and A € M00. Note that a sequence (ξ,) is •/'"-stationary if it is 
generated by tfj. 
For φ € M 0 0 we define 
(1*1, *«.,)=-**>=-{-$} Ï Î H 
Recall that Tt<p = ip(t + •). 
L e m m a 1.3.1. Let (ξ,) be generated by ΰχ. Then the following hold for all φ 6 M 0 0 
and г ε Ζ; 
(i) If и £ Β. is such that Χ,(φ) < u < Χι+^φ), then ξ,(Τ
η
φ) = ξ . + ι Μ , 
(ii) t,(Tt<p) = £лг(«,„)+,М. * e R, 
(i") (ÍAí(n)+.)n6Z w P-i<o<ioTiory, í e Ζ. 
Proof. For u such that Χι(φ) < u < .XJ+I(I¿>) we have: ίι(Γ
β
ν>) = ξ,-ι ο ϋι(Τ„φ) = 
^,_i(»?j ιφ) = ξ,+ιζφ). Relations (ii) and (iii) are immediate consequences of (i) and 
(ii) respectively. о 
Consequently, the sequence (ajv(
n
)) is P-stationary. 
1.4. A mixing condit ion 
Let (Ω, Л) be a measurable space and let Λί, Τχ, Т^, . . . be a sequence of sub-a-fields of 
Λ such that Tn Э T^+i (n e Ν ) . Set Τ : = (7i,)
n
gN, so Τ is a sequence of «r-fields. A 
probability measure Q on Λ is called (Λ/*, T)-miz\ng if 
(1.4.1) lim | Q ( A B
n
) - Q{A)Q{B
n
)\ = 0 
F l — • O O 
for all A € N and B n e JV Π T„, η e N . Equivalently: 
(1.4.2) lim sup | Q ( J 4 B ) - Q{A)Q{B)\ = 0 
for all yl e Λ/". By arguments as in (the proof of) Theorem 17.1.1 of Ibragimov & Linnik 
(1971) it can be seen that (3.1) is also equivalent to 
(1.4.3) Я Π Τ«, is trivial under Q, 
where T^ : = fi^Li ^n ' s the (future) tail cr-field. As an immediate consequence we 
obtain 
L e m m a 1.4.1. Let Qi and Q2 be probability measures on (Ω, Л) . IfQ? «C Qi and Qi 
и (Ν,T)-m\xing, then Q2 is (N,T)-mixing. 
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Next suppose that M = σ((£,),·£ζ) and T
n
 = σ((£,),>„) where ( i ^ e z is a random 
sequence on Ω. In this situation we will speak about (£¿)-imxing rather than (Λ/-, 7")-
mixing. If (^,) is Q-stationary, then it can easily be proved that 
(1.4.4) Qis(7i,T)-mixing iff Q is (&)-mixing. 
Let us next compare this mixing condition with other mixing and ergodic-sense mixing 
conditions which are frequently used in literature. For the definitions and more infor­
mation we refer to Bradley (1986). A stationary sequence (ξ,) on (Ω, A, Q) is ttrongly 
mixing if 
sup \Q(AB) - Q(A)Q(B)\ -+ 0; 
¿e<r(«.·).«,) 
Bea((í.),¡B) 
it is called mixing in the ergodic theoretic л ens e if 
Q(A Π TnB) -» Q(A)Q(B) for all А, В 6 σ((£,),
ε
ζ). 
Here Τ is the usual shift operator. If (£,•) is Q-stationary it is clear that 
(1.4.5) {ξι) strongly mixing w.r.t. Q implies Q being (f,)-imxing. 
Suppose in addition that (Ω,Α) = (M^M00), Q = P 0 , and that (Ç,) is generated by 
tV Then for all m ε Ζ relation (1.4.2) is equivalent to 
(1.4.6) lim sup \P0(AnuinC)-Po(A)Po(C)\=0 
n-.oo C€Tm 
for all A 6 λί. Hence 
(1.4.7) P 0 (f;)-mixing implies (ξ,) being mixing (ergodic-theoretic sense) w.r.t. P 0 , 
which in turn implies that (Ç,·) is ergodic w.r.t. P 0 : 
P0(A) e {0,1} for all A e σ((6)) with ΰ^Α = Α. 
Set 
(1.4.8) X:={A£M00:u-1A = A}, 
I' := {A € M00 : TtA = A for all t E R}, 
I " := {A € Μ00 : ΆΑ = A}. 
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A stationary point process Φ (or its distribution P) with i 3 ( M 0 0 ) = 1 is called ergodic if 
P(A) 6 {0,1} for all Λ e Γ . Ρ 0 is called ergodic if (a,) is ergodic w.r.t. P 0 . Theorem 
1.3.9 in FVanken et id. (1982) states that Ρ is ergodic iff P 0 is ergodic. Consequently, 
(1.4.9) (a¿) strongly mixing w.r.t. P 0 => P 0 (a,)-mixing 
=Φ· (a,) mixing (ergodic-theoretic sense) w.r.t. P 0 
=Φ· Ρ ergodic. 
The sequence (ζ,) with C«(v) : = VÍ* — lt*]> V 6 M 0 0 , is P-stationary and is 
'generated by the time shift T j ' . Hence we obtain (replacing t?i by Ti): 
(1.4.10) (ζ,) strongly mixing w.r.t. Ρ =>· Ρ (^-mixing 
= ^ (ζ,) mixing (ergodic-theoretic sense) w.r.t. Ρ (and Ti) 
= ^ (ζ,) is ergodic w.r.t. P. 
Set (n,A,Q) = ( A f 0 0 , ^ 0 0 ^ ) , ^ „ : = σ{[φ(η,3] = к] : к 6 No; [n,j) С [η,οο)} Π 
Μ
0 0
. Ρ is called ttrongly mixing if 
sup \P(AB) - P ( A ) P ( B ) | -» 0. 
Here J 7 0 := a{[<p(s,0] = k] : к e No; (з,0] С (-οο,Ο]} Π Μ 0 0 . Ρ is called miit'nj in 
the ergodic-theoretic sense if 
Ρ ( Λ Π Τ?В) - Р ( А ) Р ( Я ) for all Л, В e M00. 
Set ƒ" : = (J r
n
)neNi so ƒ" is a sequence of σ-fields. It can easily be proved that (cf. 
(1.4.4)) 
(1.4.11) Ρ is ( ^ Ь , ^ - m i x i n g iff Ρ is ( J 7 - » , ^ - m i x i n g , 
and that 
(1.4.12) Ρ strongly mixing =*• Ρ ( J o , ^ - m i x i n g 
= > Ρ mixing (ergodic-theoretic sense) 
=*• Ρ ergodic. 
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1.5. Weak convergence independent of a σ-fleld 
Definition 1.5.1. Let S be a metric space, Y
n
 and Y be random elements in S such that 
Y
n
 —>¿ Y in S. Suppose in addition that the Yn are defined on a common probability 
space and let A be a σ-field of events in this space. We say that the convergence is 
independent of A if f or all A £ A and all В e Bor S such that P[Y e dB] = 0 we 
have: 
(1.5.1) lim P(A Π [Y
n
 e В]) = P(A)P[Y € В]. 
n—*oo 
Remarks. (1.5.1) is equivalent to (1.5.2) and to (1.5.3): 
(1.5.2) Um Р([У
П
 € В] \ А) = Р[Г € В] 
п—»оо 
for all А 6 A with Р(А) > 0, all В e Bor S with Р[У e dB] = 0; 
(1.5.3) Um E(Xf(Y
n
)) = EXEf(Y) 
n—*oo 
for all ^-measurable, integrable nr's X and bounded, continuous functions ƒ on S. If 
A = <7{Çk '· к € J}, we will speak about independence of (íit)tej rather than of A. 
If Y„ is Λι-measurable and A D Ai, then conditioning on Αχ yields: 
(1.5.4) If Y
n
 -+¿ Y independently of Αχ, then У„ —*i Y independently of A. 
Lemma 1.5.2. Let Qi and Q2 be probability measures on the measurable space (Ω, A) 
with Q2 «C Qi- Let Υχ,Υζ, ...be random elements of the metric space 5, all defined on 
(Ω,Λ). If Y
n
 —*¿ Y [Qi] independently of A f or some random element Y in S, then 
Yn —*d У [Qi] independently of A. 
Proof. Suppose that X : Ω —• R is ^-measurable and ¿^-integrable. Let ƒ be a 
bounded and continuous function on S. Let g be a Radon-Nikodym derivative of Qi 
with respect to Qi. Then: 
E^XfiYn) - EQ3XEf(Y) = f Xf(Yn)g dQx - f Xg dQx • ЕДУ) ^ 0. о 
Ja Ja 
The classical example of independence for a weak convergence result is due to Rényi 
(1958): If 5 n = Σ ΐ = 1 í* vñfa ik üd in R with zero mean and unit variance, then the 
central limit theorem n~1l2Sn —»j JV(0,1) holds independently of (£*). This result can 
easily be extended to functional limit theorems for Sn (cf. Billingley (1968; Th. 16.3)). 
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In many instances the same results also hold for 'weakly' dependent stationary (£*)- Its 
validity is the main hypothesis in the first theorem of Section 3.1, and we will discuss 
sufficient conditions for it at the end of that section. 
1.6. ρ-Varying functions 
Occasionally we will assume that the sequence of normalising constants or the normal­
ising function in our limit theorems is ρ-vary ing. 
Let ρ g R. A Lebesgue measurable function U : (0, oo) —• (0, oo) is g-varying if 
ρ*» few-' 
for all χ G (0, oo). It is called slowly varying if ρ = 0. For instance the functions 11—• te 
a n d i ι—• f* log( l+t) are ρ-varying; the functions 11—> a r c t a n ( t ) a n d i ι—* loglog(l+<) 
are slowly varying. In Geluk & de Haan (1987; Th. 1.3) it is proved that (1.6.1) holds 
uniformly for χ 6 [a, b] with 0 < a < 6 < o o . As a consequence we obtain for any 
function с : (0, oo) —» (0, oo) with lim«-.,» c(t) = с 6 (0, oo) that 
(1
-
6
-
2)
 ^-щ--*· 
If U is slowly varying, then 
а.«) «ко-{r ϊ;>!, 
cf. Bingham, Goldie L· Teugels (1987; p.16). If δ(·) is ρ-varying, then the function 11—• 
t~eb(t) is slowly varying. As a consequence of this observation and (1.6.3) we obtain 
that a function b(·) : (0, oo) —» (0, oo) with limt-»,» Ці) = oo and Umi-,» b(t)/t = 0 can 
only be ρ-varying if β G [0,1]. 
A sequence of positive numbers (c
n
) is ρ- агуіпд if 
(1.6.4) Um З ^ = χ« 
n-.oo Cn 
for all χ > 0. Here again ρ G R- By Theorem 1.3.8 in Geluk & de Haan (1987) a 
ρ-varying sequence ( c
n
) can be extended to a ^-varying function c(·) on (0, oo) (take 
c(i) = C[t])). A sequence (c„) in (0, oo) for which 
(1.6.5) Um — = τηβ 
n—oo c„ 
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is not necessarily ρ-varying. If in addition (c
n
) is nondecreasing, then any nondecreasing 
extension c(·) on (0, oo) of (c
n
) is ^-varying and so is (c
n
) itself, cf. Theorem 1.1.2 in 
De Haan (1970). 
By Theorem 18.1.1 of Ibragimov IL· Linnik (1971) the sequence (c
n
) of normalising 
constants in the limit result c" 1 Σ"_ι & — α
η
 —»j Y satisfies (1.6.5) if (£,) is stationary 
and strongly mixing and c
n
 —* oo. Moreover, the distribution of the limiting rv Y is 
stable with exponent α = Ι/ρ. 
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Chapter 2 
INTERMEDIATE PROBABILITY MEASURES AND STRONG LAWS 
In this chapter we introduce probability measures which are in some sense intermediate 
between Ρ and P 0 . One of these, Pi, plays a crucial role in this and the next chapters. 
Relations involving Ρ and P 0 are derived with these intermediate measures as a bridge. 
Ergo di с type theorems for sequences (ζ,) generated by the point shift and for the counts 
(Φ(» — l,t]) are proved to be valid also under Ρ and P 0 , respectively. A sequence (P
n
) 
of estimators of P 0 is considered. Its strong consistency is equivalent to ergodicity of 
the point process. The notion 'pseudo-ergodicity' of a point process is defined, and 
proved to be equivalent to asymptotic imbiasedness of the sequence (Pn)· Some more 
Umit results are derived. Equivalence of loglog laws of Khinchin type under P 0 and Ρ 
is considered both for sequences (&) generated by the point shift and for the sequence 
(Ф(і — Ι,ι]). Loglog laws for counts and intervals are related to each other while the 
probability measure ( P 0 or P) is kept fixed. 
2.1. Bridging the gap between Ρ and P 0 
Although Ρ and P 0 are mutually singular, shifts of Ρ are equivalent to P 0 and have 
simple Radon-Nikodym derivatives. We collect formulas and conclusions that follow 
from this observation. 
The following theorem is crucial. 
Theorem 2.1.1. Let η € Ζ. Then: 
О) Pn ~ P0« 
(ii) ρ
η
(φ) := \α-
η
(φ), ψ £ M9, 
defines a Radon-Nikodym derivative of P
n
 with respect to P 0 . 
Proof. It is sufficient to find g
n
 such that P
n
(A) = J Q
n
dP0 and Ρ0{ρ
η
(φ) = 0] = 0. 
A 
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Let Λ e M0. By Fubini's Theorem we obtain from (1.2.2): 
Х і Ы 
P1(A) = bJ J 1 , Г .»^^ 0 И 
M0 о 
= A ƒ Χ1(φ)άΡ0(φ) = λ ƒ Χ^ΰ^άΡ^φ) 
= Α ƒ ^ ( ^ Г МР-С ·) = λ ƒ a_1(^)dP0(V'). 
When η = 1, (i) and (ii) follow by observing that 
(2.1.1) Ρ0[α-ι(φ) = 0] = 0. 
By (1.2.5) this extends to: 
which proves (ii). 
(i) follows again from (2.1.1). о 
The practical consequence of Theorem 2.1.1 is that convergence wpl holds equivalently 
under P 0 and P
n
. The same is true for convergence in probability, as a sequence of 
random elements defined on a common probability space and having their values in a 
common separable metric space converges in probability iff each subsequence contains 
a further subsequence that converges wpl to the same limit (cf. Tucker (1967; p.103)). 
The relation under (ii) can serve as a tool for transforming formulas involving Ρ into 
formulas involving P 0 and vice versa. We will give here some examples. By Theorem 
2.1.1 and stationarity of (a¿) under P 0 we have (note the difference between PQ and 
P 0 ) 
Ef(<*j, - . ö i + i ) = EpJ(aj,...,aj+k) = XE0[aof(aj,...,aj+k)\ 
= Ai^[a„/(a n + J · , ...,αη+j+k)]. 
Simple choices for ƒ give us subsequently (k,n G Ζ) 
A.-Ì 
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(2.1.2) Ε— = λ 
Εα
η
 = ΧΕ
0
αοα
η
 = Ε
0
αο + covpo(ao,a
n
)/.E 0a 0 
(cf. Cox L· Lewis (1966; (4.28)) and McFadden (1962; (3.12))), 
«о 
(2.1.3) Ea
n
 = Ea-
n
, 
Еа
к
а
п
 = Ea-kccn-k-
In spite of Relation (2.1.3) the marginal P-distributions of <*„ and <*_„ need not be the 
same as is easily seen by considering the stationary point process having 1, 2, and 3 as 
subsequent triples of interval lengths. 
For the P-distribution of Xi given σ((α,),£ζ) we note that by (1.2.2), Fubini's 
theorem, and Theorem 2.1.1 we obtain for ϋ^Α £ »((or,),^) and g : R —> R such that 
E\g(Xi)\ < oo, that 
a a 
E [ l # e -. A £;[ff(X,) |(a 1 ) . e z]] = E [ і , о - . ^ № ) ] = Af?0 ƒ rfX, о Tt)l4-xA ο Τ,Λ 
= \Ε0 
Xi 
ι
Α 
ιΟ 
'7 
.0 
= ΕΡ0 
Hence, 
(2.1.4) 
ο 
= E[ltVA±-j9{s)d,]. 
о 
αο 
ЯМХіЖа,),«] = - /<7(S)da Р-« 
As a consequence we have that the conditional distribution of Χι given αο is the uniform 
(Ο,αο) distribution. This is consistent with the heuristic observations in Section 1.1. 
Let η e No- If the P0-distribution of (αο,..., α„) is dominated by Lebesgue measure 
with density ƒ„, then the P-distribution of (αο,...,<*„) is also dominated by Lebesgue 
measure, with density g
n
 defined by 
(2.1.5) g
n
(xo, —, Xn) : = Axo/n(xo, —, Xn), *0i —ι Xn G (0, oo). 
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This relation holds since for yo,...,y
n
 G (0,oo), A := [oro < Уо,···.«*!, < Уп], and 
В := .X'.'l^O.y,] we have 
P(A) = P0(A) = XE0a0lA 
= λ / xof„(xo,:.,Xn)dxn—dxo. 
Cox & Lewis (1966; p. 61) prove (2.1.5) by heuristic arguments. 
Another corollary of Theorem 2.1.1 is that (recall the definition of J in (1.4.8)) 
The first part of (2.1.6) follows since P{A) = P(i?¡"lj4) = Pi(A) for A € I . The other 
parts are consequences of the fact that for A G J : 
P(A) = Po(A) = XE0aolA = XE0[\AE0(a0p)}, 
and 
P0(A) = \EPI J - U = \E±-IA = \E[IAE{±-\I)). 
Α α_ι А «о A «o 
The first part of (2.1.6) is also derived in Baccelli & Brémaud (1987; p. 28) directly 
from the definition of P0. 
In view of the next chapters we note that for random sequences (ζ,) on ( M 0 0 , M00) 
we obtain by Lemma 1.4.1 and Theorem 2.1.1 that 
(2.1.7) P 0 is (íO-mixing iff Pi is (¿.^-mixing. 
If, moreover, (£,·) is generated by ΰι, then either of the hypotheses in (2.1.7) is equivalent 
to 
(2.1.8) Ρ is (í,)-imxing. 
Another probability measure on (M 0 0 ,^! 0 0) which is in some sense intermediate 
between Ρ and P 0 is the measure P* defined by 
(2.1.9) P'(A) := \E—1A, AeM00. 
A oto 
Note that P ' is indeed a probability measure (see (2.1.2)), that P ' ± P 0 , and that 
dP 
(2.1.10) Ρ ' ~ Ρ with — = λαο. 
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By (2.1.9) and Theorem 2.1.1 we obtain for A £ M00 and η e Ζ that 
P'iK'A) = \E[-\A{K-)\ = у Я я Л — Ы К - )] 
= ^l y l ( i>„-i-) = P0(A). 
Consequently, 
(2.1.11) Ρ'ϋΙί=Ρ0, r» e Ζ. 
This relation implies that random sequences on M 0 0 , generated by i9i, are not only 
Ρ
0
-8ΐΒΐϊοη8^ but also P'-stationary. If Φ is a renewal process, then the sequence (a,) 
is both iid under P 0 and under P ' (note that the P'- and the P'tfjj"1-distribution of 
(«ι, ...,а„) are the same). 
Write E' for expectation w.r.t. P ' . For A 6 σ((α
ι
)
ι ε
ζ) and functions g : R —f R with 
ÍJ|</(Jfi)| < oo we obtain 
Я Ч и Д Ъ ^ І Ы . е г ] ] = S'tUiKXi)] = T ^ [ U — *№)] 
A «o 
= i ^ U ^ - ^ Í X O K a O . e z ] ] = .E'[lAS[ff№)|(a,),
e Z]]. A ao 
We conclude that 
(2.1.12) Я ' ^ Х О К а , ) . « ] = fWXOKaO.ez] and £ ' [р№)|ао] = ^[(/(ХОІао]. 
Hence, the conditional distributions of X\ given ao under Ρ and P' are the same. 
Let Q\ and Q2 be probability measures on a common probability space, both 
dominated by a σ-finite measure μ, and having densities hi and /ι? respectively. Then 
the total variation distance ¿(QbQz) := ƒ l^i — ^гМм satisfies: 
(2.1.13) d(Q 1,Q 2) = 2sup |Q 1 (A)-Q 2 (A) | = 2(Q1[A1 >Λ2]-(?2[Λι > ^ ] ) · 
A 
Since both P
n
 < P 0 and Ρ < P' , we obtain by (2.1.10) that 
(2.1.14) d(P,P') = λ ^ | α ο - \\ = ¿(P^P0) = 2(P[a0 > Ì ] - P0[ao > j ] ) . 
For a stationary Poisson process with intensity Λ it can be calculated that d(P
n
,P0) = 
2 e - 1 (cf. (2.1.5) with η = 0). The following diagram comprises some of the above 
results: 
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Ρ ~ Ρ' 
«o i i ^о 
Po ~ Ρ0 
The total variation distance between Ρ and Ρ' as well as the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
of Ρ with respect to P' is not aifected by applying i?o (cf. (2.1.14), Theorem 2.1.1 and 
(2.1.10)). 
The gap between Ρ and P 0 could also be bridged by the probability measures 
Pi,η ι η € Ν, defined by: 
(2.1.15) Л . - М ^ Л д . е і ф В Д ^ ] , AeM". 
ïïanken et al. (1982; Th. 1.3.7) prove that ¿(P^Pi,, ,) -> 0 as η -f oo. By (1.2.2) we 
obtain: 
P[tf lV € А; ЗД) < І ] = λ ƒ ƒ 1 , , , ^ х 1 Ы - . < ^ ] а и d p 0 ( v ) 
M« о 
= AE 0 [ ( ÍAa_ 1 )U] . 
η 
Let F be the distribution function of Χι under P. Since Pi ~ P 0 , we have for η G Ν: 
(2.1.16) ^ „ « P 0 and ^
 =
 -A_(i л *_,)=:*„, 
(2.1.17) d(P0,Pi,n) = i ; 0 k
n
 - 1| - . 0 ae η - oo. 
Since F{n~l) = λ/η + »(η - 1 ) (as η -> oo), cf. îVanken et al. (1982; Th. 1.2.12), we 
obtain that σ
η
 -> 1 P0-as and ¿(Ρ 0 , Pi,,,) -» 0. 
2.2. Strong laws of large numbers 
Birkhoff's ergodic theorem holds for stationary sequences. Although sequences (ξ,) 
(generated by tf i) and (Ф(і—1, t']) are usually not stationary under Ρ and P 0 respectively, 
we can derive strong laws also under these probability measures. 
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Recall the definitions of Nt in (1.3.1) and Ι,Τ,Ι" in (1.4.8). By Lemma 1.3.1 the 
sequence (»jvl) la -P-stationaiy with Eajj1 = Ea^1 = A. By ergodic type theorems we 
have 
(2.2.1) 
(2.2.2) 
1=1 
о"
1
 IX") 
t 
^ Ja-N\ds ^ E(a^\I') 
0 
ÍN^EW?) 
= 1, 
= 1, 
= 1, 
and, if (£,) is P0-stationary (in particular if ((,) is generated by tfi) and Б^І^оІ < oo» 
(2.2.3) po ±.J2<ï'^E0(io\I) 
1 = 1 
= 1. 
For A 6 J ' we have: φ e A iff Τ(φ e A for all t G R. Consequently, φ G A iff ΰιψ G Α. 
So A = df 1 A and J ' С J . Note also that J ' С J " . 
Set U := .E 0 (a 0 | J) and V' := Е^Г). 
Theorem 2.2.1. 
(a) If (ζ,) is generated by #i and Ε0\ξο\ < oo, then (2.2.3) holds as well with Ρ instead 
ofP0. 
(b) Relation (2.2.2) holds as well with P0 instead of P. 
(c) For Q G {Ρ0, Ρ} we have 
1
м
 1 
= 1, 
where Q[U = 0] = 0. 
Proof. The limiting rv in (2.2.3) is J-measurable, so ^ ( ί ο Ρ " ) ο #ι = ^ ( í o P ) · As a 
consequence we have: 
Í¿Í,^Í;0(ÍO|J) 
L · = 1 
= Λ 
= Pi 
n - l 
»=o 
i¿í.^£;0(6|i) 
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Since Pi ~ Ρ 0 , (a) follows immediately. For (b), consider 
Pi 
Ί
Ν< - v' = p 
= P 
= P 
Ί
ψ(Χΐ(φ),Χΐ{φ) + ί]^ν'(φ) 
ψ(0,Χ1(φ) + ί} X ^ + t 
Χΐ(φ)+ί ν'(φ) = 1. 
Since Pi ~ Ρ 0 , (b) follows. Next (с). By conditioning on J we obtain: £0[aol[t/=o]] = 
E0[Ullu=o]} = 0. Since P0[ao = 0] = 0, we have P0[U = 0] = 0 and P[U = 0] = 
Pi [U = 0] = 0. We now use (a) with ξ; = α, and obtain 
(2.2.4) 1 = P 
η 
и 
= P 
Wtxs. - U = P 
Ί
Ν
^ϋ 
The last equality holds since 
1 (2.2.5) 
Щ<Р) XN,M(<P) < Щ^ < Щ^
Х
ЪМ+і(<Р) 
for аД φ e M 0 0 with Ν^φ) > 0. 
By arguments as in the proof of part (b) we also obtain: P0[t~1Nt —* 1/U] = 1. 
Remarks. By (2.1.6) and the last statement in Theorem 2.2.1 we have also: 
(2.2.6) Uo P) E°(* a0\l) P
0
- and P-as. 
By (2.2.2) and Theorem 2.2.1(c) we obtain that 
V'=j7 P 0 - a n d P-as. (2.2.7) 
Note also that 
(2.2.8) 1 = P[V' > 0] = Pi[V' > 0] = P0[V' > 0], 
since 1 = P[V' = 1/U] = P[V' = 1/U and U < oo] < P[V' > 0]. 
Application of Theorem 2.2.1(a) with £¿ = ƒ o t?¿ for Ρ0-integrable functions ƒ 
M00 -* R yields: 
(2.2.9) 1
 n 
І £ ƒ ο ϋί -» Ff3 (f | I ) Ρ 0 - and P-as. 
•=i 
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See also Franken et al. (1982; (1.3.18)). 
2.3 Empirical Palm measures 
Estimators of Ρ0 and λ Ρ 0 are considered in Karr (1986) and Karr (1987). We will 
relate asymptotic properties of estimators to ergodicity conditions. 
The main subject of this section is the random sequence (1^ o i?¿)¿eZ) where A e 
M00. The empincal Palm diatnbution P„, η e Ν, is defined by 
(2.3.1) A . ( A , V ) : = Í ¿ 1 A ( * ¥ 0 , A € M°° and φ € M°°. 
i = l 
Since the sequence (1д ο ι?,) is generated by i?i, we obtain by (2.2.3) and Theorem 
2.2.1(a) that 
(2.3.2) P
n
(A) -> ^ ( U I Z ) P 0 -andP-as . 
Note that for each ψ € Μ00 Ρ„(·,<ρ) is a probability measure on (Μ^,Μ00) and that 
P„(A) is a P0-unbiased estimator of P0(A). Because of the considerations on ergodicity 
in Section 1.4 we have: 
(2.3.3) Φ ergodic iff Μ00 Π I [P0] iff P
n
(A) - P0(A) P0-as for all A e M00. 
Theorem 2.3.1. The ataiementi in (2.3.3) are equivalent to 
1 n 
(2.3.4) - ^ P(B Π tff'ii) -• P(B)P0(A) for all А, В £ M00. 
n
 ·=ι 
Proof. By (2.3.2) the right-hand side of (2.3.3) is equivalent to 
1 " 
(2.3.5) - Σ ІвІлО ) -* ІвРа(А) Pas for аД А, В € M00, 
i = l 
which in turn is equivalent to the statement in the theorem by dominated convergence 
and by the fact that the choice A = В £ I in (2.3.4) leads to P(B) = P(B)P0(B), 
which implies ergodicity by (2.1.6). о 
Note that we may equivalently replace В £ M00 in (2.3.4) by В e I , or take A = В £ 
Ai00. In all these equivalent conditions we may replace Ρ by P 0 . 
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Starting with (2.3.2) under Ρ we obtain: 
(2.3.6) EP
n
(A) = Í ¿ P ¿ ( A ) ^ E[E0(1A\I)] =: Q0(A), A € M00. 
1=1 
Q0 is a probability measure on {Μ^,Μ00) having Q0(M0) = 1, since .E 0 ( l M o|J) = 
1 P 0 - and P-as (cf. (2.1.6)). 
Lemma 2.3.2. Q0 and P0 are equivalent. The Radon-Nikodym derivative of Q0 with 
respect to P 0 w; 
(2.3.7) ^ = λ ^ ( α 0 | Ι ) . 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1.1 we have: 
Q0(A) = ХЕ^ЕЧи]!)} = \Ε0[
αο
Ε
0(1
Α
\Ι)} 
= ЛЯЧя оІІ^иІХ)] = XE^iUE^aoll)^)} 
= XE^UE0^]!)}. 
In the third equality we conditioned on T. Since Ρ0[.Ε0(αο|Χ) = 0] = 0 by Theorem 
2.2.1(c), the conclusions of the lemma follow immediately. о 
By (2.3.7) we obtain 
(2.3.8) Q 0 = P 0 iff E0(a0\I) = \ P0-as. 
If Φ is ergodic, then .E0(ao|T) = ί ^ α 0 = λ - 1 P0-as. Relation (2.3.6) could then be 
taken as a definition of P 0 . If, however, Φ is not ergodic, then it is possible that 
Q0^P0. 
Example 2.3.3. Set <pk := #( · П JtZ), к G {1,2}. Let Φ0 be a random element in M 0 
such that Ρ[Φ0 = yi] = ρ and Ρ[Φ0 = φ2] = 1 -ρ, ρ e (0,1). Then Εα,(Φ0) =2-ρ for 
all t G Ζ and (α,(Φ0)) is stationary. According to FVanken et al. (1982; Th. 1.3.4) there 
exists exactly one distribution Ρ of a stationary point process Φ such that its Palm 
distribution P 0 equals the distribution of Φ 0 . For Ni :— [«¿(v) = 1 for all i G Ζ] and 
N2 := [οα(φ) = 2 for all t G Ζ] it can easily be proved that Ρ0(ΛΓ1) = ρ, Ρ0(ΛΓ2) = 1 - ρ , 
that Νι,Ν2 G J , and that E0(ao|Γ) = 1 дг, +2 Ілг, Ρ0-as. Consequently, Φ is not ergodic 
and Q0 ^ po. 
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Definit ion 2.3.4. A stationary point process Φ with Ρ[Φ 6 M 0 0 ] = 1 and λ € (0, oo) 
¿s called pseudo-ergodic if £ 0 (ao |J ) = λ - 1 Ρ0-as. 
An ergodic point process is pseudo-ergodic. A pseudo-ergodic point process need not 
be ergodic. 
E x a m p l e 2.3.5. Let φι be as in Example 2.3.3, Αι := [оц — 1 for all t e Ζ], and 
•A-2 : = [αί ε {1/2, 3/2} for all * € Z]. Consider the following experiment. A fair 
coin is tossed. If head appears, then φι is taken as outcome of Φ0. If, however, tail 
appears, then we let for each i £ Ζ the coin decide whether a¿ equals 1/2 or 3/2, and 
take the resulting φ £ Αι Π M 0 as outcome for Φ0. Note that (а<(Ф0)) is stationary 
and that Еа,(Ф 0) = 1. Let Φ (with distribution P ) be the stationary point process 
for which the corresponding P 0 equals the distribution of Φ0. Then Φ is not ergodic, 
since P V i ) = P\A%) = \ and АиАг e J . Since P 0 [ £ 0 ( a 0 | J ) = 1] = 1, Φ is 
pseudo-ergodic. 
Since EP
n
 < P 0 with Radon-Nikodym derivative λ η - 1 £ " = 1 a-¿ (see Theorem 2.1.1), 
we obtain by (2.3.7) that d(EPn,Q0) = XE0]^1 Y^=1 a-i - £ 0 ( a o | I ) | (recall the 
definition of d in Section 2.1). We want to prove that this last expression tends to 0 as 
η —f oo. 
A sequence (Уп)пем of integrable rv's is uniformly integrable if 
(2.3.9) Um sup Е ^ Ц ^ о , , , = 0, 
or, equivalently, 
(2.3.10) эир„
€
К
Е|Уп| = M <oo and for every e > 0 there exists 6 > 0 
such that for all events A with P(A) < δ we have: 
suPn€NE|K„|lA < e. 
(cf. Brémaud (1981; p.286)). If the I V s are identically distributed, then not only 
the sequence (ViiJneN is uniformly integrable, but also ( η - 1 ΣΓ=ι ^i)neN as is obvi­
ous by (2.3.10). Consequently, ( n _ 1 5Zfc=i α - · ) η ε Ν is uniformly P0-integrable. Since 
n
- 1
 £Г=і a-¡ -> .Ε^αοΙΤ) P0-as, we obtain by Theorem T26 in Brémaud (1981) that 
λ ^ Ι η -
1
 Σ "
= 1 a-i - .Ε
0 (αο|Ι) | -> 0. We conclude that 
(2.3.11) sup | 1 ν ρ μ ) - < ? 0 ( Α ) | - 0 . 
AeM" « fri 
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Theorem 2.3.6. For stationary point processes with P{M'X') = 1 and λ e (0, oo) the 
following statements are equivalent: 
0) ϊ ΣΓ=ι ПА) ^ Рй{А) for all A € M°°, 
(ii) supAeM„ |1 Σ Γ = 1 P.(A) - P 0 (A) | - 0, 
(iii) Φ is pseudo-ergodic, 
(¡ν) Ρ 0 βΣΓ=ι"<-*] = ι, 
(ν) P[\Nt -» A] = 1, 
(vi) Ρ 0 = Ρ on J . 
Proof. Relations (2.3.11), (2.3.6), (2.3.8), and (2.1.6) imply (i) <=• (ii), (i) ·*=*- (iii), 
and (iii) •<=• (vi). The equivalence of (iii) and (iv) is an immediate consequence of 
Birkhoff's ergodic theorem. The implication (iv) ·<=>· (v) is a corollary of Theorem 
2.2.1(a) and observations as in (2.2.4), with U replaced by A - 1, and (2.2.5). Theorem 
2.2.1(b) and 
7 * - A < P
0 
— Ν χ = P 0 
Π λ 
yield the implication (v) <=> (iv). о 
In the next theorem we examine for sequences (ζ,) generated by ϋχ the asymptotic 
P-unbiasedness of the estimator η - 1 Σι=ι ί · oí -^ίο· 
Theorem 2.3.7. Suppose that (£,) м generated by t?i and that E0al V E0($ < oo. If 
Φ is pseudo-ergodic, then r»-1 2 ι = ι ί · ** asymptotically P-unbiased for Ε0ζο· 
Proof. According to Theorem 2.2.1(a) we may replace P 0 in (2.2.3) by P. We want to 
prove that limit and expectation may be interchanged, i.e., that 
(2.3.12) i ¿f*,^ sistoli)]· 
" 1=1 
To see this we first note that a sequence (K„)neN ·8 uniformly integrable if a nonincreas-
ing Lebesgue-integrable function g : [Ο,οο) —» [0,1] exists such that Р[|УІ,| > ι] < g(x) 
for all χ > 0 and η € N. Namely, 
oo 
sup Е|У"
п
|1[|у1>|>в) < ag(a) + / g(x)dx -»0 (as a -> oo). 
n€N J 
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By setting g(x) : = 1 Λ (.Ρ0[<*ο > χ ] + Ρ0[ζο > χ ] ) w e obtain that the sequence (aoii)igN 
oo 
is uniformly P 0-integrable ( ƒ g(x\dx < E0^ + Ε0ξ$ < oo). By (2.3.10) the sequence 
α 
( π - 1 53"_j 0!o£,)neN * s ^ 9 0 uniformly ^-integrable. Relation (2.3.12) follows since 
i ¿oo6-» «orioli) ^-as, 
1=1 
and 
ι=1 
Since 
(2.3.13) Ε[Ε0(ξ0\1)] = XE0[aoE0((0\I)] = \Ε0[Εο(α0Ρ)Ε°(ξ0\Ι)} 
= Хсоуро(^(ао\І), E\i0\I)) + E0to, 
the conclusion of the theorem follows immediately. о 
C o r o l l a r y 2.3.8. Suppose that f^ajj < oo. The estimator n - 1 £ Г = і a, of EPao = λ - 1 
\s asymptotically P-unbiased iff Φ is pseudo-ergodic. 
P r o o f . The if-part is a consequence of Theorem 2.3.7. If η - 1 ΣΓ=ι а> ' s asymptoti­
cally P-unbiased, then we obtain by (2.3.13) that v a r p o i ^ ( a o | I ) = 0, so ^ ( a o l J ) = 
SWaolI)] = \. о 
Note that Corollary 2.3.8 solves the problem about the mean interval length raised in 
Section 1.1. 
The sequence (n - 1^Vn) consists of P-unbiased estimators of A. It is strongly con­
sistent if Φ is pseudo-ergodic (cf. Theorem 2.3.6). By the first part of (2.2.1) the same 
holds for the sequence ( η - 1 Σ"
=ι
 ocjf1) since pseudo-ergodicity implies that (cf. (2.2.6)) 
E ( ^ ' ) = E(E(-\I)\I') = X, 
oro αο 
and hence Д а " 1 ! ! " ) = Я(Я(а; ' 1 |Г ) |Г ' ) = λ (recall that I ' С I"). 
Another consequence of Theorem 2.3.6 is that it is not always correct to define P 0 
as the Umit of η - 1 ΣΓ=ι ·''»> attractive as it may be. It is, however, possible to obtain 
P 0(A), A € M00, as another limit. Note that 
P0(A) = S W U I I ) ] = A - ^ p J e l î t f i U l I ) ] 
= X-'Eia^EfiU]!)} = А ^ В Д а ^ Ю Я Ч і л І І ) ] 
= Χ-
1
Ε[Ε0(1
Λ
Ε(«;1\Ι)Ρ)). 
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1 n 
- ΧΕ
0[
αο
Ε
0(ξ0\Ι)]. 
Since the sequence (λ 1lyi(i?,-)£(a¿"1 |J)) is generated by t?i, we obtain by Theorem 
2.2.1(a) that 
(2.3.14) \E(—\I)Pn{A) - \E0(IAE(—\І)\І) P-as. 
So: 
(2.3.15) \E[E(l-\I)P
n
(A)} -> Р 0 ( Л ) . 
Α αο 
According to (2.3.3) the sequence (Pn) of estimators of P 0 is strongly P-consistent 
if and only if Φ is ergodic. By Theorem 2.3.6 it is asymptotically P-unbiased iff Φ is 
pseudo-ergodic. 
It is possible to construct an asymptotically P-unbiased estimator for the Palm 
тпеазііте μ0 : = λ Ρ 0 (and hence for P 0 if λ is known), without any condition about 
ergodicity. The construction is inspired by (2.3.14). 
The empirical Palm measure μ„ is defined by ¡in{A) := n~1NnPn{A), A G M00. By 
Theorem 2.2.1, (2.2.7) and (2.2.6) it is clear that 
(2.3.16) μ
η
( Λ ) -» E{a^\I)E\\A\I) P-as, A 6 M°°. 
Since μ
η
{Α) < n-^Nn, n-^Nn -» Е^ф) and En-1N
n
 -> λ = £ [ £ ( # ! | Z ) ] , we 
obtain: 
(2.3.17) Eßn(A) - μ0(Α), A e M00. 
2.4. Loglog laws 
Instead of considering strong laws of large numbers (as we did in Section 2.2) we now 
investigate strong laws of Khinchin type. An analogue of Theorem 2.2.1 is derived. 
We say that a sequence (У
п
) of rv's in R, defined on (Ω,,Α,Ρ), satisfies a law of 
the iterated logarithm (LIL law, loglog law) if there exists a sequence (on) with b
n
 —> oo 
and bn/bn+i —* 1 and a compact set A- in К with more than one point in R such that 
the set of limit points of (Yn/b
n
) is K, P-as. 
Notation: Y
n
/b
n
 •»• К P-as. LIL laws appear in Khinchin (1948) and Bingham (1986). 
In Khinchin's case the y„'s are iid with ЕУ
П
 = 0 and ЕУ^ = σ 2 e (0, с»), and Ь
п
 = 
aV2nloglogn, К = [-1,+1]. 
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Let (ξ,) be a random sequence on ( M 0 0 , ^ 0 0 ) . Set 5„ : = ΣΓ=ι(£· - Ε0ξ
ι
) and T„ : = 
N
n
 — An. In the next theorem /(·) denotes a slowly varying function on R, cf. Section 
1.6. 
T h e o r e m 2.4.1. 
(a) Let (ζ,) be generated by ϋχ and Ε0\ξο\ < oo. Then ( 5
n
) aatufies a LIL law under 
P 0 iff it does under Ρ with the same (6„) and K. 
(b) Suppose that EN* < oo. Then (T„) satisfies a LIL law with (b
n
) such that y/ñ = 
0(bn) under Ρ iff it does under P 0 with the same (bn) and K. 
(c) Suppose that E0a\ < oo, EN* < oo, and that Φ is pseudo-ergodic. Let Q Ç. 
{ΡΟ,Ρ}. 
Then (ΣΓ=ι <*· - " A ) satisfies a LIL law with К and b
n
 = n
al(n), a > 1/2, iffT
n 
does with —\1+aK and the same (b
n
). 
Proof. Since P 0 »?" 1 = P 0 , we have: 
-S
n
~*K = P 0 
Ι^,-^ίο)-^ b
n 
Part (a) follows by Theorem 2.1.1. For (b) we first note that n _ 1 ^=і('Р(к'к + Ί ) 2 
converges P-as for all i 6 N . Consequently, limn-too ^ ( r ^ n + t j/n 1 / 2 = 0 P-as. Suppose 
that y/ñ = С(Ь„). Then: 
Ρ 
So: 
— ιρ(η,η + Χι(φ)] -»О ^Σ* 
Pi 
тг
т
»-
К 
On 
ι=1 
= P 
= P 
—<p(n, η + i] -• 0 and Х^ (φ) € (i — 1, ι] 
On 
On 
"η 
= 1. 
which proves part (b). For part (c), let Q £ { P 0 , P } . We have: 
V: = Q 
= Q 
l(¿e,-n/A)-Jf 
— {X N t - Nt/X) - • К 
LbN, 
= Q MXn-n/\)-K 
.
b
n 
.
0N, 
-{Nt-\XN,)~*-XK 
Suppose that Φ is pseudo-ergodic and that bt = tal(t), a > 1/2. Then we obtain by 
Theorem 2.3.6 and (1.6.2) that : 
(2.4.1) 
b t - \ t ) i(t) - > A p- as. 
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By Theorem 2.2.1(b) we have: Ρ0[ΛΓ«/< -• λ] = 1. So, (2.4.1) holds with P 0 as well. 
Consequently, 
V = Q kNt-\XNt)~+-X1+aK 
Suppose also that Ε0αΙ < oo. Since {осы
п
) is P-stationary and Eatg = \E0al < oo, we 
obtain that n _ 1 J^JLj a2N. converges P-as. So, 
(2.4.2) 
bn 
ttjv„ —» 0 and — (t — XN,) < ταΝ, —* 0 P-as. 
bt bt 
Suppose in addition that ENf < oo and define 
N„+¡-N„+¡-1 
'n+i - l+> · 
j = 0 
Then 
Pi V°N» = P 7-Ûv'(0>Xi(¥>)+n](v) -» 0 
OO 
i= l 
oo 
¿=ι 
τ-
α
ν(°,Χι(v)+«] M -* 0 and Xi (y) e (г - 1,г'] 
" η 
-Ζ«,, · -» 0 and Χι (ν?) e (» - l , i] 
" η 
= 1, 
since we have subsequently that, for all t ζ Ν , the sequence (Z„ti)nçz is P-stationary, 
n " 1 £ 2 = 1 Z t , . converges P-as (note that f J Z ^ = EÇ^^o a})2 ^ ^ ( ^ о + Х ^ Η - α ^ ) 2 < 
£ ( а о + JVi + aNl)2 < oo), bñ l 2n,¿ - • 0 р-**· So> ( 2 · 4 · 2 ) bolds with P 0 as well. 
Consequently, o¡"1(í — X N , ) -» 0 Q-as and 
V=Q f-(jv, - At) - • -л 1 + 0 , л: 
If V5 e [&« '(JV« - Xt) -• -Λ 1 + α ϋΓ], then there exists for all χ € К a sequence (t(k)) in 
(O.oo) such that Ь ^ Ы О , i(Jfc)] -Щк)) -» - λ 1 + β ι . With n(Jfc) : = [t(Jfc)] we also have: 
KhMOMk)} - An(fc)) -» - A ^ x . So 
Part (c) is an immediate consequence of this last observation 
1(ΛΓ
η
 - An) - -\1+aK 
On 
Remark. If moments of higher order exist, then the restrictions on (&„) in the parts 
(b) and (c) can be relaxed. If EN' < oo for some ρ > 2, then η - 1 Σ * = ι ( ν ( ^ > к + i])' 
converges P-as, and hence η~1^'ψ(η, η + i] —> 0 P-as. For (b) we only have to assume 
then that n - 1 / * = 0 ( 6
n
) . If in addition E0a%+1 < oo, then n'^'a^ -» 0 P-as. In 
this case part (c) remains valid if a > £. 
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Chapter 3 
EQUIVALENCE OF MARGINAL LIMIT THEOREMS 
The equivalence of central limit theorems in R (whether or not holding independently 
of the underlying random sequence ((¿)) under P0 and Ρ is the main subject of this 
chapter. In Section 3.1 we take (£,) as generated by the point shift and in Section 3.2 
as the sequence of counts. For the main theorems we need a mixing condition. Section 
3.3 deals with the equivalence of central limit results for {ai) and for the counts when 
the probability measure, P 0 or P, is kept fixed. In Section 3.4 we consider the above 
problems when a random number of £¿'s is involved. Some remarks are made in Section 
3.5. An example is given. 
3.1. Limit theorems for sequences generated by the point shift 
The sequence of interval lengths is P0-stationary and usually not P-stationary. Hence, 
a central limit theorem for (a,) is most easily considered under P 0 though in practice 
we would apply it under P . 
Interchanging P 0 with Ρ in central limit results about more general P0-stationary 
sequences (£,-) will be examined. 
Let (£¿) be a sequence of rv's on (M0 0 , Àf00). We will always assume that •E'líol < 
oo. Suppose that a € (0, oo) and that (b„) is a sequence of constants in (0, oo) such that 
6n —* oo. Random variables Un and U'n are defined by 
(3.1.1) Vn := 1 ¿ ( Í , - a) and ^ := 1 ^ ( ί , · - a). 
Suppose that b„/b
n
+i —* 1. Let U be л TV and Q be any probability measure on 
( Μ ~ , Λ ί ~ ) . Since U
n
 - , U [Q] iff V'¿ := Ь-1£ы\(і - <¿) ^і U [Q] and since 
Ι^ή - СЭД -* 0 Q-as, we have 
(3.1.2) U
n
 ^л U [Q] iff tf; ^ U [Q]. 
By ergodic-type theorems we often have η - 1 Σ ΐ ^ ι fi —» о Q-ав. So (b
n
) usually satisfies: 
(3.1.3) Um ^ = 0. 
η—»oo η 
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The condition that b„/b„+i —* 1 holds in many relevant cases. For instance, for non-
degenerate U each of the hypotheses in (3.1.2) together with ^ ' ( É n — α ) ~*d ^ (ΦΙ 
(satisfied for Q G { Ρ 0 , Ρ ι } and (ξ,) Ρ 0-stationary, or for Q = Ρ and (ξ,) generated by 
i9i) imply bn/bn+i —» 1· This is a consequence of the Convergence of Types Theorem. 
In the next theorem we do not need these additional conditions on (bn)· 
T h e o r e m 3.1.1. Let U be a rv in R and M be a sub-a-field of M00 auch that U
n
 із 
Af-теазитаЫе for all η Ç N . Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) Un -+Λ U [Ρ 0 ] independently of Λί; 
(ii) U
n
 -td U [Pi] independently of Λί. 
If, moreover, (ξ,) is generated by ϋι, then either of (i) and (ii) is equivalent to 
(in) U„ ->d U [Ρ] independently of ΰ^λί. 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) holds by Theorem 2.1.1 and Lemma 1.5.2. If (£,) 
is generated by i?i, then we obtain by applying (3.1.2) for various Q that 
Un -*d U [Pi] independently of Я iff t/¿ -+d U [Pi] independently of Я 
iff U
n
->iU [P] independently of ύ^Λί. 
Note that b
n
/b
n+i -» 1 since b "
1
^ - a) ->d 0 [Pi]. о 
We are looking for conditions such that the convergence [/„ —»j U becomes in­
dependent of AÍ. To this end we reformulate this concept into a form that resembles 
(1.4.1). Let (pn) be a sequence in N such that p„ —• oo, Pn/n —• 0 and pn/bn —• 0. 
Note that the last condition implies the second last in presence of (3.1.3). Define: 
(3.1.4) ^ : = J _ ¿ ( C , . _ a ) . 
• = J > r . 
Let Q be a probability measure on (Μ^,Μ00) and suppose that 
(3.1.5) і - £ |
С і
_
а
| ^ о [Q]. 
" ¡=1 
Since U: = Un- Ь-1 Е й Г 1 « . · - «). we have \Un - ^ | < b? £ £ 1 |fc - o| and 
(3.1.6) Un^dVlQ] iff ü*^dU[Q]. 
If Q € { Ρ 0 , P i } and ({,·) is P0-stationary, then b " 1 Σ,'Ζι Ιί· - α| -+ 0 Q-as by Birkhoff's 
ergodic theorem, во (3.1.5) is satisfied. The same holds if Q = Ρ and (ζ,) is generated 
by ΰι. If Q satisfies (3.1.5) and Q' < Q, then Q' satisfies (3.1.5). 
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Let Я be a sub-a-field of Λΐ00 such that V„ is A/'-measurable for all η 6 N. For 
any probability measure Q on ( M 0 0 , ^ 0 0 ) satisfying (3.1.5) the next three statements 
are equivalent (cf. (3.1.6)): 
(3.1.7) U
n
 - ^ U [Q] independently of N\ 
(3.1.8) U^ -+i U [Q] independently of X; 
(3.1.9) On ^d U [Q] and \Q{A П [U*
n
 e В]) - Q(A)Q[U' e ВЦ -» 0 for all 
A € Af and В 6 BorR with P[U € ЗВ] = 0. 
In view of Relation (1.4.1) we conclude: 
(3.1.10) If Q is (ЛГ, T)-mixing and U
n
 -*d U [Q], then 
U„ ->d U [Q] independently of λί. 
Here Г« := а((6)і>«) **<* Τ := (Tn)^. 
Theorem 3.1.2. If Ρ0 is (^-mixing and (£,·) is P0-stationary, then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) U
n
 ^
л
 U [Ρ0]; 
(ii) U
n
 -» ¿ U [Pi]. 
If ((,) іл generated by ΰχ, then (ii) is equivalent to: 
(iii) Un ->¿ U [Ρ]. 
Proof. By combining (3.1.10), Theorem 3.1.1, and (2.1.7) we obtain the first part of 
the theorem. Since U
n
 -*d U [P] iff 17¿ -» U [Ρχ], the second part follows by (3.1.2) 
and the observations following (3.1.3). о 
3.2. Limit theorems for the counts 
In this section we will derive the analogues of the results in Section 3.1 for the counts 
C,· := Ni - ЛГ,-!, i G Ζ (see (1.3.1)). Let V
n
, V¿ and V„* (n € N) be rv's on (Μ^,Μ00) 
defined by: 
(3.2.1) ν
η
(φ) := 1 jyUrì -Ь)= l ( r t 0 , η] - nb), 
(3.2.2) К( ) :=
 п
 о Μψ) = - ( № ( ), Χι{ψ) + η] - nb), 
Cn 
and 
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(3.2.3) 
ΚΓ(ν):=-(ν(Ρη,η]-(η-ρ„)&), 
where φ ξ. M00, b € (Ο,οο), (c,,) and (ρ
η
) are sequences in (0, oo) and N respectively, 
c
n
 ->oo, p
n
 < n, p
n
/c
n
 -• 0 and p
n
/n -> 0. 
Lemma 3.2.1. Let V be a rv in R. For any probability measure Q on (Μ^,Μ00) 
with Q <C Ρ we have: 
Vn^iVlQ] iff V
n
-+tV\Q). 
Proof. Тот φ € M00 we have for large η that ν^(φ)- ν
η
(φ) = c-l{tp{n,n + Xi(ip)]-\). 
Since Q «С P, it is sufficient to prove: 
(3.2.4) 
— ν ( η . η + *ι(ν)] > ε 0 for all ε > 0. 
Let ε > 0. By intersection with [.Xi(<p) < m] U [.Xi(¥>) > m] we obtain: 
lim Ρ —φ(η,η + Χ
λ
(φ)\ >ε — φ ( η , η + m] > e + P[X1(v>)>m] 
—<^(0, m] > e 
Cn 
+ Ρ[Χ1(φ)>τη] 
< lim sup Ρ 
η—»oo 
= lim sup Ρ 
η — • o o 
= P[X 1 ( V )>m] 
for all m € N. Relation (3.2.4) follows immediately by letting m —» oo. о 
The next theorem is the analogue of Theorem 3.1.1. 
Theorem 3.2.2. Let V be a rv in R and Я be a sub-a-field of M™ such that V
n
 is 
N-measurable for all η e N. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) V
n
 -*d V [P] independenÜy of ϋ^λί; 
(ii) V„ -»¿ V \Pi) independently of Я; 
(iii) V
n
 -»j V [P0] independenÜy of jV. 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is obtained by applying Lemma 3.2.1 to Ρ(·|Λ) 
for various A € ΰ^1//. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows by Lemma 1.5.2 and 
Theorem 2.1.1. о 
Let Q be a probability measure on ( M 0 0 , ^ 0 0 ) such that 
(3.2.5) 
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As \ν
η
(φ) - ν:(φ)\ = с - Ч ^ Р н ] - bp
n
\, φ € M00, we obtain 
(3.2.6) Vn^dV[Q] iff v;-*dv[Q]. 
By (2.2.2) and Theorem 2.2.1 we have that (3.2.5) is satisfied for Q € {P, Р 0 ^ } . 
Let Л/" be a sub-<T-field of Лі00 such that all V
n
 are AT-measurable. If Q satisfies 
(3.2.5) we obtain by (3.2.6) that the following three statements are equivalent. 
V
n
 —*¿V [Q] independently of Λί, 
Vn -*d V [Q] independently of Λί, 
V
n
 - ^ V [Q] and Q(A П [V; € B]) - Q(A)Q[V¿ € В) -» 0 for all A e Λί and 
В € Bor R such that P[V € dB] = 0. 
Set Çn := <7((C,),>„) and б := (бп). We conclude: 
(3.2.7) HV„->dV [Q] and Q is (Л/", 6) -mixing, then 
V
n
 —»j V [Q] independently of λί 
Theorem 3.2.3. Let V be a rv in R. Then the following »tatements are equivalent: 
(i) V
n
 -», У [Ρ]; 
(ii) V
n
 -»^ V [P,]. 
if Ρ ie ((J-mtzmy, іЛеп eitAer o/ (i) an<{(ii) м equivalent to 
(iii) V
n
 -+i V [P0]. 
Proof. Applying Lemma 3.2.1 with Q = Ρ yields the equivalence of (i) and (ii). By 
applying (2.1.11) with η = 1, and Lemma 3.2.1 we obtain: 
(3.2.8) Vn ^ І V [P0] iff К -», V [Ρ'] iff V
n
 - d V [P']. 
The implication (iii) =>· (i) is a consequence of (3.2.8), Lemma 1.4.1, and (3.2.7). 
If Ρ is (C,)-mixing and Vn -*i V [P], then we have by (3.2.7) and Lemma 1.5.2 that 
Vn -+d V [P'] independently of (C). Consequently, V
n
 -»
а
 V [Ρ'], and V„ -»j V [P0] 
by (3.2.8). о 
3.3. Relating marginal limits of counts and intervals 
In this section we will relate marginal limit theorems in terms of (a,) with those in 
terms of (7Vt)teR and vice versa. 
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Functions 6(·) on (0, oo) with lim(_00 ò(<) = oo and Ііт«-.,» b(t)/t = 0 can only be 
g-varying if ρ € [0,1], cf. Section 1.6. 
Theorem 3.3.1. Let Q be a probability measure on (M°0,M'X'), ρ e [0,1], and ί>(·) 
α Lebeague-measurable and ρ-varying function on (0, oo) with 6(f) —> oo, b(t)/t —* 0 as 
t -> oo. Set b
n
 := b(n), η e N. Then: 
Γ έ
(α
·' - î) ^  U [Q] ^  Γ{Χη - b ^ d U lQ] bn ¿=1 
1_W){Nt.Xt)^.U[Q]. 
Proof. The first equality is evident. Suppose that 6
η
1(Λ'
π
 — η/λ) —»j U [Q]. Set 
/(ρ,ί,χ) := 1 + [Xi+eb(t)x + Xt]. Since [TV, > n] = [X
n
 < t], we obtain for χ € R 
Q 
Nt-Xt 
Х^Щі) > χ = Q[Nl>f(g,t,x)) 
= Q Xf(e*,T)-f(g,t,x)lb t- f(e,t,x)/x Kf(e,t,*)) - KKQM) 
Note that for χ / 0 
t - f(g,t,x)/X -X»b(t)x 
cf. Section 1.6. Consequently, 
Nt-Xt 
—x est —* oo, 
Q Xi+'bit) > x P[17 < -x] = P[-U > x] 
if χ is such that —χ is a continuity point of the distribution function of U. We conclude 
that 
х-ь+'Щ-^ъ - Xt) ->,, -U [Q]. 
The reverse implication can be proved in the same way. о 
As an immediate consequence we obtain: 
Corollary 3.3.2. Let ρ £ [0,1] and suppose that i>(-) is a ρ-varying function on (0, oo) 
totiA 6(f) -• oo and 6(f)/f -+ 0 as t -* oo. Set b
n
 := b(n), η e N. Let M be a sub-a-field 
ofM°° and Q 6 {P 0 ,P i ,P} . Then: 
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1 " 1 
τ— / J C Û I — γ ) —*d U [Q] mdependenily of λί 
(Ν, - λί) -»j -U [Q] independently of Я. 1 
А
1
*·^«)' 
Remarks . Application of Corollary 3.3.2 with Л/" = {0,M0 0} yields the equivalence 
of central limit results for (a,) and for the counts as announced at the beginning of 
this chapter. Instead of the conditions on &(•) in Theorem 3.3.1 and Corollary 3.3.2 
we may assume that the sequence (6
n
) is ρ-varying with b
n
 —» oo and 6,,/n —* 0, and 
take b(t) := Ьщ, t € (0, oo). It even suffices to assume that (bn) satisfies (1.6.5) if it is 
assvimed in addition that this sequence is nondecreasing. In the relevant cases either of 
the hypotheses in Theorem 3.3.1 will imply the conditions on (6„) or δ{·), cf. the last 
alinea of Section 1.6. 
3.4. Randomisation 
In this section we will consider analogues of the theorems in Section 3.1 with Un replaced 
by tf;v„ or (bNn/bn)UN„. 
Starting with a random sequence (ξ,) on ( M 0 0 , M00) the following rv's are defined: 
(3.4.1) Α . : = 7 - £ ( ί . - α ) , К := ¿ - £ (ξ. - a), 
. N„ 
σ
η -, 
>„ N„ , N „ 0 ^ + 1 , JV„ - У „ о # 1 + 1 
(3.4.2) Sn^-j—γ,^-α), S'
n
:=- ^ (£, - a), 
where a e (0,00), (6
n
) a nondecreasing sequence in (0,00) with b
n
 —• 00, (p
n
) a 
sequence in N with p„ < n, p„/b
n
 —• 0 and p
n
/n —» 0. We will always assume that 
s0ie,i < 00, » e z. 
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Let (ξ,) be generated by tfb Note that N
n
{d^) + 1 = φ(0,η + Χι(φ)], and that 
- . ψ(η,η+Χι(.φ)] 
bn' Ьп 
φ € M00. Intersecting by [Χι > τη] and [Χχ < m] yields for ε > 0 and m G Ν: 
(3.4.3) lim sup Ρ 
¥>(η,η+Χι(ν>)1 
Г" Σ Ιίν(ο,η]+.(ν) -α\>ε 
Ьп 
ι=1 
< Ρ[ΑΊ(ν>) > m] + lim sup Ρ 
η—>οο 
= Ρ[Χι(φ) >m]+ Um sup Ρ 
ifi(n,n+m] 
Τ Σ l^ (0,n]+.(V») - αΙ > ε 
ι = 1 
Γ
Σ ΐ ί . -
α
ΐ ^
ε 
Ьп 1=1 
= Ρ[Χι(^) > τη]. 
The first equality holds by Lemma 1.3.1, the second since П^
= 1 [о п 1 Х),-Г[ |£ι — α| > ε] = 
0. Since lim
ro
_>00 Р^ > m] = 0, we have for Q « Ρ that \R'n - Rn\ -^d 0 [Q]. So: 
(3.4.4) Rn ^d R [Q] -«=»· К -+i R [Q]. 
Suppose in addition that (b„)nçs, or rather an extension (Ь<)<еа, is ρ-varying, g e R. 
We will write both 6« and b(t). Since 
b(Nt) _ φψ) 
m Kt) ' 
^ ì - ( £ ( ^ 1 1 » ) ) · P,P0-as. 
and ΛΓ(ί)/ί -» Ε(Νι\Γ) P,P0-as (see Theorem 2.2.1(b)), we obtain by (1.6.2) that 
(3.4.5) 
Note also that 
(3.4.6) 4Nno*i)_b(nZ-p') Ь(п) , , ρ ρ ο ^ 
since ЛГ
п
/п -• ^(TV! |J ') Pj-as (and hence ΛΓ
η
 οΰ1/η-^ Е(^ |Г) P-as (remember that 
Г С I ) ) and £ ( ^ 1 1 ' ) > 0 P,P0-as (see (2.2.8)). Consequently, 
(3.4.7) S; ^ S [Ρ] iff 5;' := ^ ^ S ' n -** S [Ρ]. 
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\5':-З
п
\ = -^\К-Яп\^
Л
0[Р), 
we can conclude: 
(3.4.8) If (£,) is generated by i?i, Q < P, and (δ
η
) is ß-varying, 
then : 5
η
 -»„ 5 [QJ iff 5^ - ¿ 5 [Q]. 
Combining Lemma 1.5.2, (3.4.4), and (3.4.8) we obtain: 
Theorem 3.4.1. Let R be a rv in R and Я be a sub-a-field of M00 such that all R
n 
are ЛГ-measurable. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) R
n
 ->d R [P0] independently of ЛГ; 
(ii) R
n
 -*i R [Pi] independently of M. 
If, moreover, (ξ,) is generated by ϋι, then either of (i) and (ii) is equivalent to: 
(iii) R„ ->4 R [P] independently of t?f 1Λί. 
The above assertions are also valid for S
n
 if in the second part it is additionally assumed 
that (b
n
) is ρ-varying, ρ > 0. 
The condition ρ > 0 is a consequence of the fact that b
n
 —* oo, cf. (1.6.3). 
To compare for Q 6 { Ρ ' , Ρ ι , Ρ } the convergences R
n
 -»j R [Q] and S
n
 -»j S [Q], 
assumed that they are independent of a cr-field, we need the following lemma (cf. 
Billingsley (1968; Th. 4.5)): 
Lemma 3.4.2. Let X'
n
, XJ,' (n € N) and Y" be random elements of a metric space 
S, all defined on a common probability space. Suppose that X' and X" are independent 
random elements in S and that X" has the same distribution as Y". If X'n —* Y" "» 
probability, X'n —»j X' independently of a field B0, and all X'n are σ(Βο)-measurable, 
theniX^X'iï^iX^X^inS2. 
As an application of Lemma 3.4.2 we obtain: 
Theorem 3.4.3. Suppose that (bn) is ρ-varying, ρ > 0. Then we have for all Q £ 
{Ρ,Λ,Ρ 0}; 
(a) Let random elements R' and U' in D on a common probability space be such that 
R' =d R, U' =d (Е(І і |Г)) ·, and Д' Π U'. 
If Rn -*d R [Q] independently of M00, then S
n
 -*¿ Rf/U' [Q] independently of 
M00. 
(b) Let random elements S' and U' in D on a common probability space be such that 
5' =,, 5, V' =4 (Е(Ъ\І')У, and S' Π U'. 
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If Sn -*d S [Q] independently of M00, then Sn -»¿ S'U' [Q] independently of M00. 
Proof . Let A £ M00 be such that Q(A) > 0, and suppose that Rn —»j R [Q] indepen-
dently of M°°. Since Q(-\A) < Q, we have by Lemma 1.5.2: 
Rn -*d R [Q(-\A)] mdependently of M™. 
By (3.4.5) and Lemma 3.4.2 we obtain: 
(д
П ) ^)^(д ' ,с ' ) mm. 
Application of the continuous mapping theorem (note that P[U' > 0] = 1) yields: 
Assertion (a) follows immediately. Part (b) can be proved in the same way. о 
To obtain sufficient conditions for the convergences R
n
 —м R and 5
n
 —t-j 5 to be 
independent of a σ-field Λί (we are searching for analogues of (3.1.10)) we first consider 
Л*. Since |Л
П
 — Л* | < ò"1 53,=^ |ίι— α|ι the following holds for any probability measure 
Q o n i M 0 0 , ^ 0 0 ) : 
N,n 
(3.4.9) Suppose that 6 ; 1 ^ \ξ, - a\ ->d 0 [Q]. 
1 = 1 
Then : Л« - j R [Q] <=> J Ç - » < Л [0]. 
If (Í ,) is P0-stationary, then the condition in (3.4.9) is fulfilled for Q e { Ρ 0 , P i } ( write 
K1 = (Pn/bn) • (Лр„/Рп) · Ν-*; Theorem 2.2.1). The same holds for Q = Ρ if (ξ,) is 
generated by i?i (cf. Theorem 2.2.1(a)). 
Set Çn := а ( ( Ы . + . ) . > о ) а((І
 п + і - . Л Г п ) і > і ) , η e N 0 , ЛГ : = Ç0. Let Ç be the sequence 
(£п)п>о. Note that for A € B o r R and г 6 No: 
[ÍNn+1+. e A] = [J Κ Ν . + , + · € A and N„+1 - Nn = j], i G No, 
oo 
[Nn+1+k - Nn+1 = r] = (J[Nn+i+k -Nn=j+raxidΛΓη+1 - Nn = j], к Ç N . 
So, AÍDGnD Gn+i for all η € No. Since 
oo N,n+k 
K e B ] = U [ 6 ; 1 £ (£,-<.)€ Б and *„-* , ,„=*] 
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for all В 6 BorR, it holds that Я* is £,,„-measurable. 
Recall definition (1.4.1). By (1.4.2) and Lemma 1.3.l(ü) we have for (£¿) generated by 
ϋχ and Q any probability measure on (A/00, M00): 
(3.4.10) Q is (ЛГ, ö)-mixing 
<=* sup \Q(A Π T-
n
B) - Q(A)Q(T-
n
B)\ - . 0 for all A e λί, 
велг 
which is an ergodic-sense strong mixing property. 
Let Q be such that the condition in (3.4.9) is satisfied. By arguments as in (3.1.7)-(3.1.9) 
we obtain by (3.4.9): 
(3.4.11) If Q is (JV, 0)-mixmg and R
n
 ->
л
 R [Q], then 
Rn —*d R [Q] independently of Af. 
The first part of the next theorem is a consequence of (3.4.11), Theorem 3.4.1 and 
Lemma 1.4.1. The second part holds by (3.4.4). 
T h e o r e m 3.4.4. If P0 is (Af,Ç)-mixing and (&) м Ρ0-stationary, then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) R
n
 -^d R [P 0 ] ; 
(ii) R
n
 -^І R [P,]. 
If ( í i ) " generated by ΰι, then (ii) is equivalent to 
(iii) R
n
 -*d R [P]. 
In establishing a similar theorem for 5
η
 we encounter the problem that 5* need 
not be Çpn -measurable. That is the reason why we consider 
which indeed is Gpn -measurable. 
Let (6n) be ρ-varying, ρ > 0, and let Q be a probability measure on (Μ^,Μ00) such 
that the condition in (3.4.9) holds and 
(3.4.12) ^ - -+ Y Q-BS, 
η 
where Y is some rv in R. We already noticed that (3.4.12) and the condition in (3.4.9) 
are satisfied for Q e { Ρ 0 , P i } and Q = Ρ if (&) is P0-stationary or generated by tfi, 
respectively (Theorem 2.2.1(b) and the remarks following (3.4.9)). Define: 
д
 ._KNn-N
r
J_b{Nn-NPn) b(n) 
b(N
n
) ò(n) b(Nny 
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Note that S; = B „ 5 " and B
n
 -> 1 Q-as. Since 
ι*.-*ι^ Σ>-«ι. 
λ
 ' ι = 1 
we obtain that S
n
 ->
л
 S [Q] iS S*
n
 ^ d S [Q], and 
(3.4.13) 5
n
 -+
л
 S [Q] <=* S r -
Λ
 S [Q]. 
Consequently, we have for sub-a-fields Λ/*' of ΛΊ 0 0: 
Sn -*d S [Q] independently of-V' -<=Φ S;* -+d S [Q] independently of Λ/"' 
<i=* 5
n
 -.^ 5 [Q] and |Q(A Π [5Г G В]) - Q(A)Q[Sr € B]| -» 0 for all 
A Ê Л/"' and Б € BorR such that Ρ[5 e dB] = 0. 
We conclude: ¡ Suppose that (ö„) is ^-varying with ρ > 0, that б"1 ^¿Jj* |í¿ — α| -M 0 [Q], and that N„/n -t Y Q-as. If Q is (Af, e)-mixing and 5
n
 ->d S [Q], then S„ -»a 5 [Q] 
independently of Af. 
Combining the above observations with Lemma 1.4.1 yields the first part of the next 
theorem. The second part is a consequence of (3.4.8). 
Theorem 3.4.5. Assume that (b„) is ρ-varying, g > 0. If P0 is (Af,Ç)-mizing and 
(li) is P0 -stationury, then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) Sn - » , 5 [Ρ0]; 
(ii) 5 . -»i S [Ρ,]. 
If (li) is generated by ΰι, then (ii) is equivalent to 
(iii) S, ^ 5 [P]. 
If Φ is pseudo-ergodic and (b
n
) is ^-varying, then it is possible to relate Theorems 
3.4.4 and 3.4.5. Because of the equivalence of (iii) and (v) in Theorem 2.3.6 we then 
obtain for Q e {Ρ 0 ,P i ,Ρ} that R
n
 -»,, R [Q] implies (Rn,b(N„)/b(n)) -+d (R,Xa) [Q] 
in R 2 , and hence: 5„ -»j А^'Я [Q]. 
Let (l)-(5) denote the following conditions: 
(1) P0is(^,e)-mixmg, 
(2) (li) is P0-stationary, 
(3) (li) is generated by i?i, 
(4) Φ is pseudo-ergodic, 
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(5) (b
n
) is ^-varying. 
In the following diagram the conditions on which the equivalences hold are included. 
Л,,-»* R [Р^Ш^п^л λ- 'Д [Ρ0] 
$(1).(2) $(1),(2),(5) 
Rn^i R [Pi] Ä S . - * λ-'R [Pi] 
Ф(3) $(3),(5) 
Rn-^t R [P] W s n - ¿ А-«Л [Ρ] 
3.5. Discussion; an example 
If ^, = α, we can exhibit some of the results of this chapter in a diagram. Define: 
" 1=1 
1 ^ 1 , 1
ч 
N „ - 1 
ι=0 
Ν, 
Suppose that Λ* and Q are defined as in Section 3.4. Let (l)-(6) denote the following 
conditions: 
(1) P 0 is (admixing, 
(2) (b
n
) is ^-varying with b
n
/n -* 0 and δ„ —> oo, 
(3) Ρ is (O-mixmg, 
(4) V^ = 0(0,.), £ 0 a 3 < oo, EN* < oo, 
(5) P0is( JV,a)-niixing, 
(6) Φ is pseudo-ergodic. 
We have the following diagram of implications, restricted by additional assumptions 
which are indicated. 
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Un-n U [Ρ0] M V
n
^d -U [Ρ0] *=> Rn^dU [Ρ0] Ш' Sn^d U [Ρ0] 
í d ) ф(з) $(S) $(S),(2) 
ί(2) 
u
n
-*d и (Pi] 4 S vn ->„ -и [л] < ^ л« ->d с^  [Pi] ( < ^ ) s„ - d t; [ Р ^ 
^„-»^ г; [p] 4 S v. -»Ì - p [P] «=• л™ ,^, ι; [P] ( ^ ) s
n
 -»„ ^  [Ρ] 
The equivalences between the V-part and the Л-part of the diagram hold, since 
(n - Хы
п
)/Ьп < ("Nn/bn, <*Nn/bn -*d 0 [P], and as„/b
n
 -» 0 Pi-as under condi­
tion (4) (cf. the arguments following (2.4.2)). The (U, V)-part is a consequence of 
Theorems 3.1.2, 3.2.3, and 3.3.1. Application of the last theorem yields a V-part which 
is in terms of a continuous-time parameter t, rather than a discrete-time parameter n. 
This is not a serious problem since (JVt — N[t])/bt < (^líj+i — N[t])/bt -*d 0 [Q] for all 
Q G { P , P i , P 0 } (cf. the arguments following (3.2.4)). The (R, 5)-part is a consequence 
of the diagram in Section 3.4. 
The above diagram leads to some important results. Some of these are formulated in 
the next theorem. 
T h e o r e m 3 .5 .1 . Let (bn) be ρ-varying, bn—* oo and bn/n —* 0. 
(a) If P ù (O-mtiinff and Un -»,, U [P0], then Vn ->d -U [P] ana Un -+d U [P]. 
(b) If P0 із (ai)-mixing and V
n
 ->d V [P], then Un ->d -V [P 0 ] and Vn ->d V [ P 0 ] . 
In fact we obtain more. The (U, V)-part of the diagram shows that for & = or,·, a = Λ - 1 , 
and (bn) ^-varying with 6
n
 -+ oo and b
n
/n —» 0 the Theorems 3.1.2 and 3.2.3 remain 
valid if their mixing conditions are exchanged. The (U, V, iZ)-part shows that for £,- = a, 
Theorem 3.4.4 remains valid if the mixing condition is replaced by (1) or by (3), provided 
that some additional conditions are satisfied. The same holds for Theorem 3.4.5. 
In the same way it can be proved that for ρ-varying b„ with b
n
 —• oo and b
n
/n —» 0 we 
have: 
(3.5.1) If U
n
 - M U [Ρ 0 ] and either P 0 is (a,)-mixing or Ρ is (C^-mixing, 
then U
n
 ->d U [Ρ 0 ] independently of M00, 
(3.5.2) If V„ -*d V [P] and either Ρ is (Ci)-mixing or P 0 is (a.^-mixing, 
then V
n
 -»¿ V [Ρ] independently of M00. 
The literature on central limit theorems for point processes (see Ivanoff (1982) and 
Daley L· Vere-Jones (1972; Th.8.6)) and for stationary sequences (Eberlein & Taqqu 
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(1986)) mostly imposes mixing conditions which are stronger than ours. Nevertheless, 
it is natural to ask whether the mixing condtions in Theorems 3.1.2, 3.2.3, 3.3.4, and 
3.3.5 are close to necessary or can be replaced by more general mixing conditions up to 
ergodicity and further. We have only partial results. 
Suppose that Φ is not pseudo-ergodic, i.e., Ρ 0 φ Q0 (see (2.3.6) and (2.3.8)). Let 
A e M00 be such that Ρ 0 (Λ) φ Q0(A). In the context of Theorem 3.1.2 we take 
( £ ) = ( l x o ui), a sequence which is generated by ΰχ. According to Theorem 2.2.1(a) 
we have for α € (0, oo) that 
1 n (3.5.3) -^^лобш-^-ь&ЦлЮ-а P 0 - a n d P-as, 
i = l 
and hence that 
І ¿ ( 1 л о «?.· - α) ^ä Ua [Ρ 0 ] and I ¿ ( 1
Д
 о ft - α) -», U', [Ρ], 
ι = 1 «=1 
where U
a
 and U'
a
 are rv's having the same distribution as E0(1A\I) — a under P 0 and 
under P, respectively. However, U
a
 =¿ U'a iff I/o —i UQ. The hypothesis on the right can 
not be satisfied, since EU0 = E^iU^L)] = P0(A) and EU¿ = E[E0(lA\I)] = Q0{A), 
while Ρ 0 (Λ) φ Q0(A). 
These observations show that for equivalence of (i) and (iii) in Theorem 3.1.2 we have 
to assume at least that Φ is pseudo-ergodic. 
Concerning Theorem 3.2.3 we note that by (2.2.2) and Theorem 2.2.1(b) 
\Nt ^ d Vo [P] and ±Nt ^ d V¿ [P% 
where VQ and V^ ' are rv's having the same distribution as E(Ni |J') under Ρ and under 
P 0 , respectively. If Vo =d V0', then EVo = EVO' and hence 
λ = E^lEiN^)] = E0 
^ ( e o | I ) . » E
0 
-Ì' ao ao -Ϊ E{^-P)2 
(the second equality holds by (2.2.7), the third by (2.2.6), and the fourth by Theorem 
2.1.1; the fifth equality is obtained by conditioning on I ) . However, by (2.1.2) and 
(2.2.6) we have: 
A = - S Е(-\ІУ 
ao 
VaxpE(—|J) = 0 <= 
ao 
£ ; 0 ( a o | T ) = j P 0 - a 8 
E(—\I) = λ P-as 
ao 
=• Φ pseudo-ergodic. 
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Consequently, for the equivalence of (i) and (iii) in Theorem 3.2.3 we have to assume at 
least that Φ is pseudo-ergodic. 
The same holds for Theorems 3.4.4 and 3.4.5 as can be proved easily by similar argu­
ments. 
In the following example, inspired by Example 6.2 in Bradley (1986), we apply 
Theorems 3.1.2 and 3.3.1. 
Example 3.5.2. Let (Z,);ez be an iid sequence in R with P[Z} = 0] = P[Z, = 1] = 
1/2. Define: 
The sequence (ßj) is stationary and has uniform [0,1] marginals. As in Bradley (1986) 
it can be proved that the sequence is not strongly mixing. Note also that σ(β1) = 
σ(Ζ},Ζ}+ι,...) = σ(β},β}+ι,...), J £ Ζ. By Kolmogorov's 0,1-law we obtain that the 
future tail σ-field of the sequence (β}) is trivial. Its past tail σ-field, however, is not. 
Let Φ0 be the random element of M 0 such that α ; (Φ 0 ) = ß}, j € Ζ. By Theorem 
1.3.4 in Franken et al. (1982) there exists exactly one distribution Ρ of a stationary 
point process Φ such that its Palm distribution P 0 equals the distribution of Φ 0 . Then 
the sequence (uj) is not strongly mixing, but P 0 is (a,)-mixing (cf. (1.4 3)). Set 
Yj := E b « o 2 ~ ( l : + I ) ( 2 j + * - ï ) = ß, - ϊ , J € Ζ. A straightforward calculation shows 
that 
σ
2
η
 := EÍH + ... + У,,)2 ~ - n , as η -> oo. 
4 
By Theorem 18.6.5 in Ibragimov & Linnik (1971) we obtain 
where Ζ is standard normally distributed. Hence, 
(3.5.4) ^¿(..-^¿ζμ-]. 
Application of Theorem 3.1.2 yields that (3.5.4) also holds under P. As a consequence 
of Theorem 3.3.1 we obtain: 
•^(Nt - 2t) - ^ -y/2 Ζ = j V2 Ζ [Ρ]. 
y/t 
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Chapter 4 
EQUIVALENCE OF FUNCTIONAL LIMIT T H E O R E M S 
This chapter is ал extension of Nieuwenhuis (1986, 1989). Limit theorems are consid­
ered in the space D of the right continuous functions on [0, oo) with finite left limits 
everywhere on (0,oo). D is provided with Skorohod's Ji topology. In this function 
space setting we will prove theorems similar to those in Chapters 2 and 3. 
4.1. The function spaces D(T) 
We are going to consider functional limit statements in terms of random sequences 
((i) defined on (M,M). The function space setting for them will be spaces D(T), Τ 
real intervals, of right-continuous functions on Τ with finite left limits, provided with 
Skorohod's Ji topology (Whitt (1980; Section 2)). This topology has the following 
properties: 
(a) D(T) is a separable and complete metrisable space. 
(b) For compact Τ there exists a metric <fr on D(T), metrising the topology, 
such that: 
¿ r ( i , y ) < s u p | x ( í ) - v ( í ) | 
«er 
for all χ, у € D(T). 
(c) If xn —* χ in 0(Т), tn —» t in Г and χ is continuous at t, 
then Xn(tn) -+ s( ') in R. 
(d) x
n
 —» χ in D(T) iff Χη|κ —* х\к іи D(K) for each compact interval 
К С Τ such that ζ is continuous at the endpoints of K, except for the 
right end if sup К = sup Г. 
(e) The Borei σ-field D(T) on D(T) is the σ-field generated by the evaluations 
D(T) Э χ ·-• x(t) for t e T. 
(f) If Τ = [0, оо), χ € D(T) is continuous and xn -» x, 
then suptçjr |zn(t) — *(*)! —* 0 ' Ο Γ *Η compact К С T. 
See also Billingsley (1968) for the case Г = [0,1], and Lindvall (1973), Ethier & Kurtz 
(1986) or Whitt (1980) for noncompact T, in particular Τ = [Ο,οο). We abbreviate 
I>[0, oo) and I>[0,oo) to D and Z>. The identity map on R will be denoted by I. By 
applying Skorohod's representation theorem as in Bai, Liang & Vervaat (1987) and 
Properties (b) and (d), we obtain: 
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Lemma 4.1.1 . Let Y, Yn and Y¿ be random elemenU in D, Y„ and Y^ defined on the 
same probability space. If Yn —»j Y and s u p ( € T ( ^ ( a ) — УіДз)! —*d 0 f0T a " compact 
Тс[0,оо))іЛепУ і;-чУ. 
The next lemma is a consequence of Theorem 3.1 in Whitt (1980). 
Lemma 4.1.2. Let t /n , / in ,y,¿i be elemenU in D. Assume that μ
η
 is nondecreasing, 
[0,oo)-valited; μ is strictly increasing, [0,oo)-valxied and continuous. 
УУп-*У and μη-* μ in D, then Уп(^п(·)) -* І / Ы ) ) i n D-
A similar lemma holds for convergence in distribution. 
L e m m a 4.1.3. Let Y
n
 and A
n
 be random elements inD defined on a common probabil­
ity space. The same holds for Y and A. Assume that An is nondecreasing, [0,oo)-valued; 
A is strictly increasing, [0, oo)-voíiíe¿ and continuous. Define for t ς [0, oo): 
Y¿(t,-):=Y„(A„(t,·),-), 
Y'(t,-):=Y(A(t, •),·). 
V (Yn, K) ^d (У, A)inDx D, then Y' -» , У in D. 
Let E be the subset of functions χ in D which are unbounded above and have 
x(0) > 0. For χ 6 E the generalised inverse x - 1 of χ is defined by 
(4.1.1) x - 1 ^ ) : = inf {s > 0 : x(a) > *}. t > 0. 
Note that x - 1 is a nondecreasing [0, oo)-valued function in E. The following theorem, 
a generalisation of Vervaat (1972; Th. 1), is proved in Whitt (1980; Th. 7.3). 
T h e o r e m 4.1.4. Let (un)neN be a sequence in E. Suppose that a
n
 —* oo, that ν € D 
has no positive jumps and that v(0) = 0. 
If вп(«п —I)-*x in D, then а„( ~* — I) —» — χ in D. 
By applying Skorohod's theorem we obtain that Theorem 4.1.4 is also valid for random 
Vn in E and V in D (instead of v„, v) if the convergences are convergences in distribution. 
4.2. Functional s trong laws of large numbers 
A functional version of Theorem 2.2.1 will be proved. 
Consider n _ 1 5Zi=i ί · ^ 1 ^ η - 1 Φ ( 0 , η·] as random elements in D. In order to prove 
analogues of (2.2.2), (2.2.3), and Theorem 2.2.1 we need a lemma and a theorem. 
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L e m m a 4.2.1. Let ( ζ , ) , E N be a sequence in [Ο,οο) such that x„/n —» 0. Then: 
k=l 
Proof. For each m € N we have: 
1 " 1 n 
lim sup — γ χ* = lim sup — y xt 
Xk ^ _ χ * 
* = т 
and the right-hand side vanishes as m —» oo. о 
< lim sup γ — < sup — , 
n-»oo . * k>m * 
T h e o r e m 4.2.2. í e í 17,771,172,... Je random variables in R defined on a common prob-
ability space. Suppose that η - 1 Σ"=ι Ъ ~+ V Р - м . ГАеп we Aat»e tn 2?; 
j [-1 
(4.2.1) - Σ Ι Κ - Ι , / Ρ - Μ . 
•=i 
Proof. Note that τ;/ € D is continuous. Let α € N and Si := Σ « = ι 4]· 
l M 1 [««] 
sup - | У ] r/, - ηηί\ < sup - | V τ;,· - η[ηί]\ + -
«еіо,.]П f r í «€[0,..]" ^ ί " 
= i + α • m a x i — 1 5 ! - ц), — 1 5 2 - 2^1,.... — | S n ( I - ηατ,ΐ}. 
η ^ no no ηα J 
Since ( η α ) - 1 | 5 η ο — ηαη\ —» 0 as η —» oo, Relation (4.2.1) follows as a consequence of 
Lemma 4.2.1 and Properties (b) and (d). о 
Next we apply Theorem 4.2.2 t o a P 0-stationary sequence (ξ,) on ( M 0 0 , . M 0 C ) with 
Ε
0\ξ0\ < oo and to the P-stationary sequence (Nk — N¡¡-1), cf. (1.3.1). We obtain (cf. 
(2.2.3) and (2.2.2)): 
[-1 
(4-2.2) ^ ¿ í i - ^ K o l I K i n a P 0 -as , 
1=1 
(4.2.3) -ΛΓ(η., - • £ ( # , | I ' ) / mZ? P-as. 
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For α € N and ψ G M 0 0 we have: 
(4.2.4) sup -{•Νηχ{ψ) - ^ і М ) < sup -^([ηί],[nt] + 1] 
tG[0,o] " te[Opa] « 
_
η η Ί
, 1 Γ ί ν ( 0 . 1 ) У(1,2І y ( n f l , n a + l ] l 
— a шах ί , ,..., t . 
^ na na na J 
This last expression tends to 0 as η —» oo by Lemma 4.2.1 since (2.2.2) implies that 
φ(τη — l,m]/m —» 0 P-as. As a consequence we obtain by (4.2.3) and Properties (b) 
and (d) that 
(4.2.5) -Wn. -• £ ( # ! \T)I in Ό P-as. 
η 
Theorem 4.2.3. 
(a) #(£,) w ffenera/eá iy t?i and £ c | ío | < oo. ^en (4.2.2) /io/di at well wtth Ρ tnstead 
ofP0. 
(b) Relatioru (4.2.3) ani (4.2.5) ΛοΜ <u we!/ twi/i P 0 instead of P. 
Proof. Since Ρ 0 ^ ^ 1 = Ρ 0 , we have by (4.2.2) and Theorem 2.1.1: 
1 = P 0 
= P 
[ » ] - i 
i ¿ ξ, -+ Ε0(ξ0\Ι)Ι 
1=0 
, (»Ι 
- ^ í . ^ ^ ( í o l l ) / 
= Ρι 
[η I-i 
Ì ¿ {,-»£«({011)1 
ι=0 
which proves (a). For (b) we first note that (write V' := E(Ni\T)) 
Τι := Pi 
For α € N we obtain that 
Ρ 
^(ο,ΜΙ-ΗνΚ = p -ψ{ρ,Χ,(ψ) + [η-])^ν\φ)Ι 
sup -^ ( [n í l .A- j^ -KníU-^O 
ί€[0,α] « 
^Σ' 
· = 1 
sup -VJ([ní], [ni] +1] -» 0 and Χι(ψ) € (i - 1, t] 
«е[о,«1 n = 1, 
since P[sup t 6[0 „j n - V ( [ n < ] . [«*] + ι] -» 0] = 1 for all t e No (as can be proved by 
arguments as in (4.2.4)). By Properties (b) and (d) it is clear that Vi = 1. This proves 
the first part of (b). 
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The arguments after (4.2.4) hold for P 0 as well (cf. Theorem 2.2.1(b)). The second 
part of (b) is an immediate consequence of this observation. О 
4.3. Functional loglog laws 
In this section we will prove a functional version of Theorem 2.4.1. 
We say that a random sequence (Z„) in D satisfies a functional loglog (FLL) law 
if there exist a sequence (b
n
) in (0, oo) and a compact set К in D with more than one 
point such that the sequence (Z
n
/b
n
) is relatively compact in D and its set of limit 
points is K, P-as. FLL laws appear in Strassen (1964) (cf. also PVeedman (1971)), 
and with some further adaptations of D and its topology also in Wichura (1974) for 
one-sided stable processes. In Strassen's case b
n
 = ( 2 n l o g l o g n ) 1 ' 2 and К consists of 
the absolutely continuous χ e D with x(0) = 0 and J"0 (x'(t))2dt < 1. 
For φ e M°° we define: 
[η·] 
tf..(v):=5>(v)-nE%7> 
ι = 1 
ν
η
(φ):=φ(0,η·}-η\Ι, 
In] 
Η',,Μ :=£>,(?) " χ Λ 
·=ι 
where I is the identity map on [0, oo). The following theorem is the fimctional analogue 
of Theorem 2.4.1. 
T h e o r e m 4.3.1. 
(a) Let (ζ,) be generated by i?i and E0^ < oo. Then (U
n
) satufie» a FLL law under 
P0 iff it does under Ρ with the зате (6
n
) on J K. 
(b) (V
n
) satisfies a FLL law under Ρ iff it does under P0 with the same (b
n
) and K. 
(c) For any probability measure Q on (Μ^,Μ00), (W
n
) satisfies a FLL law with (b
n
) 
such that l im„_, 0 O n/bn = oo and К С {χ € D : i tí continuous } iff (V„) does 
with the same (6n) and with К = {—\χ(Χ·) : χ € К]. 
Proof. Part (a) follows by arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2.4.1(a). For (b) we 
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note that 
Ρχ 
•г п~+к 
"π 
= Ρ 
= Ρ 
= Ρ 
—{φ(Χι(φ),Χι(φ) + η·] - ηλί) -• Κ 
—(φ(Ο
ί
Χ1(φ) + η·]-ηΧΙ)^Κ 
On 
The second equality can be proved by Properties (b) and (d) in Section 4.1, the third 
by applying Lemma 4.1.2 twice: first with μ = I and μ
η
 = μ
η
(·,φ) = (• — Χι(φ)/η) V О, 
next with μ = I and μ
η
 = · + Χι(φ)/η. Part (b) follows immediately. 
Let Q be a probability measure on (Μ^,Μ00). First we note that: 
V: = Q 
= Q 
= Q 
M 
¿(¿
Σ
<,-/)~
κ 
ι=1 
1 = 1 
The third equality ie obtained by applying Lemma 4.1.2 with μ
η
 = (· — Ι/π) V 0 and 
μ
η
 = (· + i ) , respectively. For φ £ M00 we define: U(;<fi) := Χ[.](φ)1[1ι00)(-). The 
functions φ(·) with φ(ί) := φ(0, t], t € [0, oo), and U(-,<p) in D aie related by 
(4.3.1) v-1(t) = U(t + l,<p) and U-1(t,4>) = <p(t) + l, t>0 
By Properties (b) and (d), Theorem 4.1.4, (4.3.1), and Lemma 4.1.2 with μ
η
 = μ = XI 
or μ
η
 = μ = λ - 1 / we obtain subsequently: 
V = Q 
= Q 
= Q 
[ A I ^ H - W ] = Q 
Іхі&^-1^«} 
[¿AM-X^-V—K] 
1-(φ(η-)-ηχη~>κ 1 
= Q [¿««г'-^-Н 
where К = {—λχ(λ·) : χ e Jf} is compact in D. Note that we may apply Theorem 
4.1.4 since all у € D are continuous at 0. Part (c) is an immediate consequence of these 
observations. о 
Remarks. By Properties (b), (c), and (d) in Section 4.1 we can formulate part (c) of 
Theorem 4.3.1 in a somewhat sharper form. In fact we obtain: 
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(с') Let Q be any probability measure on (Μ^,Μ00). If (W
n
) satisfies a FLL law with 
(6
n
) such that Ііпіп-юо ті/Ь
п
 = oo and К such that all χ £ К have no positive 
jumps, then (V„) satisfies a FLL law with (&'„) and K' such that b'
n
 = b
n
 and 
K' = {—λχ(λ·) : χ € ΛΓ}. A similar statement holds if (V
n
) and (W„) are 
interchanged. 
4.4. Functional l imit t h e o r e m s for sequences generated by the point shift 
This section is the functional analogue of Section 3.1. It deals with interchanging P 0 
and Ρ in functional limit statements about P 0-stationary sequences. 
Assume that (£¿) is a sequence of rv's on (M 0 0 , M"0) such that .Е 0 |&| < oo and 
that random elements Y„ in D are defined as follows: 
, ["«1 
Y
n
(t, φ) := — Σ ^ φ ) - α); t e [0, oo) and φ e M 0 0 , 
where a € (0, oo), and (6„)n6N is a sequence of positive reals diverging to infinity. In 
most relevant cases we will have n - 1 5Z"=1 £¿ —• α wpl by ergodic-type theorems, so we 
may expect Y
n
 to converge in distribution to a non-degenerate limit Y only if 
(4.4.1) lim — = 0. 
n-юо η 
T h e o r e m 4.4.1. Let Y be a random element in D, Λί be a sub-a-field of M00 such 
that all Y
n
 are M-measurable. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) Y
n
 -4d Υ [Ρ 0 ] independently of Я; 
(ii) У„ -»j Y [Pi] independently of N. 
If, moreover, (£¿) м generated by the point shift rfi, then either of(i) and (ii) is equivalent 
to: 
(iii) Y
n
 -•,, Υ [Ρ] independently of ΰ^Λί. 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows immediately from Theorem 2.1.1 and 
Lemma 1.5.2. To prove (ii) =* (iii) we consider besides Y
n
 the random elements YJJ and 
YZ defined by: 
[n«l-l 
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and 
[n«]-l 
У-(*. Ψ) •= г Σ (Wv) - α)· * € t0·°ο) and (^  e Μ 0 0 , 
0 η
 ,=ο 
which are related to Y
n
 by Υ^,ψ) = Yn(K(t), ψ), where λ
η
(<) : = 0 V (t - η - 1 ) , and 
YZ№<p) = Y
n
{t,<p). 
Assume (ii). For A £ Я and 5 6 Ρ with Р[У e dB] = 0 we have 
РС лп іУЛм ) e B\)-P{fiîlA)v\Y e в] = Р , ( А П [ У ; e B D - P ^ ^ P I K € в\. 
So it is sufficient to prove that: 
(4.4.2) YZ -»d Υ [Ρ,] independently of Я. 
We vise characterisation (1.5.2). Let Α&λί with Pi (A) > 0. Because of: 
(Y
n
,\
n
)-*d(Y,I) [РііШ 
we obtain from Lemma 4.1.3: 
(4.4.3) Y; -*d Y [РД-И)]. 
Using the fact that for s > 0: 
sup \Y¿(t, φ) - YZ(t, φ)\ < MñL·^. -> 0 for all ^ e M00 , 
<e[o,í] On 
we deduce (4.4.2) from (4.4.3) and Lemma 4.1.1. 
(iii) =*• (ii) can be proved the same way. о 
To obtain sufficient conditions for the convergence У
п
 —»j У to be independent of 
(£,) we will reformulate this concept into a form that resembles (1.4.1). Let (pn)neN be 
a sequence in N such that p
n
 —• oo, Pn/n —* 0 and Pn/b
n
 —* 0 (which implies Pn/n —* 0 
in presence of (4.4.1)) and define 
έ- Σ( ί . (ν)-α) ifn<>P„ 
(4.4.4) Y;{t,<p):=> - ' - - ; t e [0, oo) and φ € Μ° 
0 if nt < p
n 
We need the following lemma: 
Lemma 4.4.2. Let Q be an arbitrary probability measure on ( M 0 0 , ^ 0 0 ) . 
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(1) If Yn -*d Y [Q], then Y; -», Y [Q]. 
(2) If Y: ^ d Y [Q] and ο " 1 Σ ^ , li. -a\^d0 [Q], then Yn ->d Y [Q]. 
Proof. Assume that У„ -^d Y [Q] and define λ„(ί) : = t V (pn - l)/n, t e [Ο,οο). For 
φ 6 Μ00 we have: 
(4.4.5) Y:(;φ) = У„(А„(·),ψ) " ΥΛ^^,φ) = : ^ ( - , ν ) - ^ ( ^ ^ , ν ) · 
Б о т ( r „ , A
n
) -fj (Y, I) [Q] (cf. Billingsley (1968; Th. 4.4)) and Lemma 4.1.3 we 
obtain: 
(4.4.6) ή ^ Y [Q]. 
By Skorohod's representation theorem (cf. Whitt (1980)) there are random elements 
Z
n
 =d Yn and Ζ =d Y in D such that Zn —• Ζ wpl . Since Ζ is continuous at 0 (as 
are all functions in D) and ( p
n
 — l ) / n —» 0, we deduce from Property (c) in Section 
4.1 that Z
n
((p
n
 - l ) / n ) -• Z(0) wpl . Analogously, Z
n
( 0 ) -+ Z(0) wpl. However 
ЗД) =d У„(0) = 0 and Z n ( (p„ - l ) / n ) = - y n ( ( p n - l ) / n ) , so: 
(4.4.7) ρ« - 1 ^d 0 [Q]. 
From (4.4.5)-(4.4.7) we obtain Y* -+d Y [Q\ by Lemma 4.1.1. Statement (2) follows 
immediately from Lemma 4.1.1. О 
R e m a r k s . The proof of (1) in Lemma 4.4.2 remains valid when Y
n
 is replaced by an 
arbitrary random element Z
n
 in D with Z„(0) = 0 Q-a.s. and У^ by Z* : = Z
n
 ο λ„ — 
Zn({Pn - l)/f»), where p „ / n -> 0. 
If Q G {Ρ0, Pi} and (ζ,) is P 0-stationary, then the additional condition in (2) is fulfilled. 
The same holds if Q = Ρ and (ζ,) is generated by i?i (see the arguments following 
(3.1.6)). 
Let Q be such that the additional condition in (2) is fulfilled and let Λ/" be a sub-
(T-field of «M0 0 such that all Y
n
 are A/'-measurable. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(4.4.8) Y
n
 -+d Y [ЯШ)] for all A e λί with Q(A) > 0; 
(4.4.9) У,,* - > d У [Q(-|A)] for all A e M with Q{Á) > 0; 
(4.4.10) У„ - ч У [Q] and |Q(A П [У„* e В]) - Q(A)Q[Y: e Б]| - 0 
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for all A e Λί and В e D with Р[У g dB] = 0. The second part of (4.4.10) is a special 
case of (1.4.1). Set T
n
 := σ((ξ,),>
η
) and Τ := (T„)„
e N . We conclude: 
(4.4.11) The convergence Y
n
 —*d Y [Q] is independent of λί if Q is (Λί, T)-mixing. 
The above observations combined with Theorem 4.4.1 and (2.1.7) lead to the first part 
of the next theorem. The second part follows by arguments as in the proof of Theorem 
4.4.1 (without the hypotheses of independence). Note that no mixing condition occurs 
in the second part. 
Theorem 4.4.3. If P0 is (Çi)-mixing and (£,·) м Ρ0·stationary, then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) Y
n
 - 4 Υ [Ρ0]; 
(ii) Y
n
 -+t Υ [Ρ,]. 
If [ζί) м generated by the point shift ϋι, then (ii) is equivalent to: 
(iii) Y
n
 -*d Υ [Ρ]. 
4.5. Functional limit theorems for the counts 
This section is the functional analogue of Section 3.2. It deals with replacing Ρ by P 0 
in functional limit results on numbers of occurences. 
Let random elements Z
n
 in D be defined by 
Z
n
(t,if>):= — (<p(0,nt] - nbt); i g (Ο,οο) and φ g M 0 0 . 
Неге c
n
,b g (Ο,οο), Нт«—,»с,, = oo. In all relevant cases we will have n - V ( 0 , n ] —» Ь 
wpl by ergodic-type theorems, so we may expect Z
n
 to converge in distribution to a 
non-degenerate Ζ only if c„/n -+ 0. For a g R U {—oo} we define 
ƒ•„ := σ{[φ{α, ν) < к] : к g N 0 and [u, ν) С [α, оо)} Π M00. 
Note that M00 = T-ao- The sequence (^Γη)η>ι will be denoted by T. Let random 
elements Z'
n
 in Ό be defined by 
Ζ^ί,φ) := Z
n
(t,$w); t g [Ο,οο) and φ g M 0 0 . 
Lemma 4.5.1. Let Q be a probability measure on (Μ^,Μ00). Then 
Zn^dZ[Q] iff Z'
n
^dZ[Q]. 
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Proof. Suppose that Z„ —»j Ζ [Q] and define: 
Z';(t,ψ) := -(φ^,Χ^φ) + nt] - (nt + Χ
ι
(φ))ο) = Ζ
η
(\
η
(ί,φ),φ), 
where 
Л „ ( < , ^ ) : = < + ^ 1 М ; íe[0 )oo)and¥ .eM0 0 . 
η 
Since Λ
η
 ->d I [Q], we have (Zn, Λ η ) ->d (Z, I) [Q] by Billingsley (1968; Th. 4.4). From 
Lemma 4.1.3 we obtain Z'¿ —*¿ Ζ [Q]. From the fact that 
suP \z'n(t,4>)- υ;'(<,?)| < l | i - ь х ^ -+ о 
ie[o,oo) c n 
for all φ € M00 and Lemma 4.1.1 we obtain Z'n ->
Λ
 Ζ [Q]. 
The reverse can be proved similarly, using M
n
 with M„(t,<p) : = 0 V (t — η~1Χι(φ)) 
instead of Λ
η
. о 
T h e o r e m 4.5.2. Let Ζ be a random element in Ό,λΓ be a »ub-a-field of M°° such that 
Z
n
 is Ai-measurable. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) Z„ ->d Ζ [Ρ] independently ofd~¡xN\ 
(ii) Zn —*i Ζ [Pi] independentiy of AÍ; 
(in) Zn -+i Ζ [Ρ 0 ] independently of N'. 
Proof. By applying Lemma 4.5.1 to P(-|A) for various A € tff'-V we obtain that (i) is 
equivalent to 
(4.5.1) Z'n ->i Ζ [Ρ] independently of д^Я, 
which in t u m is equivalent to (ii). 
The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows from Lemma 1.5.2 and Theorem 2.1.1. о 
We now present sufficient conditions for the independence hypotheses in Theorem 
4.5.2. Similarly to (4.4.4) we define for t £ [0, oo) and φ € M 0 0 : 
f c ñ ' M í V ^ l - b H - P n ) ünt>pn 
Z-n{t,<p)-- = \ 
'•O if nt < pn 
= Ζ
η
{\
η
{ί),ψ)-Ζ
η
(Ρ-^,ψ), 
η 
where A
n
(<) : = t V n - 1 p n ; Pn € N with pn —> oo, pn/n —» 0 and p n / c n —• 0 (which 
implies pn/n —i 0 in presence of cn/n —• 0). Furthermore we define the random sequence 
(C.) by: 
Ci(v) : = v(* — li ']i · ε Z and φ € M00. 
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Lemma 4.5.3. Let Q be an arbitrary probability measure on ( M 0 0 , ^ 0 0 ) . 
(1) If Z
n
 -f, Ζ [Q], then Zl -+І Ζ [Q]. 
(2) ƒƒ Z; ^ Ζ \Q\ and с" 1 Σ Ϊ ! |C, - ò| -» ¿ 0 [Q], Йеп Z n -^^ Ζ [Q]. 
Proof. Assertion (1) follows from arguments as in the proof of the first part of Lemma 
4.4.2. For (2) only the case t < Pn/n needs an argument. In this case we have 
|z„(i,v>) - z;(<,
 V ) | = - w o , η*] - bi<| 
= —\φ(0, [nt]] - b[nt] + ¥>([nf],nt] - 6(nt - [nt])| 
< — + — lv(0, H ] - 4n<]| + — H[nt], [fit] + 1] - 6 + b| 
so (2) follows by Lemma 4.1.1. о 
Remarks. The additional condition in (2) is fulfilled for Q € {Ρ,Ρι,Ρ 0 } . For Q = Ρ 
this follows immediately from BirkhofF's ergodic theorem, since (1С, — b|) is P-stationary 
For Q = P 0 we note that 
C n
 .=i C n . = 1 C n 
(cf. Theorem 2.2.1(b); recall that p„/c
n
 -> 0). 
For Q = Pi the condition holds since Pi «C P 0 and convergence in distribution to a 
degenerate limit is equivalent to convergence in probability. 
Let Q be such that the extra condition in statement (2) of Lemma 4.5.3 is fulfilled. 
Because of this lemma the following statements tum out to be equivalent for any sub-
ίτ-field Ai of Ai00 such that Z
n
 is Af-measurable: 
(4.5.2) Z
n
 ->d Ζ [Q] independently of N; 
(4.5.3) Z ; -+d Ζ [Q{-\A)] for all A € M with Q{A) > 0; 
(4.5.4) Z„ - 4 Ζ [Q] and \Q(A П [Z'
n
 £ B]) - Q(A)Q[Z*n e B]| -> 0 
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for all A € ЛГ and В 6 Ό with P\Z e ОБ] = 0 . As a consequence we obtain: 
(4.5.5) Z
n
 -+І Ζ \Q\ independently of N, if Z
n
 ->d Ζ [Q] and Q is (tf, .^-mixing. 
Theorem 4.5.4. The following siatementa are equivalent: 
(i) Z
n
 ^ d Ζ [Ρ]; 
(ii) Z
n
 - Μ Ζ [Pj]. 
If Ρ із (Д), F)-mixing, then either of (i) and (ii) ί» equivalent to 
(iii) Z
n
 -^,, Ζ [Ρ 0]. 
Proof. From Lemma 4.5.1 we obtain the equivalence of (i) and (ii): 
Z
n
^dZ{P} iff Z^iZlP] iff Z n - d Z i P j ] . 
Let Ρ be (Po,F)-nñxing and suppose that (iii) holds. Let ƒ be a bounded and contin-
uous function on D. Then, by Theorem 2.1.1, 
E0f(Zn) ^ Ef(Z) iff EpJiZ^^-^EfiZ) 
iff EPf(Z'n)-L - ЕДЯ) iff EP.f(Z'n)-+Ef(Z). 
лад 
See (2.1.9) for the definition of P ' . We obtain: 
Zn -
а
 Я [Ρ0] iff Zi - „ Ζ [Ρ'] iff Ζ
η
 - , , Ζ [P'J. 
Since Ρ ' is (,^ ο ) F")-mixing because Ρ is (FOi-^O'nùxing (Lemma 1.4.1) and since 
Zn -»d Ζ [Ρ0] impUes Z n -+¿ Ζ [Ρ'], we obtain by (4.5.5) 
(4.5.6) Ζ
η
 ->,/ Ζ [Ρ'] independently of /b· 
However, statement (4.5.6) is equivalent to (apply Lemma 1.5.2): 
(4.5.7) Z„ -»d Ζ [Ρ] independently of ^o· 
So (iii) ^ (i) is proved. 
The implication (i) => (iii) follows immediately from Theorem 4.5.2 because t?f 1FQ С 
Fo- о 
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4.6. Relat ing functional l imits of counts and intervals 
In this section we will transform functional limit statements concerning the intervals 
into functional limit statements concerning the counts (and the other way round), while 
keeping the probability measure on ΛΊ fixed. 
The random functions Φ(·) and U() : = X[.]l[i i 0 0)(·) in D are related by: 
(4.6.1) φ- 1 (<) = ^(< + 1); i r 1 ^ ) = Φ(ί) + 1. 
Now assume that Ншп-юо n / 6
n
 = oo and that У is a random element in D. Let 
a € (0, oo). In view of (4.6.1) and Theorem 4.1.4 combined with the remark thereafter 
it is useful to note that by Lemma 4.1.1 are equivalent: 
(4.6.2a) 
(4.6.26) 
(4.6.2c) 
(4.6.2d) 
-(X^ - nal) -
л
 Y [Q], 
i=0 bn 
na 
Ьп 
na 
К 
\Х[п] J 
na 
na 
-*è Y [Q], 
and that by Lemma's 4.1.1 and 4.1.3 aie equivalent: 
(4.6.3α) 
(4.6.3&) 
(4.6.3c) 
ηα 
К 
na 
Φ(ηα·) + 1 
η 
Φ(ηα·) 
-Ι 
-Ι 
i -γ Ш 
i -γ m 
h[^--A^-\YCiì^ 
Suppose that Yn := ηα6~ 1([7(η·)/ηα — /) —»j Y [Q\. By Skorohod's representation 
theorem there are random elements Z
n
 =4 Y„ and Ζ = j Y in D such that Z
n
 —* Ζ 
wpl . Since Ζ is continuous at 0, it follows from Property (c) in Section 4.1 that 
Z
n
(0) - >
а
 Z(0) wpl . However, Z
n
(0) =d У„(0) = 0 and Z(0) =d У(0), so У(0) = 0 
wpl . The same result can be deduced if Y satisfies (4.6.3). 
If Y has no positive jumps wpl, then (4.6.2d) implies (4.6.3a) (so any of (4.6.2) 
implies any of (4.6.3)) by Theorem 4.1.4 and (4.6.1). If Y has no negative jumps wpl, 
then (4.6.3a) implies (4.6.2d) (so any of (4.6.3) implies any of (4.6.2)). 
We now want to combine these observations with the implications of the previous 
sections for varying Q. At first we will relate the statements (4.6.4) and (4.6.5): 
(4.6.4) ^-(X[n] - nal) -fj Υ [Ρ0] independently of ( α ^ ; 
(4.6.5) -т-Щп·) - na-1!) -+¿ - a - ' r í - a - 1 ) [P] independently of ΰ^Μ 
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Theorem 4.Θ.Ι. Let l im
n
_ 0 0 n/6„ = oo and let Y be a random element in D. If Y 
has no positive jumps wpl, then (4.6.4) implies (4.6.5). If Y has no negative jumps wpl, 
then (4.6.5) implies (4.6.4). 
Proof. Relation (4.6.4) is equivalent to 
(4.6.6) Γ-№π·] - nal) -»j Υ [Ρ0] independently of M"0 
On 
since МП M0 = <7((а;))ПМ0. If У has no positive jumps wpl, then (take Q = Ρ0(·\Α) 
for various A) (4.6.6) implies 
(4.6.7) -!- f*(n·) - -l] -+Λ - - У ('A [P0] independently of Mœ. bn L α J α Va/ 
If У has no negative jumps wpl, then (4.6.7) implies (4.6.6). However, (4.6.7) is equiv­
alent to (4.6.5) (apply Theorem 4.5.2). о 
Remark. In many cases the limiting process in (4.6.2) will have the form it would have 
if the ai were iid. Thus У is a stable process (cf. Loève (1977; p.339) and Jakubowski 
Sc Stominski (1986; p.60)). If У is not a Wiener process, then it must be strictly 
asymmetric with only positive jumps, because a, > 0 wpl (so only the right tail of the 
distribution of a,- can be regularly varying; see Loève (1977; p.364) and Taylor (1973; 
p.392)). So only the implication (4.6.5) => (4.6.4) has practical value for non-continuous 
У. 
As a corollary we obtain from (4.4.11) and (4.5.5): 
Theorem 4.6.2. If P0 is (a¡)-mixing and δ " 1 ^ , , . ] - nal) -»d У [Ρ0] where Y 
has no positive jumps wpl, then (4.6.4) anti (4.6.5) hold. If Ρ is (Po, F)-mixing and 
δ~
Ι(φ(η·) — n a - 1 / ) —•J —a_ 1y(-/a) [P] where У has no negative jumps wpl, then 
(4.6.4) ana (4.6.5) (even with ΰ^Μ00 replaced by M00) hold. 
Applying Theorems 4.4.3 and 4.5.4 we obtain the following diagrams (if P 0 is (or¿)-
mixing, respectively if Ρ is (^Ό. .^-mixing) for continuous У: 
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Ь-^Х^- nal) -
Λ
 Υ [Ρ0] < ^ Ь-1(Ф(п-) - па-Ч) ^ d - α ^ Υ Ο α " 1 ) [Ρ0] 
Ъ-^Хм-nal)->
Λ
Υ [PU 
г 
КЧХхп.)- nal) -»¿ Υ [Ρ] <=• Ь^Ч^П') - " β " 1 Л "»- -а-ЧЧ-а- 1) [Ρ]. 
ь^ЧФСпО-пЬЛ ^ j У [Ρ] *=* КЧХы - nb-1!) ^ d -b -^ í -b- 1 ) [Ρ] 
t 
Ь-\Ф(п-)-пЫ) ^ Y [Λ] 
δ-^ΦίπΟ-ηδ/) -Ц У [Ρ 0 ] <=» ь-Ч^п·] - пь-ч) ^ d -Ь-ЧІ-Ь-1) [Ρ0]. 
In the diagrams the additional mixing property is only needed for asterisked equiva­
lences. 
4.7. Discussion 
Similar to Section 3.5 it can be proved that for £,- = ai the mixing conditions of Theorems 
4.4.3 and 4.5.4 can be interchanged in many relevant cases. In fact we obtain that 
for continuous Y and Ζ the conclusions of these theorems remain valid if the mixing 
conditions are replaced by the condition that either Ρ is (.Foj^-mixmg or P 0 is (ad­
mixing. We also have: 
(4.7.1) Suppose that Y has no positive jumps. If Ρ is (J^» ^-mixing or P 0 
is (a¿)-mixing, then δ~1(Α"[
η
.] — nal) —*¿ Y [P0] implies 
Ь-\Ф(п·) - па-Ч) ^ d -a-'Yi-a-1) [Ρ], 
(4.7.2) Suppose that Ζ has no negative jumps. If P 0 is (a,)-mixing or Ρ is 
(•Foj-FJ-mixing, then сп1(Ф(п·) — nbl) —>¿ Ζ [Ρ] implies 
c-'iX^-nb-1!) ^ - r ^ i - ò - 1 ) [Ρ0]. 
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In the same way Relations (4.4.11) and (4.5.5) can be sharpened. 
About the necessity of the mixing condition in, for instance, Theorem 4.4.3 we note 
(cf. Section 3.5) that Φ should at least be pseudo-ergodic. This can be seen easily by 
observing that application of Theorem 4.2.2 to (3.5.3) yields a strong law in D. 
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C h a p t e r 5 
G E N E R A L I S A T I O N S 
The results of Chapters 1 to 4 can be generalised to marked point processes. Only 
minor modifications are necessary. They are indicated in Section 5.1. Omitting the 
stationarity condition, the topic of Section 5.2, is more problematic. We briefly consider 
this extension. 
5.1. General isation t o marked point processes 
Let i f be a complete and separable metric space. A marited point procesa on R with 
mark space К is a random element Φ in the class of all integer-valued measures φ on 
the σ-field B o r R χ BorÄ" such that: 
φ(Α Χ К) < oo for all bounded A € Bor R . 
Let MK be this class and endow it with the σ-field Μ к generated by the sets [p(AxL) = 
k] : = {φ € M« : φ(Α χ L) = к}; k e No, L 6 ВотК and Л € B o r R . 
Here are some further notations and definitions (most of them inspired by Pranken 
et al.(1982)). For φ 6 Μκ and L € BorÄ" we define <pL € MK by <PL(B) := φ(Βη(Κχ 
L)); В G B o r R χ Borüf. Note that <£L(R Χ Le) = 0 and φκ = ψ- F^irthennore, set 
M? : = {φ € Μ
κ
 : ¥>((-«>,0) х L) = v((0,oo) χ L) = oo; <p({s} xK)<l 
for ali a e R } , 
M0L := {φ € Ä f f : ¥>({0} χ L) = 1}, 
МТ — М^ПМк and МІ:=МІПМк-
Let Tt : Μκ —* Μκ be the time shifts determined by Ttip(A χ L) = v?((t + A) χ L), 
and assume that Φ (or its distribution P) is stationary with respect to these time shifts 
(cf. Section 1.1). We will always assume that λ := ЕФ((0,1] χ К) < oo, so that 
X(L) := ЕФ((0,1] x L) < oo for L e Bor К. We will confine our attention to L with 
P(M?) = 1. 
The support of φ £ Mf? is enumerated by ((Xi(ip), fci(v')))¿€Z such that (A' i(v?)) i6Z 
enumerates the support of φ(· χ К) as indicated in Section 1.1. For φ e Mf? we write 
Xtif) : = ХіІФь), tbe ' t th ¿-point of <p\ and k^tp) := k^ipi), the 'mark of the tth 
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L-point of ψ1. Note that Τιψ =: γ?(ί + ·) can be represented by {(A-,^) — ί, Ä:,((^ ))}. 
Some other notations: 
V?L(A) := φ{Α x L), A e BorR, 
о, := Χ,·+ι — Χ,, 
α, — л , + 1 л , , 
«?
η
.ζ. : МГ - Μ£ with t?
n>b¥> := ψ{Χ^{ψ) + ·), 
P„,L := ΡΚ\, 
where η ξ Ζ and Χ € Bor ΑΓ. Р
П |£ is obtained from Ρ by shifting the origin to the nth 
¿-point. 
Define the Palm measure P^ of Ρ with respect to L by: 
^ ) : = л е ) Е *((0,1]ХІ) 52 lx(*(*,L + ·)) 
I = 1 
, ХеМк, 
which, intuitively, arises from Ρ by shifting the origin to an arbitrary ¿-point. Now 
P£ is a probability measure on (Μχ,Μκ) with P2(.M£) = 1 and having the following 
properties: 
(i) P0L(u1,LA) = ^L(A){otaRAeM0L; 
(ii) P(A) = X(L) JPIWM > «; (« + ·) 6 A]du; A 6 Λί*. 
о 
Relation (i) means that (af ) is PJJ-stationary. 
We now generalise the results of Chapters 1 to 4. Two different kinds of marks enter 
into our considerations. We condition on a ¿-point in the origin (i.e., we consider P¿) 
and we count the ¿'-points. Of course we must replace M,M,M'x',Meo,M<>,M0,X, 
αί,Χί,ρο,Ρη,ΰη by Μκ,Μκ,ΜΓ,Μΐ,Μΐ,Μΐ,ΧΜ,αϊ,Χΐ-,Ρΐ,Ρ^,ϋ^ 
respectively (unless stated otherwise). Further generalisations are (cf. Section 3.2 and 
(1.3.1)): 
Κ(Ψ) := Vn о *I,L(4>) = -(VL'(*Í(V), Xfo) + η] - nb), 
ν:(ψ):=^(φι·(Ρη,η)-(η-ρ
η
)ο), 
Cn 
NL'(t^-NL'(u>\-í ^ 0 ' * ] i f < - 0 N {t,<p).-Nt Μ - Ι - ^ , ο ] i f < < 0 ' 
ζ?':= Ν," - N?:
u
 i e Ζ, 
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and (cf. Section 3.4): 
R
n
-=r Σ'(£·-α)' 
0
»» ._. 
NL\n) 
1=1 
N L ' (n)o»i, i+l 
κ·=
Γ
 Σ «·-«)» 
< ) n
 . = 2 
. W L ' ( - ) 
" i = J V ' ' ( p
n
) 
In a similar manner we generalise the 5-formulas in Section 3.4, the Z-formulas in 
Section 4.5, and V„ in Section 4.3. & should be replaced by E0L,P' in (2.1.9) by P'L, 
and Pn in (2.3.1) by Р
Пі
і. In Definition 2.3.4 we must replace 'Ф pseudo-ergodic' by 'Ф 
pseudo-L-ergodic'. 
With these modifications all main results remain true if L = L'. In fact only the results 
based on the equivalence of lP ergodic' and 'P0-ergodic' (which is not valid anymore) 
are no longer true. Hence, the first equivalence in (2.3.3) should be omitted. 
Next suppose that L is not necessarily equal to L', still assuming that P ( M £ 0 ) = 
P(Af£?) = 1. Of course problems may only arise in relations which involve both L 
and L'. Most of these relations connect JV^ (t) to P£, Pn,i,> or to a sequence (ζ,) 
generated by tfi.t. The following parts are no longer automatically valid: (ii) and (iii) 
in Lemma 1.3.1, (2.2.1), Theorem 2.2.1(c), (2.2.7)-(2.2.8), the equivalence to (v) in 
Theorem 2.3.6, the last alinea of Section 2.3, Theorem 2.4.1(c), Section 3.3, (3.4.10), 
Section 3.5, Theorem 4.3.1(c). Many parts remain true without serious modifications 
(for instance Section 3.2; in fact only the proof of Lemma 3.2.1, important for Theorem 
3.2.3, needs an argument). Other parts can be adapted in a rather simple manner. For 
Section 2.2 we define (the definitions of Μ^Ί, and Μ'ζΊι axe clear): 
I ' : = {A e MJ? : TtA = A for all t € R } , 
2x,L< := {A € MftL, : TtA = A for all t 6 R } , 
I L := {Λ € Mf : ΰ^Α = A]. 
Note that J ' П Af^, = X'L L, and l'L L, С II- Of course (2.2.2) remains valid and since 
P(M%L,) = 1 we also have: 
(5.1.1) ^NF^EiNfFw) = 1. 
This relation holds as well with P£ instead of Ρ (cf. Th. 2.2.1(b) and its proof). If 
(ξ,) is PjJ-stationary, then (2.2.3) holds with I replaced by JL, and Theorem 2.2.1(a) 
remains valid. Theorem 2.4.1(b) remains true if Λ is replaced by \(L') here. 
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In Section 3.4 problems are more serious. Adaptation of (3.4.4) and (3.4.8), crucial in 
this section, is however possible. Assume that (£,) is generated by ді^ and that 
(5.1.2) El((o - a)2 < oo and y/ñ = 0(Ь
п
) as η -+ oo. 
Define: 
(5.1.3) # » : = τ - Σ ( f i - β ) , 4>eM?tL,. 
At first we note that η - 1 Σ"=ι 16 - α Ι 2 converges P¿- and P-as, so n - 1 / 2 |fn - a | - • 0 Pg" 
and P-as. Hence we obtain that 
(5.1.4) l^(r ,»l -K-»l _,
 0 po. ^ p^ 
for all г € N0 . By (5.1.1) and (5.1.2) we also have: 
к 
(5.1.5) δ"1 Σ | ^ i / ( r , „ ] + i - α| -» 0 Pf,- and P-as. 
i=i 
Since 
Vi'(0,»+.*f(*)]+l 
|=^,(0,п)+1 
and 
Р [ Д - Ы > e] < ·Ρ(Ι)
η
 Π [φι.(η,η + Χ f (φ)] < к]) + P[9LI(n,n + Xfo)] > к] 
for all к,η 6 No, we obtain by (5.1.5) that D
n
 -*¿ Ο [Ρ], and hence 
K-Rn^iO [P). 
In a similar way it can be proved that Aj¡ — І
 п
 —*¿ О [Ρ]. We conclude that (3.4.4) 
remains valid. As an immediate consequence Relation (3.4.8) hold also true if we assume 
in addition that 
(5.1.6) ρ > Ì and ££(fo - a)2 < oo. 
di 
With these observations it is clear how Theorems 3.4.1, 3.4.4, and 3.4.5 should be 
adapted. 
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Theorem 3.4.3 remains valid if 2' is replaced by I ¿
 L, (set VL· •= E(Ni |J¿,) and 
VL,L' ·= Ε(Νγ'\TLtL,)\ Р\Уі> = 0] = 0 by observations as in (2.2.8) and application of 
Theorem 2.2.1(c) with L = L'. Since P[VLiL, = 0] = P[VLtL. = 0 and VL, = VL,L.] = 
P[VL' = 0], we again have P{U' > 0] = 1). If E0L(to - a)2 < oo and y/ñ = 0(bn), then 
the diagram at the end of Section 3.4 holds still true provided that λ is replaced here 
by A(L'), and conditions (4) and (5) by 'Φ pseudo-L'-ergodic' and '(bn) ρ-varying with 
Q > j \ respectively. Note that 
Β ( * ί ' Ρ ί ' ) = l / ^ í e í ' l T t . ) Pl-as, 
cf. Relation (2.2.7). 
Generalisation of (4.2.2), (4.2.3), (4.2.5), and Theorem 4.2.3 causes no problem if I is 
replaced by J¿ and J' by X'L L,. In Theorem 4.3.1(b) we only have to replace λ by A(L'). 
For generalisation of Section 4.5 we must generalise the definition of ƒ"„ to: 
ƒ"„ := σ{[φν·[η,ν) = к] : к e N 0 ; [и, υ) С [α,οο); L" 6 Bor AT}. 
Moreover, we need: 
Л ( І " ) := ff{fo>L»[«,w) = fc] : λ e No; [и,ν) С [α,οο)}. 
Неге L" e Bor A" and α e R U {-oo}. Note that Л « , = Μκ- The sequence (?
п
)
п
>о 
is again denoted by J7. 
With all these modifications the results of Section 4.5 remain true. In fact all (adapted) 
proofs can be maintained. In Theorem 4.5.4 we may even replace F0 by ^{L) VPo{L'). 
Finally we note about Sections 4.6 and 4.7 that L must be equal to L'. Between Φ(· χ L) 
and Ui(·) : = .Xul[i,oo)(') we have the following relations: 
(Φ(- x L))-l(t) = UL{t + 1) and UZ\t) = Φ((0,<] x L) + 1; t > 0. 
If the above modifications are applied and if Φ(·)ι -^[-h -ΑΊ00 'D Theorems 4.6.1 and 
4.6.2, and To in the last diagram are replaced by Φ(· χ L), Xk, Ftoo, and jFo(i.) 
respectively, then the results (and proofs) of Section 4.6 (and 4.7) remain valid. 
Examples of sequences (ζ,) generated by ΰι,ι are given by: 
φν&ΪΛφ), X.L(4>)}, 
*Í(V)· 
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We end this section with more specific observations about the point process with 
two types of occurences. 
Example 5.1.1. Let Φ be a stationary marked point process with Κ = {α, Ь}, where 
α and b denote the types of occurences. Let λ0 := λ({α}), M° := M?^, and so 
on. Suppose that P(Mf) = PiM?3) = 1 and that λ
β
,λ 6 < oo. Set ΛΓ
α(ίι,<2] := 
№(Ь) - N'iU), и,и e R, ίι < <2· 
The sequences (Na(Xb, + ti, Хъ, + h)) and {N'iX^, Χ^]) are generated by і?1>ь. The 
/^-expectation of the elements of the last sequence can be derived easily. 
EZN'iXl^Xi] = ƒ φ
Λ
(0,Χί(φ)]άΡΐ(φ) 
Mí 
Ыо.і] 
• дао 1^1 
= ^-EN^XlX^] 
= f (Ε*·(ο,ι] + влг"(і,х;+№(1)] - £ΛΓ·(0,ΧΪ]. 
Since £;ЛГ<,(1,Л'1'+^Ь(1)] = ENa(0,X!¡] (stationarity!) we obtain: 
(5.1.7) E0iN*(XlvX!} = ± . 
Al 
Set η,(φ) := φ
α
((Χ^(φ) + ti, Х,'( >) + ia] П (0, η]), ν? G М~
ь
. Б о т the generalisation 
of Theorem 2.2.1(a) to marked point processes it can be derived easily that 
1 К jr¡ Σ * -» ^iJVObia] as η -f oo P-as, 
» i=i 
provided that uitt is ergodic. If so, then the statistic 
j W»(n) 
Гп :=
 ^ й Σ 1« 
may be considered as a strongly P-consistent estimator of the parameter £!jiV*(ti,tj]. 
This parameter equals A
e
(t2 —ti) if Φο := Φ(· x {α}) and Фь := Φ(· χ {6}) are indepen­
dent. 
In Doss (1989) it is suggested to consider Γ* := nT
n
/N* as a test statistic for testing 
independence between Φα and Φ». The distribution of (JV^)1/2(T* - E¡Na(ti,t2]/Xa) 
is then needed, especially under the null hypothesis. Application of Theorem 3.4.5 may 
then be helpfull. 
Some of the following arguments are due to Doss (1989). Set 
(f:=x1Na{XÌ + tltX* + ti]+xiabl_1+xaN*(XÌ.ltX*]t χ = (xux2,x3)'eR3, 
Tl
-
n:=W(ñ) έ *·((*,Ι + *ι,*ί + *2]η(0,η]), 
l Af'(n) 
Γ 2
'
η : =
 AFÏÏÏÏT Σ αΐ-ΐ' 
^ j = l 
and 
ij := íJiVObía], Ь := A^1, ¿, := λ
β
/λ6, 
cf. (5.1.7). The sequence (ff) is generated by uij for all χ ε R*. In view of Ibragimov 
& Linnik (1971; Th. 18.5.3), Richter (1968; Ths. 3 and 4), and Theorem 3.4.5 with 
L = L' = {b} it must be possible to formulate (mixing) conditions strong enough to 
have 
К 
(tf »)-i/a £ ( £ - (
Х 1 А 1 + X2S2 + x363)) ^d Щ0, σΐ) [Ρ] 
ι=1 
for some σ^ € (0, oo). Application of the Cramer-Wold device (cf. Billingsley (1968; 
Th. 7.7)) yields then 
(5.1.8) (JV*)1 '2^,, . - « ь T2,„ - f c , T,,,, - Ä , ) ' -»i ^ι(Ο,Ε) [Ρ], 
where ^ ( 0 , Σ) stands for a random element in R 3 distributed according to a trivariate 
normal distribution with 0 € R3 as vector of expectations and Σ as matrix of covari-
ances. Set Τ
Ιη
 := n/JV* and Ц
п
 := NZ/N*. Since (cf. Theorem 1.2.1(iii)) 
(» - ^ ( . ) ) / ( ^ ' ( » ) ) 1 / 2 < «*NM.)/(JV'(n))1/a "»' 0 tP] 
and 
(JV(n) - ΛΓ-ίΟ,^^])/^»^))1/2 < ^ - ( ^ . ( „ , , Jr»,i(l,)+1]/(JV*(n))V» ^d 0 [P], 
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we obtain 
(Nt)1f2(Tl,n-SuritU-S2Xtn-S,y - i V,(0,E) [Ρ]. 
Since Τ* = Ті
іП
Г2>п/Тз)П and 6^62/63 = Si/\a, we conclude that 
(5.1.9) (JV*)1 / 2(2: - i?JV'(«i,t2]/A.) -»w ^ ( 0 , r 2 ) [P] 
(where τ 2 easily can be expressed in Σ), provided that the appropriate (mixing) condi­
tions are satisfied. 
5.2. The non-stationary case 
For non-stationary point processes we have to relate Ρ with a whole family of Palm 
distributions. Generalisations of (1.2.2) and Theorem 2.1.1 are considered. We also 
generalise parts of Theorems 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. The additional condition that one Palm 
distribution dominates in a sense the whole family opens the way to more generalisations. 
In this section we assume that the (possibly non-stationary) point process Φ on 
R is simple and satisfies P[<^(0,00) > 0] = 1 and that the measure и := ΕΦ is locally 
finite. For X e M we define the measure νχ on Bor R by 
(5.2.1) v
x
(A) := Ε[Φ(Λ)1χ(Φ)], A 6 BorR. 
See also Jagers (1973) and Kallenberg (1983/86). Note that νχ < и. Let χ ι—> PX(X) 
be a Radon-Nikodym derivative. Then we have 
(5.2.2) νχ(Α)= f Px(X)dv(x), A e Bor R. 
A 
In Jagers (1973) it is observed that this Radon-Nikodym derivative can be chosen such 
that χ 1—• PX(X) is measurable for all X € Ai and that P'(·) is a probability measure 
on Ai is-a.e. In the sequel we will assume this. The probability measures Ρ', existing 
и-л.е., are called Palm distributions. Set Λί* := {φ £ M : φ{χ} = 1} and Ai
x
 := 
Mz Π Ai. Note the difference between Aio and M
0
 (cf. Section 1.2). It can be proved 
that PX(MZ) = 1 i/-a.e. By letting A in (5.2.2) shrink to {a;} we obtain the intuitive 
meaning for P'(X) as the probabiUty that Φ e X under the condition that Φ{χ} = 1: 
(5.2.3) hm Е [ Ф £ ' Д + ' Т ) ^ Ф ) ] - РЧХ) - е . 
' іх-о Ε[Φ(χ,χ + άχ)] ^ J 
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For stationary Ρ we have P 1 ! 1 " 1 = P 0 y-a.e., where P 0 is defined as in (1.2.1), cf. 
Proposition 7 in Jagers (1973). In the same reference a more general equivalent version 
of (5.2.2) is exhibited. For measurable functions ƒ : R x M —» [0, oo) with 
(5.2.4) E[ Í /(і,ф)«ІФ(аг)] < oo 
A 
and all bounded A € Bor R we have 
(5.2.5) ƒ ƒ ƒ(x,
 V)drt*)dP(V) = ƒ ƒ / ( * . V ) ^ 1 ( v ) ^ ( x ) . 
М Л Л M 
Next we prove a generalisation of (1.2.2). Set Iz := (0,i] if χ > 0, J r := (i,0] if 
ι < 0. Choose ƒ in (5.2.5) as follows: 
(5-2.6) ƒ(*,¥>) = 1B(V)1{ |* |>(V( 'Z)) . 
where В e M and fc 6 Ζ. Define sgn 0 := —1. Substitution in (5.2.5) with A — 
sgn A: · (0, oo) yields: 
(5.2.7) Р(ВП[\Х
к
\<оо})= ƒ Р'{ВПМ1
х
) = \к\])Мх) 
•gn fc-(0,oo) 
ƒ Ρ ' ί Β Π [Xt = x})du(x). 
•gn λ-(Ο,οο) 
The last equality follows by intersection with M
x
. The choice к = 0 leads to (1.2.2). 
Set C
n
 := [IXnl < oo], η e Ζ. Let ι?
η
 : С -» MQ be defined by ιΐ,,γ? := 
^ ( Л п ^ ) + ·), ν 6 C
n
. For η € Ζ with P(C
n
) > 0 we define the probability mea­
sures P
n
 on Ado by: 
(5.2.8) P
n
(A) := Ρ([ϋ
η
φ e A]\C
n
), A e X . 
Note that tf
n
 and P„ are indeed generalisations of quantities defined in Section 1.2 which 
are denoted by the same symbols. 
Set P 0 · 1 := PZT~X. AppHcation of (5.2.7) yields for В € M and fc G Ζ such that 
P{Ck) > 0: 
(5.2.9) Pk(B) = ( Ρ ( ^ ) ) - 1 ƒ P 0 ' ' ( 5 n H l - I ) = |fc|])dKx). 
•gn i(0,oo) 
Set v' := v\(atoo)· Next we generalise Theorem 2.1.l(i). 
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T h e o r e m 5.2.1 . Let Φ be a »impie point process on R with Ρ[φ(0,οο) > 0] = 1 and 
ν = БФ locally finite. For В G M we have: 
(5.2.10) 
Ρ
0
·
Χ(Β) = 0 i/'-a.e. iff P
n
(B) = 0for β» η e N with P(C
n
) > 0. 
Proof. The only if part is an immediate consequence of (5.2.9). Next suppose that 
P
n
(B) = 0 for all η 6 N with P(C
n
) > 0. By (5.2.9) we obtain for such η that 
Ρ
ο
'
ζ([ψ(-χ,0] = η] Π В) = 0 i/'-a.e. H P ( C
n
) = 0, then Ρο·ζ[φ(-χ,0] = η] = 0 t/'-a.e. 
(choose В = M in (5.2.7)). Consequently, 
oo 
P 0 · 1 ^ ) = Σ Ρ0·τ([φ(-χ,0] = η] Π В) = 0 !/-а.е. 
Note that (5.2.10) and its analogue for nonpositive η yields indeed a generalisation of 
Theorem 2.1.l(i). As an application we obtain for any rv U with U ο ϋγ = U that 
ρΟ,χ 
-¿Iflotf.-l/ 
1=1 
= 1 i/'-a.e. iff Ρ 
1 " 
-Τ,ΐΒοΰ.^υ 
η
ί=ΐ 
= 1, в e M, 
provided that РЩ00) = 1. 
Here are some generalisations of parts of Theorems 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. Let U
n
 be 
defined as in (3.1.1), bn/^n+i -* 1, end let Af be a sub-a-field of ΛΊ such that U
n 
is ЛГ-теавигаЬІе. Suppose that U
n
 —»J U [P 0 ' 1 ] independently of Λί (and hence in­
dependently of M, cf. (1.5.4)) j/'-a.e. Let В £ M and let A 6 B o r R be such that 
Ρ [U 6 9Α] = 0. Fbr Jfc 6 N with P ( C t ) > 0 we obtain by (5.2.9) and dominated 
convergence that 
lim Pk(B Π [Un € A]) = hm ( Р ( С І ) ) " 1 / Ρ ^ Μ - χ , Ο ] = к] П В П [tf„ € A])d«/(j;) 
η—•оо η—»oo ƒ 
(Ο,οο) 
= (Р{.Сы))-1 I Po''([v(-*,0] = Jfc] η Β)Λ/(*) · P p € Л] 
(Ο,οο) 
= р*(Б)Р[с; 6 i l]. 
We conclude: 
(5.2.11) If U
n
 - ^ V [Ρ 0 · 1 ] independently of jV i/'-a.e., then [7„ -»,ι [7 [P*] 
independently of Λ/" for all к G N with Р ( С * ) > 0 and (under the 
extra condition that ((,) is generated by ϋχ) Un—*¿U [Ρ] 
independently of ΰ^λί. 
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The last convergence in (5.2.11) is a consequence of (3.1.2). In fact we may replace the 
hypothesis in (5.2.11) by the weaker condition that 
lim Ρ0'Ζ(Υ Π [Un G A]) = P0'Z(Y)P[U € A] i/'-a.e. 
for ail Y e M and A e Bor R with P[U e дА] - 0. By arguments as in (3.1.6)-(3.1.10) 
it can be proved that the hypothesis in (5.2.11) is satisfied if U
n
 —*d U [P0,x] i/'-a.e., 
provided that 
ί
Ρ
0
'
ζ
 is (Éj-mixing i/'-a.e., 
¿EÜJí.-al^O^K-a.e., 
for some sequence (pn) in N with pn —* oo. As a consequence we obtain by (5.2.11) 
that 
(5.2.13) Un -*d U [Ρ0 '1] i/'-a.e. implies Un -+d U [P], 
if (5.2.12) is satisfied and (£,) is generated by ϋι. Generalisations of other results are 
hard to prove since Theorem 5.2.1 (as opposed to Theorem 2.1.1) does not enable us to 
obtain Radon-Nikodym derivatives. 
Next suppose that P 0 · 1 < P 0 ' b f'-a.e. for some b e R. For φ e MQ we define: 
¿ρΟ,ι 
(5.2.14)
 β
· ( „ ) := ^ Ö J ( V ) "'-a-e. 
Set Λ(¥>) = (-X_ ( t_1 )(vj), -X-k(<p)}r\R. By (5.2.9) we obtain for В € M and к 6 Ν 
with P(Ck) > 0: 
p t ( B ) = (Р(СО)- 1 ƒ ƒ eI{<p)dP0'b(ip)du{x) 
(Ο,οο) [<?(-і,о]=*]пв 
= (P(Ck))-1J j θ'(ψ)αν(χ)άΡ0·\φ). 
В Л (φ) 
So 
(5.2.15) Р
к
 < Ρ 0 · ' and ^(φ) = (/»(С*))"1 ƒ f MM*), 
Λ (ν) 
V> e Mo. Equivalence of P 0 · 1 and Ρ 0 ·* iZ-a.e. is obtained if Р0,ь[дх(ч>) = 0] = 0 i/'-a.e. 
By Fubini's theorem this hypothesis is equivalent to 
(5.2.16) Ρ0·'[ι/{ι > 0 : ρ*(φ) = 0} = 0] = 1. 
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For equivalence of P i and P 0 , 6 it is sufficient that 
^
0
'
6[ ƒ в 'ыад = о] = о, 
Λ (ν) 
or equivalently, 
(5.2.17) P0'b[v{x 6 Л Ы : β'{φ) Φ 0} > 0] = 1. 
Relation (5.2.17) is implied by (5.2.16) if additionally 
(5.2.18) Ρ 0 · » Κ Λ ( ν ) ) > 0] = 1. 
T h e o r e m 5.2.2. Suppose that P 0 · 1 ~ P 0 · * with ρχ(·) as in (5.2.14), i/'-a.e.. Let (5.2.18) 
be satisfied for some к € N with Р(С
к
) > 0. Then P t ~ P 0 · * mth Radon-Nikodym 
derivative of Pt w.r.t.P0,b as in (5.2.15). If (ξ,) is generated by &і,Р0'Ь м (Ç,)-mixing, 
and ò"1 ΣΓ=ι Ιί· — β Ι —*"* ^ [Ρ 0 , 4 ] for some sequence ( ρ
η
) «η Ν with p
n
 —» οο, then 
(5.2.19) ί/
η
 - » ¿ [/ [Ρ0·*] »# ί/
η
 -»< σ [Ρ]. 
Proof. Only the second part of the theorem needs an argument. Suppose that 
Un -><i U [Ρ 0 · ' ] . Since Pk « Ρ 0 · ' we obtain by (3.1.10) and Lemma 1.5.2 that 
Un -M U [Pk] independently of σ({ξ,)). 
By arguments аз in the last part of the proof of Theorem 3.1.2 it follows that 
Un -*d U [Ρ]. Next suppose that I7
n
 -»
л
 U [P], or equivalently {/„ -»«j U [Pk]. Since 
P t < P 0 , 6 , we conclude that b " 1 Σ ΐ = ι 16 - α| -M 0 [Pt] and that P i is (É,)-niixing (tf. 
Lemma 1.4.1). By (3.1.10) we have 
Un -+d U [Pk] independently of *((£,)). 
Since P 0 , 6 <C P t we obtain the if part of (5.2.19) as a consequence of Lemma 1.5.2. 
о 
Remarks. For stationary Ρ we have P 0 ' 1 = P 0 , so for η e N Theorem 2.1.1(ii) is 
a consequence of Theorem 5.2.2. For the only if part of (5.2.19) we only used that 
ρο,χ
 < po.b &αά pk „£ po16 ) ^ conditions (5.2.16) and (5.2.18) are not essential there. 
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Next we want to generalise Theorem 3.2.3. Assume that Ρ 0 · * < P0'b i/'-a.e. and 
that (5.2.16) and (5.2.18) with к = 1 are satisfied. At the beginning of this section we 
assumed that Ρ[γ?(0,οο) > 0] = 1, so P(Ci) = 1. Define: 
P'(B):=J J
 e
'(d^)du(x) 
Then P' ~ P, and 
Β (Ο,αοΜ] 
dP(tp), в e M. 
p'i^B) = ƒ ƒ вЧ?)<М*) 
-ι 
аРгМ = Ρ
0
·\Β). 
Β L(0,-X-i(¥>)] 
(Note that во( ) = —Χ-ϊ(^ιφ), e v e n if а о( ) = oo). Consequently (cf. 2.1.11), 
(5.2.20) РІ, = Ρ 0 , 6 . 
Let Nt be defined as in (1.3.1) and C,,V
n
, and Vn as in Section 3.2. Assume that 
c
n
/c
n
+i —·· 1. Suppose also that 
(5.2.21) 
- C n ^ 0 [P], 
and that for some sequence (p„) in N with p„ —» oo, p„/n -+ 0, and p
n
/ c
n
 —» 0 we have 
(5.2.22) -NPn ^ d 0 [P]. 
с« 
As a consequence of (5.2.2) we obtain: 
lim sup Ρ —ψ(η,η + m] > ε = 0 
for all m € Ν and ε > 0. By arguments as in the proof of Lemma 3.2.1 we obtain that 
the conclusion of this lemma remains valid. So, 
(5.2.23) V
n
- 4 V [ Q ] iff K - j V I Q ] , 
provided that Q •C P. Consequently, 
(5.2.24) V
n
 - „ V [P'] iff V„ - , , V [P0·0], 
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cf. Relation (5.2.20). For i^-almost ail χ > 0 the following holds for all continuous and 
bounded functions ƒ on R: 
(5.2.25) Я0·'/(К) = ƒ Я К И К М ^ М 
Mo 
= //(K(v))p"(»iv)dP,(v), 
M 
which tends to E/(V) if V^ - ^ V [P'] independently of M (see Relation (1.5.3)). 
T h e o r e m 5.2.3. Suppose that P0·1 ~ Ρ 0 · ' i/'-o.e. for some b e (Ο,οο). Let (5.2.18) 
be satisfied for к = 1. Suppose further that c
n
/ c
n
+ i —» 1, and that (5.2.21) and (5.2.22) 
are satisfied. If Ρ is ^t)-mizing, then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) V, - 4 V [P]; 
(ii) V„ ^ , V [Ρ0·»]; 
(Hi) У« ^ j V [P0·*] i/'-a.e. 
Proof. Suppose that Ρ is (^-mixing. By Lemma 1.4.1, (3.2.7), and Lemma 1.5.2 we 
obtain 
(5.2.26) V
n
 ^ d V [P] iff Vn ^ d V [P'] . 
The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is implied by (5.2.24) and (5.2.26). The implication 
(i) = > (iii) is a consequence of (5.2.26), (3.2.7), (5.2.23), and (5.2.25). The implication 
(Hi) = > (ii) is trivial. о 
Equivalence of the distributions of certain point processes, needed for application of 
Theorems 5.2.2 and 5.2.3, is often h*rd to prove. In the following example this problem 
is considered for non-stationary Poisson processes. 
Example 5.2.4. Suppose that Φ is a Poisson process with ν = ΕΦ locally finite. Let 
Φχ be a point process with distribution P * . By Jagers (1973; Prop. 5) we obtain that 
Φχ =¿ Φ + e», where e
x
 € M with βχ(Α) := \А{Я), А € BorR. We are interested in 
P 0 · 1 , the distribution of ΤχΦχ. Note that ΤχΦχ =d ТгФ + CQ. Consequently, 
(5.2.27) P 0 - 1 ~ P 0 - 4 iff PT'1 ~ P T j - 1 . 
The point process ΓχΦ is of Poisson type with intensity measure i/(x + ·). 
Next suppose that ν < Leb with intensity \(t) : = 1 + l / | i | if | t | > 1 and λ(<) : = 2 if 
| t | < 1. It is obvious that ¡/(x + •) ~ Leb for all χ £ R. Application of Theorem 1 in 
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Brown (1971) yields (the conditions on the intensity λ(ζ + ·) are satisfied) that PTZ 1 
is equivalent to the distribution of the stationary Poisson process with λ = 1. So 
P T " 1 ~ P T f 1 and Ρ 0 - 1 ~ P 0 · 1 
for aU χ e R, cf. (5.2.27). 
e-l(¥>) 
For φ e MQ we have: ΕΦ(0,α-ι(φ)] = J X(t)dt > α-ι(φ). Hence 
о 
^ Н Ш ) > о] > Р0>Ь[*-АЧ>) > о] = ι 
(cf. (5.2.7) with Jfc = 1 and В = [α-ι(ψ) = 0]; recall that Φ is simple) and (5.2.18) is 
satisfied. Since (5.2.21) and (5.2.22) are easily fulfilled we conclude that the conclusions 
of Theorems 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 hold. 
The domination of one distribution in the set { P 0 · 1 : χ e (0, oo)} over the others 
seems to be a rather strong condition. Relaxation of this condition will be a topic for 
further investigation. 
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S A M E N V A T T I N G VAN D E E L I 
Asymptot iek voor puntprocessen 
Deel I van dit proefschrift gaat over limietstellingen bij puntprocessen. We onderzoeken 
sterke limietstellingen (sterke wetten van de grote aantallen, loglog wetten) en zwakke 
limietstellingen, zowel in R als in D, de ruimte van de rechtskontinue funkties op [0, oo) 
met eindige linkerlimieten. 
Laat Φ een stationair puntproces zijn met eindige intensiteit λ. Met 'stationair' 
bedoelen we dat de kansverdeling van Φ niet verandert bij verschuiving van de oor­
sprong over vaste afstanden. Neem aan dat er zowel rechts als links van de oorsprong 
oneindig veel optredens zijn en dat er geen optredens samenvallen. Zij Ρ de verdeling 
van Φ en P0 de bijbehorende Palm verdeling. Deze laatste kansmaat is intuïtief de 
voorwaardelijke verdeling van Φ gegeven een willekeurig optreden in de oorsprong. De 
rij van de tijdstippen waarop de optredens plaatsvinden geven we aan met {X,), met de 
conventie dat Χι het eerste optreden na 0 representeert. De lengten van de intervallen 
tussen de optredens vormen de rij (o,) , waar α, = Χ,+ι — X,. Het aantal optredens in 
(i — l,t] noteren we met Ф(і — l , t ] . 
Het is bekend dat de rij (Ф(і — 1, i]) stationair is onder Ρ en de rij (α,) onder P0. In het 
algemeen blijft geen van beide beweringen waar als de kansmaten verwisseld worden. 
Voor de rij (α,) kan dit als volgt worden ingezien. Beschouw een stationair puntproces 
en stelt U zich voor dat er een nieuwe oorsprong gekozen moet worden, uniform over een 
zeer lang tijdsverloop. Dan is er een relatief grote kans dat deze oorsprong zal vallen in 
een groot interval. Bijgevolg zal de verdeling van de interval-lengte over de oorsprong 
verschillen van de verdelingen van de overige interval-lengten. Omdat intervallen in het 
algemeen gecorreleerd zijn, zal deze verstoring ook de verdeling van de overige interval-
lengten aantasten. Als daarentegen P0 als kansmaat gekozen wordt, dan werken we 
in feite met metingen ten opzichte van een willekeurig optreden in de oorsprong. Het 
resulterende telproces zal dan in het algemeen niet stationair zijn. Vandaar dat de rij 
(Ф(і — l,t]) onder Ρ stationair is en niet onder P 0 . 
Dit alles verklaart waarom de tel-eigenschappen van een puntproces gewoonlijk be­
schouwd worden onder Ρ en de interval-eigenschappen onder P0. Limietstellingen 
betreffende de rij (Ф(і — l,t]) worden onder Ρ bestudeerd, limietstellingen over (α,) 
onder P0. De toegepaste literatuur springt hier echter niet zo nauwkeurig mee om. 
De rij van intervallen wordt meestal beschouwd vanuit een willekeurig gekozen oor­
sprong op de reële rechte. De regerende kansmaat is dus P. Gewoonlijk wordt een 
steekproef α ι , . . . , α
η
 van opeenvolgende interval-lengten gebruikt om parameters te 
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schatten, hopende dat de onzuiverheid klein zal zijn. Zo wordt het steckproef-gemid-
delde gebruikt om E0^, de P0-verwachtingswaarde van oro, te schatten. Het is daarom 
zinvol om te onderzoeken of (en onder welke voorwaarden) limietstellingen onder P 0 
ook gelden onder Ρ en omgekeerd. Dit verwisselen van de kansmaten P 0 en Ρ is het 
belangrijkste onderwerp van dit onderzoek. 
Toen we probeerden om limietstellingen onder Ρ en onder P 0 met elkaar in verband 
te brengen ontdekten we dat de kloof tussen deze kansmaten te groot is. Toepassing van 
de gebruikelijke formules om P 0 en Ρ in elkaar uit te drukken leidde niet tot resultaat. 
We zochten daarom naar kansmaten die zowel met Ρ als met P 0 een eenvoudig verband 
hebben en die als een brug zouden kunnen dienen. Aan deze eisen voldoet bijvoorbeeld 
de kansmaat P
n
 die uit Ρ ontstaat door de oorsprong te leggen in het η-de optreden. 
Het verband tussen P
n
 en Ρ is duidelijk uit deze definitie, terwijl een verband tussen P„ 
en P 0 volgt uit het feit dat deze kansmaten dezelfde zekere gebeurtenissen hebben. De 
Radon-Nikodym afgeleide van P
n
 t.o.v. P 0 blijkt λ α _
η
 te zijn, zie § 2.1. Dit resultaat 
was voor het onderzoek erg nuttig. Op een eenvoudige manier kunnen relaties m.b.t. 
Ρ en/of P 0 worden afgeleid. In § 2.2 wordt het verwisselen van P 0 en Ρ in sterke 
wetten van de grote aantallen beschouwd. Er wordt bewezen dat ergodenstellingen voor 
'speciale' rijen (C¡) (de rij (a¿) is hiervan een voorbeeld) niet alleen onder P 0 , maar ook 
onder Ρ gelden. Analoog geldt een ergodenstelling voor (Φ(ι — l,i]) onder Ρ én onder 
P 0 . In § 2.3 worden verbanden gelegd tussen asymptotische eigenschappen van een rij 
(Pn) van schatters van P 0 en voorwaarden betreffende de ergodiciteit van Φ. Paragraaf 
2.4 behandelt het verwisselen van P 0 en Ρ in loglog-stellingen. 
Hoofdstuk 3 gaat over centrale-limietstellingen in R. Als aan een mengingsvoorwaarde 
voldaan is, blijken zekere centrale-limietstellingen, die gelden onder P 0 , ook te gelden 
onder P, en omgekeerd. In § 3.1 bekijken we limietstellingen over de 'speciale' rijen 
(ί·); i n § 3.2 gaat het over (Ф(і — 1,»]). Ook wordt de equivalentie onder P 0 en Ρ 
beschouwd van limietstellingen die gelden onafhankelijk van een σ-algebra. In § 3.4 
worden vergelijkbare zaken bestudeerd als het gaat over een stochastisch aantal £;'s. 
Limietstellingen over intervallen impliceren limietstellingen over aantallen optredens en 
omgekeerd, zie § 3.3. De kansmaat ( P 0 of P ) is nu vast. In de laatste paragraaf 
van Hoofdstuk 3 wordt nog bewezen dat de mengingscondities in de overeenkomstige 
stellingen uit § 3.1 en § 3.2 verwisseld mogen worden als £¿ = a¿. Op de noodzakelijkheid 
van de mengingsvoorwaarde'wordt kort ingegaan. 
In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt het verwisselen van P 0 en Ρ in limietstellingen in de functieruimte 
D bestudeerd. Sterke limietstellingen komen in § 4.2 en § 4.3 aan de orde. De rest van 
dit hoofdstuk is het functionele equivalent van Hoofdstuk 3. 
Generalisatie naar gemerkte puntprocessen blijkt meestal mogelijk, zie § 5.1. Het laten 
vallen van de eis betreffende de stationariteit van Φ leidt tot meer problemen. Enkele 
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resultaten uit Hoofdstukken 2 en 3 blijven geldig. 
De klasse van de 'speciale' rijen (ζ,), de vereiste mengingsvoorwaarde, en de begrippen 
'convergentie in verdeling, onafhankelijk van een σ-algebra' en 'ρ-variërende funkties' 
worden besproken in §§ 1.3-1.6. 
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PART II 
SOME STOCHASTIC INEQUALITIES 
AND ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY OF SERIAL RANK STATISTICS 
IN GENERAL LINEAR PROCESSES 
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» 
1. Introduction; s ta tement of the problem 
The use of nonparametric serial dependence measures becomes important when mo­
ments of the sample elements that constitute our time series may not exist. For recent 
investigations in this direction we refer to e.g. Hallin et al. (1985). Many time series 
modeb, like autoregressive modeb or moving averages, are special cases of general linear 
processes, under suitable conditions defined by 
(1.1) X,:=^29tE,.k, «e{l,...,n}, 
tez 
where the Ej, j g Ζ, are iid random variables and the gj certain real numbers. 
Starting with a sample Xi,...,X
n
 as in (1.1) we want to prove asymptotic normality of 
serial rank statistics based on scores that are allowed to be unbounded. Results on this 
subject are of interest for statistical procedures about linear processes (see the above 
reference and Hallin & Puri (1988)). 
Our approach to the problem differs from the general approach in the literature, not 
only technicaUy (cf. Rüschendorf (1976)). In Haxel (1986) and Harel & Puri (1987) the 
problem is considered starting with a more general, not necessarily stationary, sequence 
(X,) assuming a mixing condition (^-mixing or strongly mixing). The approach in these 
papers is important for linear processes since Gorodetskii (1977), Withers (1981), and 
Pham & Tran (1985) give conditions for these processes to be strongly mixing. However, 
not all linear processes are strongly mixing, see Bradley (1986; p.180). 
That is why we did not assume any explicit mixing condition. Instead we impose some 
assumptions upon the model itself (Chanda & Ruymgaart (1988)). 
Choosing a Chemoff-Savage approach to solve this problem, some fundamental 
inequalities concerning empirical processes based on the sample elements in (1.1) will be 
needed as a tool. They are formulated in Section 2, together with the list of assumptions. 
In Section 3 some important corollaries are considered. The asymptotic normality is 
proved in Section 4, apart from the negligibility of some remainder terms which is 
considered in the Appendix. The proof of Theorem 4.4 is of special interest. In Section 
5 the main theorem is discussed and the case with bounded score function is considered. 
We also exhibit a linear process which is not strongly mixing but satisfies the conditions 
of the theorem. 
Writing F for the absolutely continuous d.f. of the X, and ƒ for its density it is 
convenient to introduce the transformed r.v.'s 
(1.2) ζ.-FiX,), i € {!, . . . ,«}, 
with uniform(0,l) d.f. 
(1.3) m-t, te[o,i]. 
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The empirical d.f. of the ζ, will be denoted by 
(1-4) f-.W^èw«. íe[M· 
With R, the rank of X, in the sample ΛΊ, ...,X
n
 we have: 
(1.5) t
n
((,) = -Rt a.3. 
η 
Furthermore, we define the empirical process U
n
 by 
(1.6) U
n
(t):=y/Z(t
n
(t)-t), te [0,1]. 
Let h € N and consider the bivariate sample elements (X,,X,+h) and ((•,(•+&), 
i g {!,...,η — h}, whose common d.f. will be written as G and H respectively. The 
empirical d.f. of the random vectors (ί,,ί,+λ) is denoted by 
. n—h 
(1.7) Я„-
Л
(М) := ^ г ^ Σ ^ i t tOWC+O, (*,0 e [o, i]2, 
and the accessory empirical process by W
n
-h' 
(1.8) W
n
-h(3,t):=(n-h)i(Hn-h(3,t)-H(s,t)); * , l e [ 0 , l ] . 
For d.f. and corresponding probability measure we will always use the same symbol. 
The signed measure u
n
 is defined by 
(1.9) u
n
 := H
n
-h - H. 
For m g N we will write: 
(1.10) Χχ = X%,m + Xi,m, where X,tm := ^ 9kE,-k-
\k\<m 
We will let m depend on η in such a way that m(n) —» oo as η —» oo. The mean value 
theorem entails that for random θ € (0,1) we have: 
(1.11) ζ, = F(A->>m) + X.,mf(X,,m + Х,,т) =: £,,„, + f.,». 
Furthermore let us introduce two twice continuoiuly differentiable functions 
(1.12) J,K:(0,l)^K, 
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and the linear function 
(1.13) *„(<):= a „ + ( l - 2 a
n
) t , t e [0,1], 
where a
n
 = n~^, ζ > 0. 
The score ftmctions J„, K„ : [0,1] —* R are derived from J, K, and /
n
 according to 
(1.14) J
n
{t) := J(Z
n
(t)) and ^„( t ) := K{l
n
{t)), t ζ [0,1]. 
Considering 
(1.15) т : = Е № ) е д . н 0 1 and r
n
 := E[Jn(f1)if f l(î1+»)] 
as nonparametric measures for serial dependence of order h, the statistic 
(1.16) Τ
η
:=-±
τ
Ϋ
ι
Μ—)Κ
η
{2!±ί)= f' f J
n
(r
n
(s))K
n
(t
n
(t))dH
n
-h(s,t) 
η - Λ ^ η η Jo Jo 
seems to be the natural rank estimator of both parts of (1.15). The asymptotic normality 
of 
(1.17) v ^ ( T
n
- r
n
) and у/К(Т
п
-т) 
is the purpose of our investigations. 
Let us note that for з £ [0,1]: 
(1.18) Mtn{a)) = Jn(s) + n-iUuWni') + Іп^иІМЩз +
 п
п-^и
п
(з)), 
where θ
η
 g (0,1) is random. An analogous expression holds for Α"„(Γ
η
(ΐ)) (write θ
η 
instead of θ„). Substitution in (1.16) yields: 
2 β 
(119) V^(T
n
 - r
n
) = Σ Λ,,π + Σ Β,,η, 
(1.20) Ao,n:=nl f f J
n
{s)K
n
(t)dv
n
(s,t), 
Jo Jo 
(1.21) Αι,»·-= f t и
я
(*)Г
я
(а)К
п
(і)аН
п
-
к
{а,і), 
Jo Jo 
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(1.22) А2іП := i i Ms)Un(t)K'n(t)dHn.h(s,t), 
Jo Jo 
(1.23) Bltn := in"* J J иЦа)Ща + enn-ìUn(s))Kn(t)dHn-h(S,t), 
(1.24) B2,n := i n"* ƒ ƒ JnWlftOffíKí + ¿
п
п-*^
п
(<))аЯ11_л(з,<)1 
(1.25) В9,п:=п-і f f Un(3)J'n(3)Un(t)K'n(t)dHn-k(s,t), 
Jo Jo 
(1.26) В4(П := in" 1 ƒ ƒ t /n(5)J»0)JC'( ' + í.n-*^,(*))¿ff«-*(*,*), 
(1.27) B5,„ := in" 1 jT1 j i 1 Ul(3)J'¿(s + enn-ÌUn(3))Un(t)K'n(t)dHn-h(3, t), 
(1.28) Β
β < η := 
*
П
~Чо l Un(s)J>+en^Un(3))U^t)K':(t+ënn-iUn(t))dHn-h(3,t). 
To prove the asymptotic normality of (1.17), it will be shown that 
Σ Αΐ,
η
 ¿ Bj,n 
(1.29) 3— ы N(0,1) and J— ^ 0 
for some suitable sequence (σ
η
) in (0, oo). 
At the end of this section we give some notations and a final remark. 
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Notat ions 
Y
n
->dY 
Yn-+pY 
OP(1) 
N(0,1) 
σ{Υι,Υ2,...} 
AU В; A,В σ-fields 
ƒ ƒ du(s,t) 
a e 
lUIloo 
χ < y; x,y € R 2 
χ < y; x,y e R 2 
[x.y]; x.y e R 2 
(x,y]; x,y g R 2 
(s,t)'· s,t£B. 
Leb 
Y
n
 tends in distribution to Y (as η —* oo). 
У„ tends to У in probability (as η —• oo). 
stands for a r.v. tending to 0 in probability as η 
stands for a standard normal distributed r.v. 
the (7-field generated by the r.v.'s Υ,. 
A and В are independent. 
integral over the closed set [a, 6] χ [с, <f] С [0,1]2; 
the first integral-sign concerns s, the second t. 
sup \g(z)\; g : R m -+ R; m e Ν . 
z i < î/i and X2 < У2· 
χ < y and χ, < y, for some i € {1,2}. 
max{ |x i | , | x 2 | } . 
{z € R 2 : χ < ζ < y}. 
{ζ e R 2 : Χι < zi < y! and х 2 < Z2 < уг}· 
the column-vector (J). 
Lebesgue measure. 
the sequence (x,)¿gK·; 
the choice of AT will be clear from the context. 
Remark. Throughout this paper A,B,C G (0, oo), possibly indexed, will be used as 
generic constants that are independent of all the relevant parameters (like e.g. the 
sample size n) . The constants have values which are not kept track of and may vary 
from line to line. Expressions in η are sometimes valid for η > no only, without mention. 
In such cases no does not depend on the relevant paxameters either. 
2. SpeciBcation of t h e model; assumptions; fundamental inequalit ies 
Assumpt ion 2.1. The Ej,j G Ζ, ore i.i.d. random variables. The series in (1.1) con­
verges in the almost лиге sense. The d.f. F is differentiable with derivative ƒ satisfying 
(2.1) l l / I U < oo. 
Let д(*> denote the i th derivative of a function g. 
Assumpt ion 2.2. For some a, à G (0, oo) we have 
С (2.2) | J « ( Í ) | < ( í ( l - * ) ) " + " 
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| t t ( , ) ( O I < ( < ( 1 _ C t ' ) ) A + , ; < e ( ο , ΐ ) , »e {0,1,2}. 
By (1.13) we have as a consequence of (2.2): 
l-^WI <
 {/n(t)(i-%))}«+. ^ " " ^ 0 ; *e[o,i], •е^і.гмг.з) 
The same holds for K
n
 (with α replaced by 5). We will always write a' for (a + ά)/2. 
Suppose that Assumption 2.1 is satisfied. We will consider sequences (e
n
) in (0,1) 
and (m
n
) in N such that ε,, —• 0 and m
n
 —» oo, as η —» oo, and write: 
(2.4) P [ | X i , „ J > £ „ ] = : * „ . 
(See Chanda L· Ruymgaart (1988)). Furthermore we define: 
(2.5) Ω„ := [max \X,,
mn
\ < ε
η
] and Λ
η
 := [ m a x \\(^,tmi„Y,+h,m„)\\ < εη]. 
1<ι<η 1<ι<η—A 
Observe that by (2.4) 
(2.6) Р [ | | ( Х і ( т в , Г і + А р т „ ) | | > е п ] < 2 г „ , Ρ(Ω=)<ηΑ„, and P(\c„) < 2τι6η. 
By (1.11) we obtain 
(2-7) Р [ | ? 1 ) т „ | > e „ | | / I U < 6n and P[| |(í1 ,m„,í1+fc>ran)| | > е.Ц/Н»] < M». 
Since \J,tmtt | = \F(t,) - F((,,mn)\ E [0,1] we have for i n := ε„||/||οο and η > no: 
E | í i , m J = JPl\ti,m„I >x]dx + JP[|í1>mJ > x]dx < e„ + P [ | í 1 > m J > e „ ] . 
0
 ;„ 
Consequently, 
(2-8) Ε\ξ1>Ύηη\<σ(εη + δη). 
Suppose that Assumption 2.2 is also satisfied. Set т
П і т і
,:=Е[.7
п
(£і
і т і 1).К'„(£і+/к ) т п)]. 
By the mean value theorem and (2.3) we have: 
Мтп-т
Піт
„\ ^ C n ^ a ' + D E i ^ j . 
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By (2.8) we obtain: 
(2.9) ^Гіт,, - r
n
,
m
„ | < С n i + < ( ^ ' + i ) ( e n + 6ny 
In the main part of this paper we will need: 
Assumption 2.3. For the sequences (£„), (¿η)ι(αη) "* (0)1) 0Tl¿ (mn) »n N it holds 
that e„ = 0(η~η), δ
η
 = 0(η~ηι), a
n
 = η
_ ί
, and m
n
 = [cn'>] for some с e (0,oo), where 
(2.10) 0 < С <
 2 0 t J + 9 «па a' e (0, oo), 
(2.11) r?i > 1, 
(2.12) o < p < i - C ( y e ' + | ) , 
(2.13) i I > i + C(2tt, + l) . 
It follows immediately that ^ = γτ satisfies (2.13) if (2.10) is fulfilled. 
As an example we consider linear processes generated by an iid sequence (Ej) for which 
Έ«χρ(ΗΕι) = ехр(-|і |*), t e R, 
for some δ e (0,1). So, Ει has a symmetric and stable distribution with scale parameter 
1 and index δ. Suppose that ΣΐίΐΖ l^*|5 "^  0 0 · Then the characteristic function ф
т
 of 
-^i.m satisfies: 
M 0 = exp(- £ Iwl' ltl ')-•«?(-£ |
Λ
|«|<|«)=:#ί) 
|t|<m tez 
as m —» oo. Since φ is continuous at 0, it is a characteristic function. Hence, the series 
in (1.1) converges in distribution and (by Levy's theorem) also in the almost sure sense. 
Since J_00 \Ф(і)\<1і < oo, the corresponding distribution function F has a continuous 
density ƒ with f(x) = ( 2 π ) - 1 f_™exp(—ііх)ф(і)аі. So ||/||oo < oo· Assumption 2.1 is 
satisfied. Set 
Ylim := (фп))-1'6*^ with c(m) := £ \gk\s. 
|t|>m 
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It can easily be proved that Yiim has the same characteristic function as Ει. According 
to Leadbetter et al. (1983; (3.8.4)) the corresponding distribution function Fs satisfies: 
Ff(-z) + (l-Ff(z))<C(6)z-', z>0, 
where C(6) is a constant in (0, oo). Consequently, 
* д а , т . | > e
n
] = P [ | 7 l i m . | > e iWrnO)- 1 /'] < C(¿)c(mn)e; 4 . 
Next suppose that \gk\ = \g-k\ = к-", к € No, with vS > 1. Then c(mn) = 
0(n~p^''f~1^). If we want Asstnnption 2.3 to hold, then we have (in view of (2.4)) 
to choose ηι, ρ, and η in such a way that 
Л Vi 1 
ρ op 6 
Then, however, we have to assume that и > 3 + 7/6 (see (2.11)-(2.13)). Conversely, if 
ι/ > 3 + 7/6, then there exist α',ζ,ηι,ρ, and 77 such that Assumption 2.3 is satisfied 
(note that a' and ζ can be chosen freely in such a way that ζ(2α' + 1) and ζ{ψα' + | ) 
are sufficiently small). 
Next we want to formulate fundamental inequalities concerning the empirical pro­
cesses U
n
 and Wn-h· For this we need the function φ : [—1, oo) —» [0,00), defined 
by 
(2.14) I φ(Χ)=2Χ-
2
 1ο 8 (1+χ) < ί3 ; =2λ- 2 ((1+λ)1ο 8 (1+λ)-Λ), Ae(-1,0) U (Ο,οο); Jo 
[φ(0)=1; φ(-1) = 2. 
This function has the following properties, see also Shorack & Wellner (1982; p. 641): 
(2.15) 
φ is decreasing and continuous, 
^(Л) ~ 2 ^ as λ -» 00, 
*(A)> :, A € [Ο,οο). 
l + A/3' 
The next theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1 in Chanda & Ruymgaart 
(1988). 
T h e o r e m 2.1. Suppose that Assumption i.l is fulfilled. Let (A
n
) be a sequence in 
(Ο,οο) ani ( a
n
) and (b
n
) be sequences in [0,1]. Suppose that a
n
 < b
n
 and that f or all 
n > По 
(2.16) A„>Viï(8tfn + 24||/||0oen) ana bn - a „ > 4¿n + 12||/|U£„. 
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Then the empirical pTocess Un satúfie» (¡от η > ηρ): 
(2.17) Ρ ( Ω „ η [ sup \U
n
{t)-U
n
{3)\>\
n
))< 
< ¿7mnexp( " Л Л " ^ ( ^ " Λ). 
"ϊη(θη - α„) y/n(b
n
 - α„) 
Note that no depends on the sequence (6„ — a
n
) and not on (a„) and (ό
η
) separately. 
Let us now consider Wn-h, the empirical process of the vectors (&,£і+л)і i € 
{Ι,...,η-Л}. Write 
(2.18) № , * * + » ) ' = £ С*Я4_*, І € { 1 , . . . , п - Л } , 
tez 
where 
G f c : =(o f c ¿ ) ^ 2 Í : =(^.^+A); fcjez. 
In this way a linear process in R2 arises with Wn_ft being the corresponding reduced 
empirical process. Unfortunately, the random vectors Zj are no longer independent. 
In fact they are h-dependent. However, Theorem 2.1 in Chanda & Ruymgaart (1988) 
remains valid for r-dependent linear processes (the proof only needs a minor modifica-
tion). As a consequence we obtain (note that by (2.6) we have to take 26n instead of 
«-): 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that Assumption 2.1 is fulfilled. Let (Λ
η
) in (0, oo) and (a
n
) 
and (b
n
) in [0,1]2, a„ < òn, be such that f or all η > no 
(2.19) Xn>Va(32Sn +Somden) and Н(Ь
п
) - H(a
n
) > 166
n
 + 40||/||ooen. 
Then the empirical process W
n
-i, satisfies (for η > no): 
(2.20) Р ( Л
П
П [ sup \W
n
-h(t)-Wn-h(3)\>X„})< 
-
 C m n
 eXPÌ
mn(H(bn) -Η(α
η
))Φ(^(Η(ο
η
) - Ща^ 
Remark. It is not always easy to compute (the order of magnitude of) H(b
n
) — Я(а„). 
Checking the second condition in (2.19) and calculating the upper bound in (2.20) might 
then be difficult. If, however, Η is absolutely continuous with a density h for which 
maxdl/ijloo, sup l 6 [ 0 i i] j ^ (x) ! - 1 } < oo, then we have for α,„οη € [0,1]2, α η < 6n: 
Leb[0,6„] - Leb[0,a„] < С7(Я(6
П
) - Я(а
п
)) , 
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Я(Ь„) - Я(а
п
) < C(Ltb[0,b
n
] - Leb[0,a„]). 
So, the second condition in (2.19) is implied by 
( 2
·
2 1 )
 n ^ o LeblO.òJi-LeblO.oJ = 0 
and the upper bound in (2.20) may be replaced by 
(2.22) C7m n exp ( m n ( L e b [ M n ] ^ щ ^ і ^ { L e b [ o M 1 ^ [ Ο , α . ] ) ^ · 
Example. Suppose that Assumption 2.1 is fulfilled and that ε
η
 = C^n - 4 ) , 6
n
 = 
0(η~ηί), and m
n
 = [en''] for η > ¿, ηι > 1, с > 0, and ρ > 0. Let λ
η
 := οχη?, 
Cie(0, οο), and b
n
—a
n
 = n~
w; w < πιίη^,τ/ι} and 6 > max{l — 2η,2ρ— l,p — w}. Set 
σ
η
 := Ans-I*w and 7
n
 := 5n^~^+^I ,. Then inequality (2.17) holds. The upper bound 
equals Cnpexp(—σ
η
ν>(7η)) and tends to 0 if and only if ff„ip(j„) —» oo. Note that by 
the second property of φ in (2.15) we have 
' 7
n
 —* constant e [0, oo) 
пФІУп) —* oo iff σ
η
 -+ oo and < or 
7
n
 —• oo and — —• constant e (0, oo]. 
7n 
Since σ
η
 —> oo and ff
n
/y
n
 = C7nï ^ т —• oo we have ffnV'(7n) —• oo. Finally we obtain 
by (2.6) that 
P [ sup \Un(t)-Un(a)\<ni]-l. 
Calculations as in this example will be carried out frequently in the Appendix. 
3. Corollaries of the fundamental inequality 
In this section we consider corollaries of Theorem 2.1. They will be used in the Appendix 
to prove asymptotic negligibility of the remainder terms, but have some independent 
interest. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that Assumption 2.1 is satisfied. Let (η/
η
) in (0,1/2), (Λ
η
) in 
(0, oo), and β e [0,1/2] be such that j
n
 -• 0 and 
(3.1) l i
m
 ^ " t y = 0 and lim ^ ± ^ = 0. 
Then we have for η sufficiently large: 
( 3 . 2 ) Р ( П . П [ sup І М 1 І ^ > л
п
] ) < C ^ e x P ( - ^ V ( - ^ ) ) . 
Proof. At first we note that 
\Un(t)\ , ι /ζ \U
n
(t)\ г. \Vn{t)\
 ì 
Hence 
<_ Ρ,Ο. η [
 Я і і
 да * ft)+-(«• η и - , (Т^Ь Ϊ ^І). 
Let us focus on 1/„(<)Л,/2~^, t e [7», 1] . Choose A:(TI) := [I/7,,] + 1 e N and 
partition (0,1] by means of the points Jfc/K^n), к e {0,..., Κ(η) — 1} . Define 
ƒ* := (k/K(n), (k + 1)/K(n)]. Then we have for η sufficiently large: 
^Tp(«»n[sup|^)|>^(^)^]) 
< ¿ Ρ ( Ω
η
η [ sup | t r B ( t ) - ^ W I > % ^ г У'2-']) 
< ^ Ст,ежр(
 т п ( к + 1 ) / к { п ) И ^ { к + 1 у К { п ) )) 
, Α χ ρ ^ ί ^ ) ) . 
The fourth inequality holds for η > n© by Theorem 2.1, since f
n
K(n) —* 1 and (for all 
Jfc€{l, . . . ,Jf(n)-l}) 
(3 3) ^ ( 8 ^ + 2411/11
 £ n ) ^ < WS6n+24\\f\Un)V-2 ¡_
β 
^ , + 1211/11,0«, Α6
η
 + 12 | | / |Ue, 
(* + l)/Jr(n) - ^ 7 п В Д ' 
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so no can be chosen independent of k. 
Concerning U„(t)/(1 - i ) 1 / 2 - ^ , t e [0,1 —γ
η
], we only note that an equivalent proof 
can be given, since: 
sT , p ( n"nu.Ä,,, i t '-< i-' ) i^ (^ ) , / !"'] ) 
T h e o r e m 3.2. Suppose that Assumption 2.1 is satisfied. Let (7,,) in (0,1/2) , (Λ
η
) in 
(0,00), ond β e [0,1/2] be ÍUCA <Αβί y
n
 -> 0 oná 
(3.4) hm - — , .„ . = 0 and hm = 0. 
n-00 A n 7 Í / 2 " i í • -«» 7n 
Define rn(t) := 7„ + (1 — 27n)<, t £ [0,1]. Then we have for η sufficiently large: 
( 3
·
5 ) р (
*
п 1
ДЬы«)Я))-'"* ,-1 )* 
< c^Le^í^^^^.)). 
Proof. Let Pn be the left hand side of (3.5). Since \Un{t)\ < \Un(t) - Un{rn(t))\ + 
l^n(»"n(0)l w e obtain: Pn < pi + P 2 , where 
f-F(a.n[^.P-W-gff^,ai>J). 
<e[o,i] {'•„(<)(1 - M * ) ) } 1 / * /» 2 
Since the conditions of Theorems 3.1 and 2.1 are fulfilled we obtain (note that { r n ( t ) ( l — 
rn(tW2-ß > -fe-U12'") for η > no: 
Ίη
 m
n Vn7n 
(3.6) p ^ C ^ e x p í - ^ V Í ^ ^ ) ) and 
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P2 < Ρ(Ω„ Π [ sup \U
n
(t)-U
n
(
rn
(t))\ > -Lxnlin/*-ß}) 
«€[0,1] • ¿ V ¿ 
< Σ Ρ(Ωη Π [ sup \U
n
(t)-U
n
(r
n
(m > _ А
п 7 У
2
- ' ] ) 
1 = 1 «εΚι-υ/Α'ίηί,ί/κ'ίη)! 2л/2 
7n m
n
7n ν η 7 η ' " " y/rïyn 
Here Ä'(n) := [l/7n]· Choosing A := min{Ai,A2}, В := max{B1,B2}, and С := 
max{Ci, C2} we obtain (3.5). о 
The next theorem will not be applied in this paper. As a corollary of Theorem 3.1 
it is included here since it expresses an important property of the empirical process Γ
η
. 
We only note that it could, for instance, be applied to weaken the conditions of Lemma 
4.3. 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that Assumption 2.1 м satisfied. Let (jn) in (0,1/2) be such 
that η/η —» 0 and 
(3.8) lim ^ t ^ ^ 0. 
n - 0 0 7
n 
ГЛеп we have for arbitrary but fixed βζ (0,1) and η sufficiently large: 
(3.9) Ρ ( Ω
η
 Π [β t < f
n
(<) < 1 - β (1 - t) for all t e [у„, 1 - 7n]]C)< 
< сАхр(-^ІЦ(В)), 
Τη
 m
n 
where A and В depend on (1— β). 
Proof. Let P
n
 be the left hand side of (3.9). We obtain: 
Pn < Ρ(Ωη Π [f„(f) <β t, some ί 6 [τη, 1 - 7η]]) + 
+ Ρ ( Ω
η
 Π [Γ„(1 -а)>1-0а, some з e Ы, 1 - 7n] ) 
< Ρ(Ω
η
 Π [ sup M " > v^(l- ¡5)]) + 
*ε[·γ»>ι-7»] г 
+ Ρ ( Ω
η
η [ sup iUnil~s)i>^l(l-ß)]). 
ί€[7» ,1 -7η ] 3 
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Writing t = t1'2^'2 and s = 81l2s1l2 we can continue us follows: 
< Ρ(Ω„ Π [ sup Μ > (η
Ίη
γΐ
2{1- ~β)]) + 
«6[7η,1-7η] < 
+ Ρ ( Ω
η
η [ sup | £ / " ( 1 " θ ) | > ( η 7 η ) 1 / 2 ( 1 - ^ ) ] ) 
ί6[7π,1-7»] Л 
Applying Theorem 3.1 with /3 = 0 and λ
η
 = ( n 7
n
) 1 / 2 ( l - β) we obtain (3.9). о 
Suppose that Assumption 2.1 is satisfied. In order to apply Theorem 3.2 we now 
suppose that 
(3.10) e
n
 = 0(n-»), 6
n
 = ©(n-" 1 ), m
n
 = [сщ"] and 7
n
 = сщ-" 
(somec1,C2 € (0,oo)), 
where 
(3.11) ω > 0, η > -, щ > 1 and 0 < ρ < -. 
By (2.6) we have Ρ(Ω= ) -»0. For 6 > 0 we define: 
(3.12)
 ß l,n(u,,i) := Ω,,. := [ sup , . » ' ^ '
 1 / 8 < "П 
<e[o,i] i r n( i ) ( l - r n ( t ) )} 1 / ' í 
Corollary 3.4. If Assumption 2.1 λο2ώ and if ω and 6 are chosen such that 
(3.13) 0 < ω < іпіп{т/, 1 - ρ,2η - 1} and δ > ρ, 
then: 
(3.14) Р(П1>п) - 1. 
Proof. Note that Ρ(Ωί ) η ) = Ρ(Ω η Π Ω^ „) + Ρ(Ω£ Π Ωΐρ η), where the last term tends 
to 0. The conditions in (3.4) are implied by 
(3.15) ω < ιηϊη{τ/, ηι} and 6 > max{l +ω — 2η,1 +ω — 2τ/ι}, 
which are fulfilled because of (3.11) and (3.13). Applying Theorem 3.2 we obtain an 
upper bound for Ρ(Ω
η
 Π Ωι
 n
) , which tends to 0 if δ > ρ and either 6 < 1 — ω or 
6 > max{l — ω,ω — 1 + 2p} =: m(w). This last observation follows, using an analogous 
approach as in the example following Theorem 2.2. Since indeed δ > ρ and since 
m(a>) = 1 — ω (because of the fact that ш < 1 — ρ), (3.14) follows immediately, о 
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4. Asymptotic normality 
In this section the asymptotic normality of the rank estimator in (1.16) will be consid­
ered. We will always assume that Assumptions 2.1-2.3 are satisfied. The proofs of the 
lemmas in this section are rather technical. They are given in the Appendix. 
At first some asymptotic negligible terms are isolated from the A-terms in (1.19). 
n-ft 
(4.1) Αο,η = (η - A)"* £ ( - I i - )* ( J n ( í , ) t f „ (É .+ iO - τη) 
*—' η — tl 1=1 
n-Ä 
= (η - A)"* T{^-r)b(Ut.,m„)Kn(Ç,+himJ - rn>mJ+ 
*—· η — ft 
ι=1 
+ пЪ(т
Пітп
 -T„) + So>r> 
where τ
η | Π 1 η := E[Jn(Çi im„)A'„(Î1+h)mn)] and 5о(П is an unspecified term arising from 
the application of the mean value theorem to the function (з,і) t-* J
n
(s)K
n
(t). Define: 
n-A 
(4.2) A;in := (η - Α)"* Σ(ΐίΖΤϊ)*(7"β·«.)*»«.+*.».) " Tn'm^ 
·=ι 
Then we have the following lemma: 
Lemma 4.1. Assume that Assumptions 2.1-2.3 are satisfied. Then: 
-Αο,η - AJn -*P 0 as η —» oo. 
Next we examine Аі
іП
. Observe that 
(4.3) Alin= f f ип(з)Гп(в)Кп(і)<Ш(з,і)+ f f Un(3)J'n(s)Kn(t)dun(3,t) 
Jo Jo Jo Jo 
= 4? Σ Í /1(1[о,.|(е.)--)^«(*Ж-(*)аЯ(*,*) + Лі.» 
v
n
 ¡Z^ Jo Jo 
(4.4) = -L ¿^ .„(W + ili,., 
where 
ri /Ί 
(4.5) Я і ^ / Í и
п
(з)Г
п
(з)К
п
(і)аи
п
(з,і) 
Jo Jo 
= (n-h)-ì f f и
я
(а)Г
я
(а)К
п
(і)<П
 я
-
к
(з,і), 
Jo Jo J   
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(4.6) ф1іП(и):= ί [ (11оМ(и)-з)Гп(з)Кп(і)аН(з,і) 
Jo Jo 
= - í ¡ sJ'n(s)Kn(t)dH(s,t)+ Jo Jo 
+ JJ j'n(s)Kn(t)dH(s,t),ue[o,i]. 
Set e„:= ||/||00e„ and Ω
η
,;· := [|ëJimn | <?„]; j e {1, . . . , η}. Observe that V(aenj) < Sn 
and that (cf. Relation (2.3)) 
(4.7) І^і,»(С,)-*і,»«,,™.)|1п„ < 
< Сп<«°'+» f f |1[о,,](0)-1[о..](0-^
т
ЛаЯ(5,<) · In.,, 
Jo Jo 
< Cri«2"'*» ìn . 
Especifilly we have by (2.3): 
(4.8) Е | ^ ,
в
( 6 ) - ^
і П
( 6 ,
т
. ) | < 
< C7n«2«'+1)Elne
ші
 +E[ |^ ,
n
(6)-^,„a i ,m
n
) | ln
n
, 1 ] 
<CnW\e
n
 + S
u
). 
Continuing with (4.4) we obtain that 
(4.9) A^ = - L ¿ ^ , „ ( ^
т п
) + - L ¿ ( ^ i n ( i , ) - ^,„(í.,m„)) + Κ,,η 
v
n
 1 = 1 V" 1 = 1 
1 " 
By (4.8) and the first Markov inequality we have for λ > 0 
η 
(4.10) P[|5,,. | > λ] < P [ £ ¡фиЬ) - *ι,-(6.».)Ι >"An*] 
ι = 1 
ZCX^nW+^ + Sn), 
which tends to 0 as η —» oo. Consequently, 
(4.11) Altn = (n - ft)"* E i ^ ) * ^ . » ^ - ) - ^ . - « 1 . » - ) ) + 
+ n - * E (*i,-«.,».)-E^,„(e 1,m i l))+ 
ι=η-Λ+1 
+ П*Е^>я({і,т.) + Op(l) + -Ri,«· 
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Define: 
(4.12) Al
n
 := (η - fc)-* " ¿ ( ^ ) i ( ^ > n ( e , i m n ) - Еф1іП(Ь,тп)). 
ι = 1 
By (4.11) we obtain: 
η 
(4.13) Л 1 > п - Л І і П = п - * ^ ( * i , n t t . , m J - E 0 1 , I , K 1 , m J ) + 
i=n-h+l 
+ ^ Е ^ , „ ( 6 , т „ ) ) + Op(l) + Яі,„. 
Next consider А2,
п
. Analogously to (4.5), (4.6) and (4.12) we define: 
(4.14) Д 2 , п : = / / Un(t)K'n(t)Jn{9)dun(3,t), 
Jo Jo 
(4.15) ф2іП(и):= f f (ll0tt](ti)-t)K,n(t)Jn(s)dH(syt), «€[0 ,1] , 
Jo Jo 
(4.16) Aitn := (r» - h)-i Σίϊ^^,η&,η*.)- E ,^,,«!,™,,)). 
ι = 1 
Using arguments as in (4.3)-(4.13) we deduce: 
η 
(4.17) Л 2 ( П - Л ; і П = 7 і - * Σ (Ф,,п&.шп)-ЪФг.п(еі,т.))+ 
ι=η-λ+1 
+ niEfatn(tiimn)) + Ор{1) + R2¡n. 
The following lemma holds: 
Lemma 4.2. Assume that Assumptions 2.1-2.3 are satisfied. Then: 
Α,,η - A;>n - » Ρ 0 а, η -> оо; j e {1,2}. 
The B-tenns in (1.19) are negligible. 
Lemma 4.3. Assume that Assumptions 2.1-2.2 and conditions (3.10)-(3.11) (with ω := 
ζ) are satisfied. Suppose abo that 0 < ρ < j — ζ(2α' + 2). Then we have: 
Β,,η^ρΟ as n-»oo; j 6 {!,..., 6}. 
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+ (ÎL—)*W.(u,».)-E^(6.mB)) 
We now want to arrange asymptotic normality for 53,_0 A* „, suitably standardised. 
For η G N and ι € {l,...,n — A} we define: 
(4.18) Y,{n) := ( ^ ) * ( / . ( { . , « . . ) ^ . ( ί . + » , - . Μ ) - r „ , m J + 
Λ 
η 
and 
(4.19) Z, (n) := ( " ) * ( / „ ( ^ В Д + О - r„) + ( Ü Z * ) * ^ , ) , 
η — ft η 
where ^n(u) := ^і
і П
(и) + ^ 2,n(")> u ε [0,1]. For all η e N the sequences (Y, ) and 
(Z, ) are centered and stationary. Observe that 
(4.20) U
n
 := ¿ A'« = (η - Λ)"* £ У,«"). 
· = 0 t = l 
For all t(l),...,t(s) ε {l,...,n - /»}, a e Ν, with <(1) < t(2) < ... < t(s) we have 
(4.21)
 ff{yg,...)y£))}IIa({F,(',) : , < i(l) - (2m„ + Λ - 1)}U 
{ ^ ( " ) : ; > < ( з ) + ( 2 т
п
+ Л - 1 ) } ) , 
i.e., the sequence (У, ) is (2m
n
 + Л — 2)-dependent. 
A central limit theorem for r-dependent random variables with г = r(n) unbounded 
has been proved in Berk (1973). Unfortunately, Berk's conditions tire not necessarily 
satisfied in our situation (actually, his conditions (i) and (iii) are problematic, even if 
we consider n~^2a +1)-су^п' instead of У, , e > 0). Yet we can prove asymptotic 
normaility of U
n
. 
Theorem 4.4. Setv
n
 := £)|.|<2mn+*-i E[z{n)Z,("J]. Suppose that AstumpUoru 2.1-2.3 
are satisfied and that 
(4.22) liminfwneiO.oo]. 
Then we have 
(4.23) Х Г п - г » ) ^ 
If, moreover, (η/υ
η
) ϊ (τ
η
 — τ) —* 0, then we ako have 
(4.24) ^T»-TKdN(0,l). 
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Proof. Set 2p„ := 2m„ + h - 1. Choose 7 e (ρ + C(4a' + 2), ì - ρ - <(2a' + 1)) and 
define k
n
 := [η' '+ 7]. Write η — h = s
n
 • k
n
 + r
n
, where s
n
,r
n
 G Ν, 0 < r
n
 < A
n
. That 
is, a
n
 = [(n — /»)/&„]. Define: 
^
( n )
: = " Σ " »O-i)*-^. ¿ € { 1 , . . . , . . } . 
Split (n — Λ) - ι 53¡Uj 1^  into three parts: 
U, •= 1 V* И^(п) υι
·
η
· tn-hynL·w* ' 
x
 ' 1 = 1 
Η »η 2p„ 
^
2
. "
 : =
 (
n
 _ Ml/2 Z^(Z^y.tn-2pn+j)' 
^ ' 1=1 j = l 
1 r , · 
rr ._
 i
 V^ v(") 
υ
».«— (
n
_/ l)l/2Z^X«nt„+.· 
v
 ' t = l 
By (4.21) it is obvious that Uitn involves a sum of sn iid terms TV, ' with zero expec­
tation. Note also that 
EC/!,, < - iL-Eír/^)2 < - ^ - Ε ( ^ ( η ) ) 2 < Сгг2'и-2-'-1+^а'+2\ 
' η — h η — h 
and that, again by (4.21), for η sufficiently large 
Е[;2,П = - £ Г Т Е ( У Г + - + < ) ) 2 = ^ Σ (i - ¿ W W ; ? ] 
|·|<2ρ„ P n 
< ^ 2 Σ \ПУіП)У^І]\ < Т^Е(У1(П))2 < Сп<>-<+«іа'+2\ 
п
 | . | < 2
Р п
 *
п 
Because of the special choice for 7 we conclude that Et/ 2 η —* 0 ^ 1 ^ ΕΙ/Ί
 n
 —* 0. 
Consequently: 
(4.25) [72l„ + tf,,n ^ P 0. 
We want to apply Lyapunov's limit theorem (see e.g. Anderson (1971; Th.7.7.3)) 
to the triangular array W^n)/{s
n
vbi И^* 0 ) 1 / 2 , t' € {l,...,an} and η e N. Define: 
ЕІІ ^
п )
І
2 +* 
(4.26) L
n
(6) := . . . ' \ ' , 6>0. 
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By Minkovski's inequality we obtain: 
(Е|И'1(п)|2+<)1/(2+6> < " ¿ "(Е|у|(»)|2+«)і/(2+0 = (Jfcn _ 2pn)(E\Y1M\2+iy^2+s). 
Consequently, 
(4.2T) «„ < tfc-W^lt^l", 
4/2(v
s
(it
n
))l+«/2 
where 
(4.28) v
v
(k
n
) : = ™^ ( " ) >
 =
 E ( y i ( ' ) + - + n ( : ^ ) a 
^n ^Pn Ä n -¿Ρ η 
= Σ (i - гА^те^ВД-
Ι·Ι<2Ρη 
Assume for the moment that |ü9(fcn) — vn | —» 0. As a consequence we have: 
(4.29) liminf Vy(kn) = liminf vn 6 (0,oo]. 
η—^οο η ·αο 
Since E\YÏn)\2+s < С
 η
«2α'+ι)(2+«)
 w e h a v e for ¿¡ > (ρ + 7 + ζ^α' + 2 ) ) / ( ì - p - y -
ζ(2α' + I)) that 
(4.30) L
n
(S) -» 0, 
i.e., Lyapunov's condition is fulfilled. Theorem 7.7.3 in Anderson (1971) ensures that 
Since var Wj = (k
n
 — 2p
n
)vy(k
n
) and s
n
(k
n
 — 2p
n
)/(n — h) —> 1, we have also 
( 4
·
3 2 )
 (Ä*-^0'* 
For η > no we have 
ι »»(*»)
 1 | < 2|üy(fcn) - p , | | 0 
' υ„ '
 —
 liminfwr 
I—»οο 
So, v
v
(k
n
) in (4.32) may equivalently be replaced by v
n
. This last observation, (4.25), 
and (4.22) imply that ν η 7 Σ < = ο ^ ?
ρ
η -*' N(0,\). Lemmas 4.1-4.3 and, again, (4.22) 
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prove that (4.23) holds true. Relation (4.24) is an immediate consequence of (4.23) and 
the additional condition. The only thing left to prove is 
(4.33) Μ*»)-"-Ι-»ο. 
Define vz(kn) := Σ|.|ο,.(1 " d f o * ^ ) , w h e r e ^»W : = ^ " Ч + і ] · 0 b s e r v e t h a t 
«.(fc») < Σ toW + il-j^-) Σ "-(0 
1·1<2ρη " P n | . |<2p„ 
Ρη(·)>ο Ρη(·)<ο 
= * - r í s r Σ л.(о<«-+^- Σ MOI, 
|»|<2ρη M<2j>„ 
Ρη(·)<0 
2ρη
 ^ Σ *<ο+ Σ - ^4 ^ - 2ρη 
| . |<2ρ„ |»|<2ρ„ 
Ρη(ι)>0 Ρη(·)<0 
^ ( Μ > ( ΐ - π - ) -^(0  ^o^n-r^ir Σ ι^ (·)ΐ· 
*"
 2 Ρ η
 |.|<2ρ„ |,|<2ρ„ Κη ¿ P n \ , \ < 2 P n 
Hence 
К - ·,(*.)| < г ^ - Σ MOI < с „^Tf «4*·+«), 
1>1<2ρ» 
which tends to 0 as η —» oo. Consequently, (4.33) is equivalent to 
(4.34) Mfc
n
) - vy{kn)\ -» 0. 
Observe that for | i | < 2p
n
 we can write E[Yj Y,+[\ as a sum of four terms: 
(4.35a) E p t f - V ^ ] = 
= ^3^(E[^n(íl,m„)A'n(íl + fc,ro„)Jn(£i+l,m„)-K'n(íi+l + h,mn)]—r„,m„) + 
+(E[^n(fl,m„)A'n(íi+A)m„)^n(íi+l,m„)]-Tn,m„E^„(^i>mn)) + 
+(E[Jn(^i+l,mi,)A'n(íi+l+A,m„)^n(6,m„)]-T'n,m„E0n(íi,m„))+ 
+ ^ (E^n(C1 ,mJ^n(e,+ l>m„)]-(E^(í1,mJ)2) 
(4.35Ò) ={-\(E[Jn(C1)^n(í i+ f c)J„(e.+ i )A:n(e,+ 1 + f t)]-^)+-\(r2-r^mJ} + 
η—ft η—ft 
+{(Е[7
п
(6)і<:„(6+
Л
)^«.+і)]-ГпЕ^(6))+ 
+T f,(E01 1(f1)-E^(6>»J)+(T« - rn,mn)E^n(í1>m„)}+ 
+{(E[J n ( í , + i )^ . + i + A)¿n(^] - r„EMí 1 ) )+ 
+r„(E^n(ei)-E^n(6,mJ)+(r„ - т„,
тп
)Е^„(6,т
п
)} + 
+{^(E[^(Ç1)^«.+ 1)]-(E^(i1))2)+ 
+ ^((E¿n(í1))2-(EM£1>mn))2)}+ 
+ r ( » ) + r ( " ) + r ( " ) + r ( " ) . 
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Неге г^ is the residual term arising from the Jfcth term in (4.35a) as a consequence of 
replacing the J„(Ç,,m„), #„(£»,„,„), and ¿„(fj.mj by ./„(£,), Κ
η
(ξι), and ¿„(£,), leaving 
т
Піт
„ and E0n(£i ) m n) unchanged. It can be proved that 
(4.36) |r,(n)| < C n c ( 4 e , ' + a ) ( n - ' + n - ' 1 ) . 
For t = 1 this inequality is a consequence of the application of the mean value theorem 
and (2.8). For » = 2 we have: 
K n ) | < \Е[МЬ,
тя
)К
п
и1+к,тя)МЬ+1.т.)- ^ ( í l ,mJ í f» ( í l + » ,»JMí.+l) ] l + 
+ \ЦМ(і,т
п
)К^1+І,ітп)фп((,+1) - J„(í,)íf»(€l+*)^-(í.+l)]l 
< С п«2°'+»{Е\ф
п
((,+ 1ітп)- фп((,+ і)\ + 
+ E |J»(f i ,» .) i f«(f i+k,».)-J-( í i ) i f-(6+»)l}, 
which implies (4.36) because of (4.8), its counterpart for ^г.т the mean value theorem, 
and (2.8). Similar arguments can be used to prove (4.36) for t e {3,4}. Again by (4.8) 
and its counterpart for ^г.п» and the fact that | r
n
 — Tn¡mn \ < С n^2™ + 1 ) ( n - ' ' + n - 4 1 ) 
we obtain 
(4.37) _^_|T2- r2 ) mJ < CnW+Vin-' + n-"), 
(4.38) \τ»(Έφη{ξι) - E ^ í f , , „ . ) ) + (rn - τ
η ι η
,
η
) Ε ^ „ ( 6 ^
η
) | < 
< ( 7 n C ( 4 a ' + 2 ) ( n - , + n - , 1 ) 5 
(4.39) | ( E ^
n
( 6 ) ) 2 - ( E ^ ( 6 ,
m
„ ) ) 2 | < С η ^ - ' + ^ ί η - ' + η " ' 1 ) . 
Combining (4.35a,b) and (4.36)-(4.39) we obtain (4.34). о 
5. Discussion; an example 
At first sight condition (4.22) looks rather strong, since it seems possible to find for 
any α G [—oo, +oo] a linear process (1.1) having liminf v
n
 = a. However, by (4.33) and 
(4.28) we have 
(5.1) liminf υ
η
 = liminf v
w
(k„) € [0,oo]. 
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As a consequence condition (4.22) is equivalent to 
(5.2) l i m i n f u n ^ O . 
П—ЮО 
Set ф(и) : = J,1 ƒ„' {(l (o,4(u) - s)J'(a)K(t) + ( l [ ( M ](u) - t)K'(t) J{s)}dH(s, t), и e [0,1], 
and Ζ, : = (J(Ç,)A'(^l+fc) — τ) + Φ(ζι), i 6 Ζ. In many relevant cases we will have 
lim υ
η
 = Σ ^ ^ η ο ΐ ϊ Γ Ζ ι Ζ , + ι ] = g(0), where g is the spectral density of the stationary 
η—·οο 
sequence (Z,). 
It can be proved that conditions (2.10) and (2.12) in Assumption 2.3 can be weak­
ened if Η is absolutely continuous with a density h for which 
maxdl/iHoo, s u p l 6 r 0 jiS | f t (x) | - 1 } < oo (see the remark following the proof of Lemma 
4.2 in the Appendix). In fact we may in this case replace (2.10) and (2.12) by 
( 5
·
3 ) 0<ζ<
 ïdr? 'α ' e (0' ^ ' "^ρ < Ι ~ ατα'+1)· 
In Assumption 2.2 we restricted ourselves to positive a'. It will be wise to choose 
o ' as small as possible. If, however, j W and K^ are all bounded ( in the presence of 
(2.2) this corresponds to a' = 0) there is no reason to replace χ by ¡n{x), as introduced 
in (1.13) and (1.14). Replacing /n(x) , J Í 0 , Κ ί Ρ , φ , ^ , φ η , τ η , and C(ra' + s) (r,s e R ) 
by x, j W , Κ^,φ}^^, and 0, repectively, we obtain, using the arguments of Section 4, 
for T
n
 := (n - ft)"1 E : = " I * J ( ^ W ^ ) and v„ : = E | . | < 2 m „ + Ä - , Ε ^ Ζ , + , Ι : 
(5.4) ^ ( Т " - т ) - ч Л Г ( 0 , 1 ) , 
Vv
n 
provided that liminf v
n
 € (0,oo] and Assumptions 2.1 and 2.3 are satisfied with condi-
n—ЮО 
tions (2.10)-(2.13) replaced by 
(5.5) iji > 1, 0 < ρ < - , η > - . 
Example. Suppose that (Ei¡) is an iid sequence with P[.E* = 0] = P[Ek = 1] = j . 
Taking gic := 2 -^*+ 1^ for A; > 0 and gt := 0 for k < 0 we define the linear process (X,) as 
in (1.1). Since Σ Π = ο 2 - * * + Ι * = 1> *Ье series converges in the almost sure sense. In fact 
(see also Bradley (1986; p.180)) (X,) is a, not strongly mixing, strictly stationary AR(1) 
process with uniform[0,1] marginals. For j £ Ζ and г € N we have Χ} = ^Χ}-ι + \ZJ 
and A- | + 1 = г - ' Х , + E U o l-l^Z+i-u. 
Let Л = 1. Define J ( x ) : = K{x) : = χ, χ e [0,1]. It is obvious that for n > no = 
n
o(»?iP) we have Ρ [ | Λ Ί ) η , η | > η - ' ' ] = 0, all ρ,η > 0. Choose τ/ι,ρ and τ/ as in (5.5). 
Straightforward calculation shows, that τ = ¿ and that for u € [0,1] and i > 0: 
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ф(и) = ( - fu 2 - I
u
 + JL) + (U - ί )1 Η | 1 1 («) 
cov
№
X2,X,+1X,+2) = {|¡_f+ J - » 
,(Х1Х2,ф(Х,+1))=1-^ if , = ι 
l - ^ 2 - 2 ' - Ì 2 - if t > 2 , 
ι # i f , = 0 
α>ν(ΛΊΧ2,^(ΛΊ+ι)) = S ~ 
^  5 7 6 " ~ β'' 
cov ( № ) > ^, + 1 ))={| ! 2 -, + è 2- . ÍJ ;=;. 
As a consequence we obtain: 
ι=—оо 
By (5.4) we have: 
8>/3,/п(Т
я
 - 1)-*
л
 N(p,l) аа n - o o . 
Appendix 
In this appendix we will prove the lemmas of Section 4. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. By (4.1) we have: 
(Λ·1) Αο,
η
 - АО
іП
 = пЪ(т
Пітп
 - т„) + 5ο,,,· 
The first term on the right in (A.l) tends to 0 by (2.9). Concerning the second term we 
note that by (2.3): 
|5o,„| < C ( n - b ) - * £ ( | i , i m J + | i , + h i m n | ) sup і а д в д ) ! 
< C7n<(2-'+I)-i"¿(|f,>raJ + |í,+AimJ). 
ι = 1 
ПО 
By the first Markov inequality and (2.8) we obtain for λ > 0: 
(A.2) Р [ | Я . | > λ] < Р [ £ ( | С * .
И в
| + \Ъ+Ктп\) > САП*-«2"'"»)] 
¿ = 1 
< C n b C ( 2 - 4 i ) E | ? i i m j < Cnì+«2*+i){en + Sn)i 
which tends to 0 as η —^  oo. о 
Note that only part of the conditions (2.10)-(2.13) in Assumption 2.3 was used, in fact 
only 0 < ì +C(2a' + 1) < іпіп{т/,г/і}. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. The lemma will be proved for j = 1. Consider (4.13). By 
Fubini's theorem it is clear that Е^і
іП
(£і) = 0. By (4.8) we obtain as a consequence of 
this observation: 
(A3) у/ИЕфі,.(Іі,шп) - 0. 
Siiiœn-*№ l i B(Éi.~.)-E*i.«(Îi.«1 .)l < С η«2«.'+ι)-*, we also have 
ft 
(АЛ) η-i Σ Wi,B(e1-,mil)-E^lie(elimJ)-»pO. 
i=n-A+l 
It is only left to prove that Riin —*p 0. Define the function μη as follows: 
M n ( < ) : = R Í if F f < < - P Í ' І6{~1Л1 }· 
where σ is chosen such that 
(ii.5) C(4a' + 2) +
 A , < ( T < Ì - C ( a ' + ì ) - ì p . 
Write Д1(„ as a sum of three terms: Ді і П = Яо,і,п + -Ηι,ι,η + -Rj.i.m where 
Ло,і,. := / / U
n
^
n
{S))J^n{.s))Kn^n{t))dun(s,t), Jo Jo 
Ri,i.»:= f Ги
н
(а)(Г
п
{з)К
п
(і)-Г
п
О*пМ)Кп№)))<Ь,п{»,і), 
Jo Jo 
Ä2,i,n:= f t\un(»)-VnO*n(»)))JM'))Knfa»{t)}dun{s,t). 
Jo Jo 
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Set Bn ••= ( - K ] - M ] 2 , а™ : = ( A / M , ' / K D e R 2 , and ¿ Í J := ( α ^ , ^ ^ α ^ ] С R 2 
for к, l S {—1,0,..., [гг"]} and г, j G {0,1, . . . , [π"]}. Since the signed measure u„ does 
not have any mass outside the unit cube, we have: 
|До,і,„| = I / UnMs))JM'))Knten(t))di>n(s,t)\ 
Let Λη and Ωι
ι
„(ωι,6ι) be as in (2.5) and (3.12), where wi and Si are chosen such that 
(Л.7) w i = C and / > < « ! < 1 - р - С ( 4 а ' + 1 ) - 4 а . 
Let Ω2,
η
 : = Ωι
ι η
(ω 1 ,Αι) Π Λ η . By Corollary 3.4 and (2.6) we have: 
{А. ) Ρ ( Ω 2 ι „ ) -» 1. 
Using (3.12) with ω = ζ and (2.3) we obtain that 
l-Ro.i.nlliij.n < 
< g
 c
 „(*-i)/»(/m(-j-Xi - /m(^_)))—»/.(/„(^-χι - /.(^j)))-· 
• \W
n
-h{A^)\\a^ 
(X.9) <ση-*+*+№-·+*) ¿ І И ^ Л ^ І І Л , , . 
By Theorem 2.2 we have for η sufficiently large: 
[•"] 
Ρ(Λ
η
 Π [ Σ \W
n
-h{A^)\ > СЛп*-^-«2о'+'>]) < 
< Σ ρ ( Λ " Π I SUP |w—fc(y)-w»-*(*)l > 
[»Ι 
(A.9a) < V Ρ(Λ
η
 η [ sup \W
n
-h{y)-Wn-h{x)\ > CX ni-+-C<a«'+*>-*r]) 
,-^ ΞΌ o<x<,<i 
(Λ.9δ) ι < С π^2'βχρ(-Χλ2η1-ί·-«4α'+1>-4'-''ν-(5Αη-^-<(2β'+*>-2<')), 
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which tends to 0 because of the assumptions and the choices made for the parameters. 
By (A.8) and (A.9) it follows that |ϋο,ι,„|1η1ρ1, -»ρ 0 and 
(АЛО) Яо.і.п ->Р 0. 
Let G
n
 be one of the measures of the set {Hn-h, H}. Define: 
(All) Г,,,,» := Г Γ U
n
(s)(J'
n
(3)K
n
(t) - J^
n
(s))K^
n
(t)))dG
n
(s, t). 
Jo Jo 
By applying the mean value theorem to the function (s,t) •-» J'
n
(s)K
n
(t) we obtain: 
(ΑΛ2) \J'
n
(s)K
n
(t) - ΐ·
η
(μ
η
(3))Κ
η
(μ
η
(ί))\ < С
 n
- '+«2- '+2). 
Choose ui2 and S2 such that 
(АЛЗ) ω 2 = С and p< 62 < 2σ - ζ(4α' + 4), 
which can be done since σ > ζ{2α' + 2) + ¿p. By Corollary 3.4 we have: 
(A.14) Ρ ( Ω 1 , „ ( ω 2 ) ί 2 ) ) ^ 1 . 
By (A.12) it follows that 
\Тг
А
,п\1оы^М < Cn-'W-'+V+W^Q. 
Consequently Тід,,, —*p 0 and: 
(A.15) RlA,n ->P 0. 
Define: 
(Λ.16) Г2і1іП := / / (Un(») - υη(μη(*)))ΐη(μη(3))Κη(μη(ί))<ΐαηΜ. 
Jo Jo 
By (2.3) and Theorem 2.1 we have for λ > 0 and η sufficiently large: 
Ρ(Ω» Π [ΙΓ,,,,,Ι > A]) < Ρ(Ω
η
 Π [ sup \U
n
(a) - ϋη(β,(»))\ > C\n-«2°,+»}) 
»€[0,1] 
[»'1 
s V P Í O n n t sup |^(ï)-^„(y)|>CAn-«2 e '+ 1)] 
^ *,»€[(.-1)/[п'Ь</[«']] 
<Сп' н - < 'ехр(-АА 2 г»-« 4 в ' + 2 )- ' н -^(ВАп-« 2 - '+ 1 )-Н-)) > 
ИЗ 
which tends to 0 as η —* oo, since σ > ζ(4α' + 2) + p. As a consequence we obtain: 
(A.17) Я г л » -+P 0. 
Combining (A.10), (A.15), and (A.17) we conclude that Л і
і П
 —*p 0, which completes 
the proof. о 
Remark. If, moreover, Η « Leb with a density h for which 
max{||/i||oo, suPxejo.ipl 'K 1 ) ! - 1 } < o0) then Lemma 4.2 remains valid if (2.10) and (2.12) 
in Assumption 2.3 are weakened to (5.3). 
To prove this assertion we follow the proof of Lemma 4.2 making use of (2.22) and 
replacing (A.5) and (A.7) by 
(Λ.18) <(4e' + 2) + ρ < σ < m i n { ^ - « α ' + \)-\p, J - C ( | a ' + J ) " | p } 
and 
(A.19) ωι=ζ and p<61< Ώύη{2η - C(4a' + 1) - 4<x, 1 - C(4a' + 1) - ρ - 3σ}, 
respectively. (A.9a,b) must be replaced by 
(A.20) < C n ' > + 2 < T e x p ( - X A 2 n 1 - < 1 - í ( W + 1 ) - ' , - 3 < ' V ( 5 A n - i í - « 2 o ' + ^ ) ) , 
anwCin-2'<beb[0,aW]-Lài[0,aW1j_l] < ^η'*. 
Again (Α. 10) holds true. The rest of the proof of Lemma 4.2 can be maintained without 
any change. 
P r o o f of L e m m a 4.3. Choose ω := ζ and ρ < δ < ì - ζ(2α' + 2). 
On Ωι,η we have (cf. (3.12)): 
| ß i , „ l < C n - i + 4 + ^ ' + 2 ) , j e {1,2}, 
№,,] < C n - ' + î ' + ^ - ' + î ) , j e {4,5}, 
| B 6 , n | < C n - t + 2 í + « 2 o ' + * > . 
These upper bounds tend to 0 aa η —• oo. By Corollary 3.4 the conclusion of the lemma 
follows immediately. о 
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SAMENVATTING VAN DEEL II 
Enkele stochastische ongelijkheden en asymptotische normaliteit van rang­
schatters bij algemene lineaire processen 
Beschouw η opeenvolgende waarnemingen Xi,...,X
n
 van een algemeen lineair proces 
dat gegenereerd wordt door een proces van witte ruis. Anders gezegd, 
Xi = Y^9kEt-k, te{l,...,n}, 
tez 
waar de Ej's onttfhankelijke en identiek verdeelde stochasten zijn en de g ¡'s zekere reële 
getallen. Noteer het rangnummer van Xi als R¡. 
Rangschatters Tn van de vorm 
η — ft '-^ η η 
1=1 
worden gebruikt als niet-parametrische maten voor onafhankelijkheid van de orde h. 
Hier zijn J
n
 en Kn zekere score-funkties. Voor statistische procedures is de limietverde­
ling van T
n
 (gestandaardiseerd) van groot belang. Wij onderzoeken dit limietgedrag als 
J
n
(t) = J(/
n
(i)) en K
n
(t) = K(l
n
(t)), waar J en К (mogelijk onbegrensde) funkties 
zijn op (0,1) en l
n
(t) = n-i + (1 - 2η"<)ί, t £ [0,1], zekere С > 0. 
Limietstellingen voor rangschatters worden in de literatuur gewoonlijk beschouwd 
onder aanvullende mengingsvoorwaarden (inmengend of sterk mengend) voor de betref­
fende rij (Xi)- Ook voor lineaire processen kunnen dit nuttige stellingen zijn. Niet elk 
lineair proces is echter sterk mengend, terwijl het konvergeren van de reeks Σ ι Як^і-к 
toch een zwakke afhankelijkheid suggereert. Daarom stellen wij niet expliciet een 
mengingsvoorwaarde maar leggen voorwaarden op aan het model zelf. 
In § 1 worden de grootheden geïntroduceerd die nodig zijn voor dit onderzoek. De 
aannames met betrekking tot het model en de funkties J en К worden opgesomd en 
besproken in § 2. Er wordt aangetoond dat (onder zekere voorwaarden met betrekking 
tot de rij (gk)) het lineaire proces dat gegenereerd wordt door symmetrisch en stabiel 
verdeelde E j's aan de modelaannames voldoet. Enkele fundamentele ongelijkheden 
betreffende empirische processen worden geformuleerd. In § 3 worden hiervan enkele 
gevolgen afgeleid. Sommige van deze nieuwe ongelijkheden worden gebruikt om de 
limietstelling te bewijzen. Ze zijn echter ook op zich interessant. De limietstelling wordt 
geformuleerd en bewezen in § 4. Asymptotische normaliteit wordt hier aangetoond voor 
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de partiële sommen van een r-afhankelijk rij stochasten waar г = r(n) niet begrensd 
is. Er wordt gebruik gemaakt van de limietstelling van Lyapvmov. In § 5 wordt de 
hoofdstelling besproken en wordt de situatie dat J en К beide begrensd zijn opnieuw 
beschouwd. Er wordt een lineair proces gedefinieerd dat niet sterk mengend is, maar 
wel voldoet aan de model-aannames en de voorwaarden van de stelling. In de appendix 
tenslotte wordt bewezen dat zekere resttermen verwaarloosbaar zijn. 
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S T E L L I N G E N 
behorende bij het proefschrift 
'Asymptotics for point processes and general linear processes' 
van 
Gert Nieuwenhuis 
1. Stelling 2.1.1 is essentieel voor deel I van dit proefschrift en voor een aantal van de 
volgende stellingen. 
2. Bij een stationair puntproces met intensiteit λ zoals beschouwd in dit proefschrift 
zijn de interval-lengten ao en a
n
 alleen dan ongecorreleerd onder de Palm verdeling 
P 0 als onder de verdeling Ρ de verwachtingswaarde van a„ gelijk is aan 1/λ. 
3. Voor de empirische Palm verdeling P
n
 (zie (2.3.1)) gelden de volgende beweringen: 
(i) EP
n
 ~ P\ 
(ii) P[P
n
(B, φ) = 0<^ P0(B) = 0] = 1 voor alle В € M0, 
(iii) P[A,(- )V.)~Po]=0. 
Hierin duidt ~ wederzijdse absolute continuïteit aan. 
4. De rij (α,) van interval-lengten is dan en alleen dan sterk mengend onder P 0 (zie 
de definitie na (1.4.4)) als 
sup \P(FG) - P(F)P(G)\ - » 0 as η -> oo. 
C€»((£».).>„) 
5. De in Snyder (1975) zo belangrijke 'sample function density' voor een telproces N 
op [<o>Oi gedefinieerd in (2.49), is niets anders dan de Radon-Nikodym afgeleide 
van de kansverdeling van TV ten opzichte van een gegeneraliseerde Lebesgue-maat 
op de ruimte van de realisaties van N: de vereniging van alle cartesische machten 
van [t0,t). Zie Nieuwenhuis (1984; §2.9*). 
Snyder, D.L. (1975): Random Point Processes. Wiley. 
Nieuwenhuis, G. (1984): Stochastische Puntprocessen. Collegedictaat. 
6. Het verband tussen zwakke afhankelijkheid zoals gedefinieerd in (2.4) van deel II 
en de klassieke mengingsbegrippen verdient nader onderzoek. 
7. Voor studenten bij α en 7 studies wordt het vak statistiek moeilijker gemaakt dan 
nodig door docenten die te weinig durven uit te leggen. 
1 
8. De huidige courtageregeling voor makelaars, een percentage van de aankoopsom, 
beloont de makelaar van de koper niet voor betere prestaties. Een percentage van 
het bedrag dat de makelaar van de vraagprijs heeft weten af te dingen lijkt redelijker 
maax is te gevoelig voor fraude. 
Met behulp van speltheorie zou een betere regeling voor de honorering gevonden 
moeten worden. 
9. Selectievoorwaarden bij wetenschappelijke functies en beurzen, voor zover betrek-
king hebbend op de leeftijd, dienen gebaseerd te zijn op de carrière-leeftijd en niet 
op de biologische leeftijd. 
10. De rechten van en faciliteiten voor voetgangers en fietsers in het verkeer dienen 
meer in overeenstemming te worden gebracht met de milieuvriendelijke manier van 
voortbewegen. 
11. De door de Rijksmunt geslagen rijksdaaJders zijn niet noodzakelijk zuiver. Bij 
experimenten bestaande uit herhaald tollen van zowel nieuwe als gebruikte exem-
plaren werden 95%-betrouwbaarheidsintervallen gevonden voor de kans op kop die 
de waarde ì niet bevatten. Afwijkingen naar beide kanten komen voor. 
Experimentatoren: Hans Moors, Maarten Janssens, Gert Nieuwenhuis. 
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